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Abstract

This monograph presents a summary account of the subject of a postcriori error estimation for tinite clement approximations
of problems in mechanics. The slUdy primarily focuses on methods for linear elliptic boundary value problems. However. error
estimation for unsymmetrical systems. nonlinear prohlems. including the Navier-Stokes equations. and indelinite problems. such
as represented hy the Stokes prohlem arc included. 'Ille main thrust is to obtain error estimators for the error measured in the
energy norm. hut techniques for other norms arc also discussed.
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Since the beginning of computer simulations of physical events. the presence of numerical error in
calculations has been a principal source of concern. Numerical error is intrinsic in such simulations: the
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discretization process of transforming a continuum model of mechanical behavior into one manageable
by digital computers cannot caplurc all of the information embodied in models characterized by partial
differential equal ions or integral equations. What is the approximation error in such simulations? How
can the error be measured. controlled and effectively minimized? These questions have confronted
computational mechanicians, practitioners and theorisls alike. since the earliest applicalions of numerical
methods to problems in engineering and science.

Recent years have seen concrete advances toward the resolution of these queslions made in the form
of theories and methods of a posteriori error estimation. whereby the computed solution itsdf is used to
somehow assess the accuracy. The remarkable success of some a posteriori error estimators has opened
a new chapter in computalional mathematics and mechanics that could revolutionize the suhject. By
effectively estimating error. the possibility of controlling Ihc entire computational process through new
adaptive algorithms emerges. Fresh criteria for judging Ihe performance of algorithms become apparent.
Most importantly. the analyst can usc a posteriori error estimates as an independent measure of the
quality of the simulation under study.

The presenl work is intended to provide an introduction to the subject of a posteriori error estimation
for finite element approximations of boundary value problems in mechanics and physics. The treat-
ment is by no means exhaustive. focusing primarily on elliptic partial differenlial equations and on the
chief methods currently available. However, extensions 10 unsymmetrical systems of partial differential
equations, nonlinear problems and indefinite problems are included. Our aim is to present a coherent
summary of a posteriori error estimation methods.

/.2. StatllS and scopc

The a priori estimation of errors in numerical methods has long been an enterprise of numerical
analysts. Such estimales give information on the convergence and stability of various solvers and can
givc rough information on the asymptotic behaviour of errors in calculations as mesh parameters arc
approprialely varied. Traditionally. the practitioner using numcrical simulations, while aware that errors
exist. is rarely concerned with quantifying them. The quality of a simulation is generally assessed by
physical or heuristic argumcnts based on thc experience and judgment of the analysi. Frequenlly such
arguments arc later proved to be flawed.

Somc of the earliesl a posteriori error estimates used in computational mechanics wt.:re in the solution
of ordinary differential equations. These are typified by predictor corrector algorithms in which the
difference in solutions obtaint.:d by schemes with different orders of truncation error is used as rough
estimates of the error. This eSlirnate can in turn be used to adjust the lime step. II is notable that the
original a posleriori error estimation schemes for elliptic problems had many features that resemble
those for ordinary differt.:ntial equations.

Interest in a posteriori error estimation for finite element methods for two point elliptic boundary
value prohlems really began with the pioneering work of Babuska and Rheinholdt 1131. A posteriori
error t.:stimation techniques were developed that delivered numbers 711\approximating the error in
energy or an energy norm on each tinite clement K. These formed the basis of adaptive meshing
procedures designed to control and minimize the error. During Ihe period 1978-1983. a number of
results for explicit error estimalion techniques were oblained: we mention as representatives the work
of Babuska and Rlwinbllidl [11.121·

The usc of complementary energy formulations for obtaining a posleriori error estimates was put
forward by de Veubeke [27]. However, the method failed to gain popularity heing based on a global
computation. The idea of solving element by element complementary prohlems logcther with the im-
portant concept of conslructing equilibrated boundary data to ohtain error estimates was advanced by
Ladeveze and Leguillon 1431. Related ideas arc found in the work of Kelly [391 and Stein and Ahmad
[53].

In 1984. an important conference on adaptive refinement and error est imation was held in Lisbon
(see [20]). At Illat meet ing. seVl:ral new developments in a posteriori error estimalion were presented.
including the ele/1/l'1ll rcs;llual method. The method was described by Demkowicz cl al. 129.30] and
applied to a variety of problems in mechanics and physics. Essentially the same process W~tS advanced
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simullaneously by Bank and Weiser [23.22] who focused on the applications to scalar elliptic problems in
two dimensions and provided a mathemalical analysis of the method. The paper of Bank and Weiser [23]
also involved a number of basic ideas that proved to be fundamental to certain theories of a posteriori
error eSlimation including the saturation assumption and the equilibration of boundary data in the
context of piecewise linear approximation on triangles.

During the early 1980s the search for effective adaptive methods led 10 a wide variety of ad hoc
error estimators. Many of these were based on a priori or interpolation estimates. Ihat provided crude
but effeclive indicat ions of features of error sufficient to drive adaptive processes. In this context. we
mention the interpolation error estimales of Demkowicz el al. [28). In computational fluid dynamics
calculations these crude interpolation estimates proved to be useful for certain problems in inviscid now
(see [50]). where solulions featured surfaces of discontinuity. shocks. and rarefaction waves. Relatively
crude error estimates arc sufficient to locate regions in the domain in which disconlinuities appear and
these are satisfactory for use as a basis for certain adaptive schemes. However. when more complex
features of the solution are present. such as boundary layers or shock-boundary layer interactions, these
cruder methods arc often disastrously inaccurate.

Zienkiewicz and Zhu [60] developed a simple error estimation technique that is effective for some
classes of problem and types of finite element approximations. Their method falls into the category of
recovery based methods: gradients of solUlions obtained on a givcnmesh are smoothed and the smoothed
solution is compared with the original solution to assess error. Morc rccently. Zicnkicwicz and Zhu [61.62]
modified their approach leading to the slIpercol/vergel/l patch recovery method.

EXlrapolation methods have been used effectively 10 obtain global error estimates for both hand
p version of the finite element method. For example. by using sequences of hierarchical p version
approximations. Szabo [55] obtained efficient a posteriori estimators for two dimensional linear elasticity
problems.

By the early 1990s the basic techniques of a posteriori error estimation were established. Attention
then shifted to the application to general classes of problem. Verfurth [56] obtained two-sided bounds and
derived error eslimaWs for the Stokes problem and the Navier-Stokes An important paper on explicit
error residual methods for broad classes of boundary value problems. including nonlinear problems. was
presented by Baranger and EI-Amri [24]. Erikson cl al. [32-34.38] derived a posteriori error estimates
for bolh parabolic and hyperbolic problems.

Most studies have dealt with a posteriori error estimation for the h version of the finite element
method. The elemenl residual method is applicable to both p version finite elements and h-p versions
linite element approximations. An extensive study of error residual methods is reported in the paper
by aden et al. [47]. These techniques werc applied to non-uniform h-p meshes. Later, in a series of
papers Ainsworth and aden [6] produced extensions of the elcment residual method in conjunction with
equilibrated boundary data. This was extended to elliptic boundary value problems. elliptic systems.
variational inequalities and indefinite problems such as the Stokes problem and steady Navier-Stokes
equations with small data.

The subject of a posteriori error estimation for finite element approximation has now reached maturity.
The emphasis has now shifted from Ihe development of new techniques to the sllldy of robustness of
existing estimators and identifying limits on their pcrfomlance. Particularly noteworlhy in this respect
is thc work of Babuska et al. [15.16] who conduct an extensive sllldy of the performance and robustness
of the main error estimation techniques applied to first order finite elemenl approximation,

The literature on a posteriori error estimation for finite clement approximation is vast. We have
strongly resisted the temptation to produce an exhaustive survey. The availability of computer databases
means that anyone can generate an up to date survey with minimal effort. Instead. the bibliography
consists solely of key references and work having a direct influence on our exposition. Surveys of the
earlier literature will he found in [45.46] and more recently in [35].

J.3. No((/{iol/s

J.3. J. Sobolev spaces
Throughout. standard notations and conventions for function spaces are followed [I]. Let n be an

open bounded domain in IRn, where 1/ = I. 2 or 3. with boundary r.
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/Illeger order spaces
The integer order Sobolev spaces WI1I·P(.(l), m E Zi. I ~ P ~ 00 are equippt.:d with the norm lI'II\Vmp(fl)

defined by

{ }

I~

IlltlllV",p(!J)= ~ lJ1D"ltIPdt: if1~f1<00 (1.1)
IUI~m

and

IIltlllVm''>«[J) = max IID"ltIlu'(!J) if P = 001(l1~1lI

where

IlltIlC'(!l) = esssup III(x)l .
.rEf}

(1.2)

( 1.3)

The space Wlnp(n) itself is the completion of C""(fl) in this nonn and is therefore a Banach space. The
space W;l.p (n) is the closure of Cil(fl) in the norm on WIn'P(fl) where Co(fl) consists of all functions
which, together with their derivatives of all orders. are continuous and compactly supported on n. In
the case p = 2. the notalions WllI·2(fl) = rr'(n) and w(~1.2(n) = Hg'(fl) are used.

J .3.2. Partitions
The basic procedure in the finite element melhod is the partitioning of the computalional domain n

into a collection P = {K} of open sub domains or elemellls. Various sets of assumptions are made on the
construction of the partition sufficient to ensure the convergence of the method. More generally. families
F = {P} of partitions are considered so that statements may be made concerning the convergence of
the sequence of finite element approximations obtained on the partitions. In the present work, various
versions of the finite clement will be considered including adaptive methods. The partitions used for
adaptive meshes are generally disallowed by the classical finite elemenl theory but. nonetheless, must
obey strict conditions. For convenience we formulate the particular assumptions on each notion of
partition to be considered.

Partition
A partition P .5!..fn is a collection of elements K satisfying

(PI) n = UKE'P K
('P2) each element K is a non-empty. open subset of n
('P3) the inlersection of each distinct pair K. J E Pis emply
(Pol) each element K is a triangle or convex quadrilateral

Proper partition
A proper partition P of f1 is a partition of fl that satisfies the additional condition

(Ps) each side of an element K is either a subset of the boundary an or a side of another element J in
the partition.

The collection of element sides is denoted by 8P.

Non-degeneracy condition
Let K be any triangular element from a partition P. Define the diameter hK of the element by

hK = diam (K)

and let h(P) be

h(P) = max "K,
KE'P

(1.4 )

( 1.5)
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Define PK by

PK = sup{ diam(S) : S is a ball contained in K}.

:;

( 1.6)

(1.7)

(1.10)

The partition is called non-degenerate or shape regular if there exists a constant 'Yo that is independent
of h(P) such that

hK
max- ~ 'Yo.
KE'P PK

The non-degeneracy condition does not require that the clements be of comparable size and permits
highly refined meshes. Similar concepts may be defined for quadrilateral clements.

Regular family of partitions
A regular famil.v :F of partitions is a collection of proper. non-degenerate partitions {P} with the

non-degeneracy constant 'Yo independent of P: and. such that h(P) approaches zero. This condition
essentially rules out the use of many adaptive algorithms.

Quasi-llniform f£tmily
A family :F of partitions is qllasi-lIn(form if each partition P in :F is regular and there exists a constant

'YI such that for all partitions P

h(P)
max -, ~ 'YI' (/.8)
KE'P IK

Locally quasi-llniform family
A family :F of partitions is locally qllasi-llniform if each partition P in :F is proper and is composed

of elements satisfying a non-degeneracy assumption with a constant 'Yo independent of P.
Typically. we shall assume that the partitions arc locally quasi-unifoml. Such partitions can be highly

refined and yet satisfy a local quasi-uniformity condition. For instanc<;. lei K be a element belonging to
a locally quasi-uniform partition P. The patch of elements surrounding K is defined by

K = int {UJ :J n K is non-empIY} . (1.9)

The non-degeneracy condition implies t'!.at there is a constant C depending only on 'Yo such that for any
clement J contained in the suhdomain K a local quasi-uniformily condition holds on the subdomain

I hK-~-~c.C h)

Moreover. notice that the number of clements contained in the subdomain K must be uniformly bounded
by a constant depending only on 'Yo

max card{J :} C K} ~ C.
KE'P

(1.11)

Equally well. the number subdomains containing a particular clement is uniformly bounded by a constant
depending on 'Yo

- -maxcard{J : K c J} ~ C.
KeP

1.4. Approximation .\J}((C£'s

(1.12)

Reference elements
In both the mathematical analysis of finite clement methods and in their application to specific prob-

lems. it is natural to consider each element in a partitioning of the domain (or finite element mesh) to
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he the image of a standard reft'l'l'Ilce element K. The reference elemenl defines the element type while
providing the template on which element computations are performed. For instance. in the case of a
triangular clcmenl the reference clement mny he taken as

R = {(.r. ,\I) : () ~ .r ~ I: 0 ~ .v ~ 1 - x}
or, in the case of quadrilateral elemenls

R = {(.r ..v) : - I ~ .r ~ 1: -1 ~ .v ~ I}.

(1.13)

(1.14)

Polynomial spaces of degree pEN are defined on the triangular and quadrilateral reference elements.
respeclively. by

(1.15)

and

(1.16)

(1.19)

In three dimensions. hexahedral. tetrahedral or prismatic reference clements are used with analogous
polynomial spaces.

Finite elemelll spaces
Lc! P be a locally quasi-uniform partitioning of a connected, bounded, polygonal domain fl into

trian/Lular and quadrilateral elements. For simplicity. assume Ihat there exists an invertihle mapping
FK : K f--> K that is affine for triangular clements and bilinear for quadrilateral c1cmcnts. Each element
is assigned a paramcter PK E N controlling~the degre.: of approximation on the element. A polynomial
space PK is Ihcrehy selected to be eilher Q(pKJ or P(PK) as appropriale. The tinitc element space X
consists of continuous piecewise polynomials

X = {v E C(fl): vlK = U 0 Fi(' for some U E p/\ for all K E Pl· (1.17)

If Ihe polynomial degree PK is non-uniform over the partition P then the continuity requirements
may impose constraints on the approximation in the particular elemenl which mean that the effective
polynomial dcgree within the clement is. in essence. reduced. When we speak of the polynomial degree
PK. it will be understood to mean the effective polynomial degree. Further. the subscript K will J;leoften
be omitted.

Approximation theory
Approximation theoretic resulls concerning approximation using piecewise polynomials on partitions

will be required. A numhcr of results concerning approximation of continuous funclions on regular
partitions are known and well documented in the lilerature [25]. On occasion. it will be necessary to
approximate funclions that may he discontinuous on partitions that are only supposed to be locally
quasi-uniform. Such approximations have heen considered by Clement [26] and SCali and Zhang [52]:

THEOREM 1.1. Suppose P be (/ loca/lv quasi-unzt'orll/ partitioning of the domain fl C m.2 Let K be anv
element in the partition and del/ote

K = int {UJ :J n K is nOll-eli/PLY} . (1.18)

Suppose thm () ~ I ~ p + Iand 11/ are inwgas (/1/(1r. sEll. ocJ are chosen so thm the ell/bedding Wl.r (K) <-+

Will ..' (K) holds. Then. for any v E Wl.r (K) there exists I1xv E X such that

II n II ('( )/I-III+2(1/5-1/r) II IIv - XV Wm.'(K) ~ . rn·P IK v WI'(K)'
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1.5. Afoc/el problem

Let Il C H2 be a bounded domain with Lipschitz houndary on. Consider the model elliptic boundary
value problem of finding the solution It of

-;lit + Cit = f(x) in 12 (1.20)

suhject to the boundary conditions

nit .:--)= g on IN (1.21)
( /I

and
It = () on Ii). (1.22)

The data are assumed to be smooth. i.e. f E L2(Jl). g E L2(~".d. c_is a non-negative constant and the
boundary segments TN. To are assumed to be disjoint with TN U Tn = an. The unit outward normal
vector to an is denoled by " and belongs to the space [L '<-(an)]".

The variational form of this problem is to lind II E V stich that

8(1t. v) = L(v) "Iv E V

where V is the space

V={vEfJ1(fl):v=O onTD}

and where

13(1/. v) = r (VIt· Vv + C/lv) dx
J{}

and

(1.23)

(1.24)

(1.25)

L(V)=.Ltvw:+ I"gVds. (1.26)

Suppose that X c V is a finite dement suhspace. The lInite element approximalion of this problem is
to lind /Ix E X such that

13(/1,'(. vx) = L(vx) VVx E X.

The error e = /I - /Ix belongs to the space V and satisfies

8(e.v) = B(It.v) - B(/lx,v) = L(v) - B(/lx.v) "Iv E V.

Moreover. the slandard ot1hogonality condition for the error in the Galerkin projection holds

B(e. vx) = 0 VVx E X.

/.6. Properties of II posteriori error estill/ators

(1.27)

( 1.2R)

(1.29)

There are many techniques for error estimation. One can extrapolalc approximalc solutions ohtained
on sequences of progressively finer meshes or on sequences of meshes wilh shape functions of increasing
order and then compare solutions to obtain an indication of the error. Such methods can be quite
effective when data structures admit such multilevel computations. One popular method amongst the
engineering community is to postprocess the approximation 1/,'( to oblain more accurate representations
of Ihe gradient G(ux). One can then use the difference 0(1I,'() - VIIX as an estimate for the error. This
type of approach can lead to surprisingly good error estimators and is discussed in Section 2. One of
the weaknesses of lhe mel hod and allhc same time. one of its advantages. is that no usc is made of the
information from the original problem.

Other error estimators make use of the dala for the problem and properties of the error in various
ways. For instance. the approximation error satisfles the residual equal ion (1.28) and the orthogonality
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condition (1.29). A residual equation similar to (1.28) may be obtained by integraling hy parts over each
element leading to

l (Ve· Vv + cev) dx = { rv (b-+ J: v (11K' 'VII - 11K' 'VI/.r) ds (1.30)if.: iK .rilK
where r is the residllal

r = f + ~IIX - ellx (1.31)

and 11K is a unit exlerior normal to the clement boundary oK. Under suitable conditions. the solution
10 (1.30) may be bounded by

IIlelliK ::;; C) IIr1l/dK) + C21111K. 'Vell/.:(iIKI (1.32)

where C1 and C2 may depend upon the clement size "K and olher mesh paramelers. Replacing Ihe flux
on Ihe element boundary by a suitable approximation leads 10 a bound on the error on the element K
(aparl from the constants C1 and C2). This type of estimator is referred to as an explicit estimator and
is discussed in Section 3.

The presence of the constants C1 and C2 in the explicit a posteriori error estimalors leads one to
consider trying 10 solve an approximate local boundary value prohlem for the error of the form

lC'VcPK,Vv+ccP1\v)dx= r rvd\·+J: v(g1\-I11\''Vllx)ds (1.33)h h ~~
where gK is an approximation 10 the boundary flux. The solution cPK may be used as follows:

(1.34 )

( 1.36)

10 provide a measure of the error contenl in the approximation associated with elemenl K. The approach
raises a number of issues:

• the infinite dimensional space containing the error must be approximated by an appropriale finite
dimensional subspace

• the boundary flux "K . 'VII must be approximated in some effective way
• if e = 0 the error residual problem may have no solution unless the condition

{ nix + 1 (gK - 11K . V'II,d dol'= 0 (1.35)iK rilK

is sa Iisfied.
The general process jusl described is an example of an implicit error residllalmetlwd. It is said to be

implicit because the error residual problem must be solved over each element to determine the error
estimator IllcPKIlI. Implicit estimators are the subject of Section 4. Section 5 deals with implicit error
estimators in which the boundary fluxes arc specially constructed so that the local problem is well posed.
The resulting estimators may be shown to possess several very powerful properties.

If TlK is a local error estimator on elemenl K Ihen the glohal error estimate TI is usually taken to he
I/~

TI = {L TIl}
Ke'P

A major property delll(\nded of all successful error estimalors is Ihat positive constants C\. C2 exist such
that

(1.37)

(1.38)

where Illeill is the global error in the energy norm. Then TI tends to zero at the sallle /'(Ite as the true
error. The quality of an estimator is often judged by global effectiviry indices

TJ
~

or local effectivity indices
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(1.39)

These indices can be used to measure the quality of an estimator when the exact error or a good approx-
imation of it are known. Naturally. one hopes that effectivity indices close to unity can be obtained. but
global cffeclivity indices of 2.0-3.0 or even higher are often regarded as acceptable in many engineering
applications.

Throughout. the ideas are presented for the simple model problem in the plane. For the most part. the
analysis may be easily extended to three dimensions. Therefore, we shall comment on higher dimensions
only in cases where the extension is not immediately apparent. The extension of the results to more
general problems may be less straightforward. Therefore. in Section 6 applications to more complicated
problems are given including problems with side constraints (such as the Stokes' problem): unsymmet-
ric operators (Oseen's equations): non-Iinearities (the incompressible Navier-Stokes' equations): and
unilateral constraints (the obstacle problem).

Essentially. all of the results arc already known in the literature. However. it is hoped that by presenting
the results in a single notation the interrelation belween different lechniques will be more apparent.
Furthermore. in many cases the presentation is much simpler than the original references. Sections 2, 3
and 4 may be read independently. Section 5 is also largely independent of the earlier sections. although
the reader might find it helpful to f1rsl read Section 4.

2. Estimators based on gradicnt rccO\'c'1'

A particularly simple approach to error eslimation consists of ohtaining a continuous approximation to
the gradienl by postprocessing the gradienl of the finite element approximation. These often rather crude
methods can result in surprisingly good approximations to the true gradient. The difference between
the postprocesses approximation and the direct approximation is then used as an estimate of the error.
often quile successfully. The current section follows [4] and attempts to provide a simple framework for
analyzing such recovery based estimators.

2.1. A priori and a posteriori error estimates

Consider the model problem in Section 1.5. Typically. the error in the finitl: element approximation
may be bounded a priori by an estimate of the Corm

(2.1)

where C is a constant independent oC II and II: and 11·111 is Ihe energy norm for the problem. The a priori
estimate reveals the rate of convergence hut is oC limited use if one requires a numerical estimate of the
accuracy. The difficulty is that either the constanl C is unknown or if bounds arc found on C. then the
estimate will generally be extremely pessimistic. Equally well, the higher derivatives of the true solution
II are unknown.

One way to improve the prospects of finding a reasonable estimate of the discretization error is to
use the finite element approximation itself. Error estimators can be easily developed using heuristic
arguments as follows. Suppose the coefficient c := 0: then the expression for the true error is

II1elll2 = jl'Vtt - vllxl2 dx. (2.2)
f}

If the true gradient were known Ihen it would be a relatively easy matter to substitute it into this
expression and to calculale the true error exactly. Intuitively. a reasonable error estimator should be
obtained using an approximation to the gradient in place of VII.

A technique that is popular with the engineering community is the averaging method. The gradient
of the finite clement approximation provides a (discontinuous) approximation to the true gradient. This
may be used to construct an approximation at each node by averaging contributions from each of the
clements surrounding the node. These values may be interpolated to ohtain a continuous approximation
over the whole domain. While the melhod is apparently rather crude. il can be astonishingly effective.
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The case c t= 0 is dealt with by arguing that the dominant term in the error is the component containing
the derivatives, and so it should be enough to estimale this dominant pari only. In effect. the absolute
term is simply ignored.

The intuitive argulllcnt is appealing hUI docs little to provide confidence in Ihc resulting estimator.
Several estimators aClually used in practice are based on replacing 'VII by a quantity which is believed
10 be a good approximation. Part of the reason for the pppularity of such methods is that frequently. a
suitable gradient (or stress) recovery module is already implementcd in Ihe linite clement codc.

Conversely, it is found that somc rigorously analyzed estimators obtaincd in quite different ways fall
within the framework of corresponding to a particular choice of recovered gradient. The next section is
devoted to developing a general result for analyzing estimators falling within this framework.

2.2. Complementary variational principles

The error in the finite element approximation is the solution of a boundary value problem is analogous
to (1.23). In fact. replacing u = e + Ux in (1.23) and rearranging gives

e E V : B(e. v) = L(v) - B(ux. v) "Iv E V. (2.3)

The function Ii),' is regarded as being known explicitly since we envisage using liX itself in obtaining
estimates of thc crror. Equally well. e is the solution to a variational problclll

eEV: J(e)~J(w) VwEV

where J is the quadratic functional

I
J(w) = 2' B(w. w) - L(w) + B(ux· IV).

(2.4)

(2.5)

There is a unique solution to (2.4) since BC,·) and L(-) are bounded on V. Notice Ihat using (1.23) gives

1
J(e) = 2' B(e.l') - L(e) + B(/(\" e)

1= 2' B(e, c) - H(Ii, e) + B(lix, e)

I I 2=--B(e.e)=-,IIIeIII·2 ..

This result in conjunction with (2.4) gives

Illelllz = -2I{l') ~ -2I(IV) Vw E V.

(2.6)

(2.7)

An interesting conscquence of (2.7) is that for any IV E V we can calculate a lower bound on the error
IIlelll. In general. the lower bound will be poor. or even trivial. unless IV is chosen suitably. The best
choice is IV = e.

In practice. we arc interested in finding an upper bound on the error. An allcrnalive variational
principle is associated with the primal variational problem (2.4). This complemelltary variational principle
may be used in a similar manner to the primal principle with the important difference that an upper
bound is obtained. For instance. consider Poisson's equation in IR.2:

It = () on an. (2.X)

The primal problem for the error is

e E V :J(e) ~J(w) VIV E V

where

J(w) = ~ r 1'V1I'12dx- r fwd\"+ r'VlIx·'Vl1'dx.
2 if} if} if}

The complementary problem is to find p such that

(2.9)

(2.10)
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]J E W : Q(P) ~ Q(q) 1:/ q E W

where Q is the quadratic functional

and W is the set

W = {q E H(di\'. Il): \7·q+f = a in Il}

with

H(di\'. fl) = {q E Lz(Jl) x Lz(J2) : div q E Lz(f1)}·

It may be shown that the unique solution of the complementary problem is p = \711 and

-2Q(\7I1) = IlIe11l2.

Combining these results gives

Illelll ~ J-2Q(q) I:/q E W.
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(2.11 )

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.19)

Thcrcfore. to obtain a computable upper bound on lileili. we need only make a suitable choice of q
to substitute into the functional Q(q). The best choice is q = \711. However. the constraint condition
(2.13) on the choice of functions is the main drawback. making the construction of feasible functions q
awkward.

One possibility is to obtain a suitable q by means of a finite element discretization of the complemen-
tary problem as suggested by Aubin and Burchard [9] and deVeubeke [271. The method requires the
solulion of a global problcm. essentially to satisfy conlinuity requirements. Unfortunately. the compu-
tational effort required in the solution of any global problem is comparable with that of obtaining the
finite element approximation itself. in which case it would be simpler to resolve the original problem
using a finer discretization. It ought to be unnecessary to carry out any further global computation since
Ihere is already global information in the finite element approximation itself to cnable a sensible choice
of q to be made giving a realistic bound on the error.

Another difficulty is that the equality constraint on q
\7'q+[=O in f1 (2.17)

must be satisfied exactly. This rulcs out any possibility of using a simple funclion q. unless [ is itsclf
simple. One would cxpect it to be sufficient to satisfy the condition approximately.

The constraint may be relaxe~ by making use of a device used by Babuska and Rheinboldt [12]. Firstly.
we define a new bilinear form B ( ... ) by

B(II.v) = r \711' \7v d\' + r Allvdx (2.18)Jf} .If}
where A > 0 is a constant specified later. The following problem is a perturbed version of (2.3):

v E V : B(y, w) = L(IV) - B(ux. w) I:/w E V.

The solution may be characterized as the solution of the primal variational problem
- -

Y E V : .I(y) ~ .1(11') I:/y E V (2.20)

where
- 1 -J(IV) = 2 B(w, IV) - L(w) + B(IIX, IV). (2.21)

Thc following thcorcm givcs Ihc complcmentary principh.: associated with the perturbed primal problcm.

THEOREM 2.1. Let Q(P) be the qlladratic functional on F/(div, Il) given hy

g(p) = r Ip - \7l1xl2 dx + r .!. (f + \7. p - ell,\')2 dt·..If} .fa A
(2.22)
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Then the following boltnd holds:

Bev.y) = 9[V'(1t.\' + y)] ~ 9(p) 'rip E H(div, 12).

PROOF At a stationary point of the variational problem (2.23)

V' . [V'(tlx + y)] + f - Cltx = Ay.

Let p = V'(y + Itx). Since both Itx and y belong to V
V' .P = Cltx - f + Ay E L2(12) .

Consequently, p E H(div, 12). A direct calculation using (2.24) shows that

9(p) = { lV'yI2dx+A ( y2dx=B(y,y)..In .In
Now. let TJ E [0.1] and q. r E H(dh', [2). It is easily shown that

9[(1 - TJ)r + W/I ~ (1 - TJ)9(r) + TJ9(q)

so Q is convex. Furthermore

1 d - 1 1-2 -d {QIO - TJ)p + TJq]}I,,=o = (q - p) . V'y d\" + yV' . (q - p) dx
TJ n n

= ( V' . Ly(q - p)] d\".In
= ( y(q - p) . II ds = 0

.lOll

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

where we have used (2.24) and recalled Ihaty E V. Thus. 9 is stationary atp and the result follows. 0

The result in Theorem 2.1 shows that the functional Q(p) delivers an upper bound on y measured

in the perlurbed energy nonn Illylll. = VS(y,y). In essence the result is similar to (2.16). However,
there is an important difference. If (2.23) is used to find an upper bound on III.vlll. then there is no
equality constraint to satisfy. This makes (2.23) a more amenable result. However. the bounds are on
IILylli. instead of IIIelll· The fact that y is the solution of a perturbed version of (2.3) characterizing e
means there is a relationship between the funclional Q(p) and lileili. The following result quantifies this
statement.

THEOREM 2.2. Sltppose th{/( there exist positive conSlallts C. µ stich (hat

1/eIlL,(n) ~ ChµlIlelll (2.29)

where C and µ do lIor depend on It or II. Le{ A = Mit-I'- where M > 0 is a conslant. Then for any
p E H (div. 12) and h sltfficie11lly small

(2.30)

where the cOl1stallt ill (he o(hI'-) term is illdependellt of It alld II.

REMARK. If [2 is a convex domain then the Aubin-Nitsche Trick shows that the assumption (2.29)
holds with µ = 1. If the domain 12 is not convex, then the assumption holds with µ > 0 depending on
the maximum interior angle.

PROO": From (2.3) and (2.19) we h,m;

B(e. w) = B(y.w) 'rIw E V.

Since e E V and y E V

(2.31)
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IIIell12 = B(e,y) = B(e,y) + «A - c)e.)') = B(y.y) + «A - c)e,y).

For h sufficiently small. 0 ~ c ~ A and so

I«A - c)£"y)1 ~ 2A IJeIl/.~IJ1)IIYII/.~(m
~ 2A1

/
2Iiell/d!l} Illylll,

~ 2CA 1/2hµlllellllllylll.
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(2.32)

(2.33)

where (2.29) was useu. Replacing A with M h-µ and using the elementary inequalily 2ab ~ (12 + b2• we
obtain

Rearranging (2.33) gives for sufficiently small h

IIIell12
~ {I + OW')}IIIYIII:

and the result follows on applying Theorem 2.1. 0

(2.34)

(2.35)

Theorem 2.2 shows that the funclional associated with the perturbed primal problem can be used to
obtain approximate upper bounds on IIlelll. The introduction of the perturbed variational formulation
'2.,asresulted in the equality constraint bcing removed at the expense of introducing a second term into
Q(P).

Theorem 2.2 is a tool that may be used in the analysis of Ihe various heuristically proposed error
estimators. If such an estimator can be shown to be related to a parlicular choice of p in (2.30), then
Theorem 2.2 immediately shows Ihat the resulting estimator will be an asymptolic upper bound on the
error. Thcrc arc many heuristically proposed estimalors to be found in the literature. yet it is found that
many of them may be profitably viewed as corresponding to a particular choice of p in Theorem 2.2. In
addition 10 the heuristically based estimalors. some rigorously analyzed estimators arc also found to fit
in this scheme.

2.3. Recovery operators

In this section we define anu analyze a class of schemes that make use of the tinite element approx-
imation IIX to find a suitable approximation to 'VII. Later. we analyze the properties of the resulting a
posteriori error estimators.

In particular. we shall identify a set of conditions sufficient for the operators Gx guaranteeing that
G X (111'11) is a goou approximation to the true gradient.

COl/sistency cOl/clitiol/
Naturally, if the error estimator is to be asymptotically exact. the recovery scheme must give an

approximation consistent with the true gradient in certain circumstances.
(Rl) If II belongs to the finite element subspace of order p + 1 then

Gx(II"II) == 'VII (2.36)

where 111' is the interpolation operator of degree p.
The consistency condition docs not determine Gx uniquely and provides a convenienl and simple crite-
rion to work with.

Localizmio/l cO/lditio1/
An important practical requirement is that Gx should be inexpensive to compute. Specifically. it must

be possible to compute Gx without recourse to global computations: otherwise it would be simpler to
resolve the original finite element problem on a liner mesh. Particularly convenient schemes are those
where the recovered gradient at a point x' is a linear combination of valu:.s of the gradient of the finite
element approximation sampled in a neighbourhood of the point x'. Lei K denOie the patch consisting
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of the element K and its neighbouring elements

K = int {U.I :Jn K # (1}. (2.37)

The IOt:alization condition is:
(R2) If x' E K then the va~e of the recovered gradient Gx[v](x') depends ollly Oil values of \7v

sampled on the patch K.

Boundedness and linearity conditio1/s
Ideally, Gx should be a simple function that may he evaluated and integrated easily. II' Gx is similar

to functions belonging to the space used to construct the finite clement subspace then existing routines
from the finite element code may he used to manipulate Gx. These considerations lead to
(R3) Gx: X -+ X X X is a linear operator and there exists a constant C (independent of h) such that

IIGx[v]III.,,( ....) ~ C IvIIl'LX(K) V K E P "Iv EX

where X consists of finite elements of order p.

(2.38)

2.3.1. Approximatio1/ properties of Gx
The conditions (R I )-(R3) imply the operator Gx possesses various approximalion properties. In

particular, when II is smooth. G,dflpll) is a good approximation to \711.

LEMMA 2.3. SlIppO.\'l' that Gx satisfies (R1)-(R3) and that II E HP+2(K). Theil

11\711- Gx(lI'JIt)II/.~(K) ~ Chp
+

t 1/IIHP'2IK)

where C > () is independellt of h lI1/d II.

PROOF. Let

F[II](x) = [\711- Gx (/11'")] (x) x E K.

Suppose II E f-lp+2(K). By (RI) and the linearity of Gx

IIF[uIIIL ...(....) = IIF[1t - flp+1IlJlk,,( ....J

~ I" - ffp+JlllwLX(K) + IIG,r<llp(1t - flp+1u»III.,,(K)·

With the aid of (R3)

IIGx [llp (It - ffp+III)]III. ...(....) ~ C If/p(u - IIp+)It)lwl.''(KI'

The mesh is quasi-uniform on the patch K so

Illp(1I - IIp+ll1)lll'l.>ctKl ~ Ch-I Illlp(1I - IIp+)u)IILx(K)

and

IInp(u - JJp+ll1)III.~(K) ~ C 1111 - np+luIII.xIK)·

Hence.

IIF[III11I_~(K) ~ III - /lP+JltIW1'''IK) + Ch-
J

1111 - np'IItIIL,,(K)'
Theorem 1.1 then shows that

IIF[ltllll..."....) ~ ChI' 11t1/(p.2(K)'

Finally. noting that

IIF[IIJlILz(K) ~ Ch IIF[1I1IIL ...,(K) ~ ClrIIIlIHP'Z(K)

gives the desired result. 0

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41 )

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)
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This local result can be used to obtain a global estimate:

LEMMA 2.4. S//Ppos!' that Gx satisfies (R1)-(R3) rind that // E Hp+C(fl). nU'/l

lIV'tt - G.dn,,//)II'd/l) ~ Clr'lttl/IP-'(J1)

where C > 0 is independelll of h and II.

PROOF. Sum over Ihe elements using Lemma 2.3. 0

2.4. The sttperconvcrJ.:t:nce property

15

(2.48)

It has been shown that if a recovery operator Gx is found satisfying the conditions (R 1)-(R3). then
applying the operator to 111'11 furnishes us with good approximations to the derivatives of u. Consider now
the effect of applying Gx to the finite element approximation itself. In some circumslances. for instance
if the sliperconvergence phenomenon is present. then applying Gx to the finite element approximation
itself gives equally good approximations to the derivatives.

The superconvergencc property can be appreciated by recalling the standard a priori error estimate

11111 - IIxlll ~ ChP IlIluPol(JJ)' (2.49)

The estimate (2.49) is optimal in the sense that the exponent of h is the largest possible. In fact. for the
h-version finite clement method one has that

IlIelll ~ C(tt)hP (2.50)

for some positive conslant C(II) depending only on II. The constant C(tt) vanishes only in trivial cases.
Superconvergence is presenl if, under appropriate regularity conditions on the partition and the true

solution. an cstimalc of Ihe form

Ilix - /11'IlIIlI(J})~ C(tt)hP+1 (2.51)

holds. Comparing (2.50) and (2.51) shows that V'ux is a better approximation to V'llptt than it is to V'II.
This will be referreu to as the supcrconvergence property.
(SC) There exists a constant C independent of h such that

Ilix - I1l'ttlll,(!}) ~ C(1I)h1'+1. (2.52)

The precise assumptions used to obtain such estimates differ according to the type of finite clement
approximation scheme being used. It should bc stresscd that supcrconvcrgcncc will only occur in very
special circumstanccs. A survey of superconvergence results is contained in [421.

LEMMA 2.5. Sttppose tt E ll1'+2(Il). Gx satisfies (R1)-(R3) and (SC) holds. Then

IIV'II - Gx(lIx)lktJl) ~ C(tt)hP+1

holds where C > 0 is independent of h and II.

PROOF. By the Triangle Inequality and the linearity of Gx

IIV'tt - Gx(ttx )1I1.o(K) ~ lV'u - Gx(l1pu)I'.o(K) + IGX(/11'1I - IIX )IL:(K)'

The boundedness property (R3) of Gx implies

IIGX(/1plI - Itx)ll'dK) ~ C 1/11'tt-lIxIHI(K)

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

where the Inverse Property (25, p. 142] has been applied separately on each of the clements in K.
Summing over the clements and using Lemma 2.3 and (SC) gives the result as claimed. 0

2.4.1. A posteriori error estimators
Consider the class of error estimators obtained by using Gx(ux) instead of 'VII in the expression for
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the error. Thai is. the estimator on element K is TJK where

TJK = II(h(tI.d - VII.\'lIt.~(!l)·

The global estimator is obtained by summing contributions from the clements.

(2.56)

THEOREM 2.6. l.et TJ be the a posteriori error estimator defined above. Assume fhat (SC), (R1)-(R3)
and (2.50) hold. Then

PROOF. By the Triangle Inequality. (2.29) and the foregoing results

ITJ-Illelill ~ IIG.du.d - VUx - Vellt.z(fl)+ C IleIlLz([l)

= IIG.du.d - VuIIL2(!1) + ChµlIlelll
~ C(tI)/rp+l + ChµllIelli

(2.57)

(2.58)

SInce lIeIIL.,(J/) ~ ChµllIelll for some positive constant J.L depending on the smoothness of the solution
and the domain !l. Tht; result follows from (2.5U). 0

Theorem 2.6 reduces the prohlem of finding a posteriori error estimators to using the existing su-
perconvergence results to define an appropriate recovery operalor G.\'. Consequently. whenever we
have superconvergence results for a particular finite element scheme. it is then possible to define an a
posteriori error estimator that is asymptotically exact.

2.5. Examples of re('(I\'ery based eSlim(/(ors

The theory will he illustrated by deriving error estimators for some particular types of finite element
approximation scheme. This will show how an existing estimator fits into the framework; how another
popular estimator can be viewed as a simplified recovery based estimator: and, how new estimators can
he easily derived.

2.5.1. The Babuska and Rheillboldt estimator
Consider piecewise linear approximation in one dimension. There are many types of a posteriori error

estimator available for this case. The purpose here is not to obtuin new results, hut to show how an
existing estimator tits within the framework.

A superconvergence result is known for this situation (d. 163]): if tI E H3(fJ) and the mesh is quasi-
uniform then

(2.59)

where flp interpolales at the endpoints of the elements. The rl:covery operator is constructed using Ihe
process shown in Fig. I. The ~perator is linear and based on values of the direcl approximation to the
gradient sampled on lhe set K as shown in Fig. 1. It is easily verified that for any piecewise quadratic
function vane has G,r(npv) = v'. Moreover.

IG.dv)IL~(KI ~ 3/vlll'LX(K)' (2.60)

Therefore. (SC) and (Rl)-(R3) are valid. The estimator on clemenl K is

TJK = IIGx(It,d - 1t~IIL!\K)' (2.61)

The estimator is precisely the estimator originally proposed and analyzed by Babuska and Rheinholdt
[12](Definition 6.3). Previously. the estimator was oblained by an argument based on locally projecting
the error onto a quadratic function that vanishes at the nodes. For further details see [121 where numerical
examples illustrating the effectiveness of this estimator will also be found.
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K

K
(a) Finite element approximation u

(b) Gradient of u

....Lh'C:} ·
(e) Recovered gradient G·(u).

Fig. I. Conslruclion of rccovery operalor (;x = G from piecewise linear approximation in onc dimension.
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2.5.2. An estimator for quadratic approximation
Consider approximation using piecewise quadratic functions in one dimension. The superconvergence

property holds in this situation (see [44]). A recovery operator Gx may be defined hy exploiting the result:
if the true solution is cubic then the true gradient It' and the gradient of the quadratic interpolant IIt}u.
coincide at the nodes used in the 2-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule on the element. Therefore.
on the element [Xi. Xi .. d we sample the gradient at the points

x; = ~ {Xi + X;+I ± ~ (Xi+1 - Xi)} . (2.62)

The next slep is to define Ihe recovery operator Gx. This is done by first recovering the gradienl at
the nodes and the centroid of each clemen!. There arc many possible ways to carry out this process
(many of which fall within the framework). Wc shall usc a cubic interpolation process to intcrpolate the
gradient sampled at the Gauss-Legendre points. A procedure based on quadratic interpolation would
meel the recovery criteria (R I )-(R3) but would give an unsymmetrical scheme.

The recovery operator Gx is as follows:
• Ihe value of Gx[uJ at the centroid of clement [Xi,Xi+1I is taken to be the value of the of the cubic

polynomial interpolaling to v' at the points

{,.+ ,.- ,.+ ,.- }
"i-1' "i • "i . "i+\

• the value Gx[uJ at a node Xi is the value of the cubic interpolating to v' at the points

{,.- ,.+ \.- ,.+}
";-1' 0";-1 ~. ; .. ';

(2.63)

(2.64)

• the function Gx[uJ is taken to be the X-interpolant of the recovered values at the centroids and
nodes.

It is easily verified using elementary manipulations that conditions (Rl)-(R3) are satislied. Theorem
2.6 Ihen shows the estimator is asymptotically exact. One could obtain an explicit cxpression for the
estimator in terms of the values of the finite clement approximation at the Gauss-Legendre points.
However. this is unnecessary since the recovery process combined with a quadrature rule provides a
simple method of implementation. Examples showing the performance of the estimator will be found in
[4].
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(2.66)

2.5.3. The Kelly. GlIgo. Zienkiewicz lind Babllska eSlimlllor
Consider the tinite element approximation of Poisson's equations using piecewise bilinear approxima-

tion in two dimensions. For the sake of simplicity assume each of the elements K is a square with sides
of length h parallcl to the axes.

Results from Ziamal [63.04] show that the supercol1vergence property (SC) holds for this situation

Illx - 17puIH1(fl) :::;;Ch2IuIH3(f}) (2.65)

where I1p is the bilinear interpolant at the vertices of the mesh. The recovery operator Gx is piecewise
bilinear in each component. The values al the vertex x are obtained by a simple averaging of the gradient
sampled at the centroids of the elements having a vertex at x (see Fig. 2). If (x,y) is a boundary vertex.
then Gy[v](x.y) is the value at (x.y) of the bilinear function which interpolates to 'Vv at the centroids
of the elements that are nearest to the point (x,y). The operator Gx is linear and bounded since

IGx[v]IL",(K) :::;;4Ivl\\"~(K) \Iv EX

and a straightforward manipulation reveals

Gx[17pv] == 'Vv (2.67)

whenever v is piecewise biquadratic. Consequently. the recovery operator satisfies conditions (R 1)-(R3)
and (sq. The estimalor 11K on clement K is

11K = IIGx(ux) - 'VuxII l.o(K) .

This estimator will be asymptotically exact thanks to Thcon.:m 2.6.

K

(a) Scheme fOT new estirnalOT.

(2.68)

(b) Scheme fOT Kelly el al. estimator.

Fig. 2. Construction of recovcred gradient at vertex of element K. Thc value at • is a lineaT comhination of thc values at 0 using
the weights indicated.
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(2.71 )

It is interesting 10 compare the new estimator with the estimator TJf( proposed by Kelly et a!. [40]:
,

,2 _ II 1 [iJltx]" .(. (2 (9)11/\ - - - l .\. .)
24 ill\ Vn

and where

[~ltx] = ~1t"'1 + (~ItX I (2.70)
an dllI( I( chi))

is the discontinuily in the tinite element approximation to Ihe gradient across the edge between neigh-
bouring elements K and J. Using the midpoint rule for integration along each side of the element. the
estimator (2.09) may he rewritten as

I, [']2,2 = ~ '" Chix
11K 24 L On

"Iellf(

where the discontinuities are evaluated at the midpoints of the sides. Zienkiewicz el al. [59] state that
the derivation of (2.71) is complex alld subject 10 mOllY heuristic argumeflfs.

Kelly et al. [411]note that the estimator bears out practical experience that the accuracy of the ap-
proximation is relalcd to the discontinuity of the finile clement approximation 10 Ihe gradient on the
interelement boundaries. The recovery based estimator (2.68). like (2.71). is found after a lengthy but
otherwise straightforward manipulation. to depend on the discontinuities in the tinite element approxi-
mation to the gradient. The dependence is more intricate than in (2.71) involving. in addition. differences
in tangential components at the centroids. The estimator (2.69) uses gradients sampled from the ele-
ment K and elements sharing a common edge. while the estimator (2.71) also involves elements sharing
a common node as shown in Fig. 2.

The estimator (2.6X) may be simplified by avoiding terms arising from elements sharing only a common
node. This may be achieved by taking the values of the recovered gradient at the vertices to be (see Fig.
2)

I
Gx[v](x.y) = '2 ['VVI.r-1/2h,y+l/2h + 'VVL,+1/2hy-I/2J.J. (2.72)

The new recovery operator satisfies (Rl )-(R3) and gives rise to an estimator idelltical to TJf(. The
estimator derived by Kelly et al. therefore may be viewed using the above framework. This approach
makes the derivation of (2.71) straightforward.

It might seem that the estimator 11K is too complicated to be of practical usc. However. it is in many
ways much simpler than the Kelly estimator. For instance. with the Kelly estimator it is not obvious how
one should define Ihe value of the jump along the exterior boundary an. This difficulty does not arise
with the recovery based estimator. The recovery based approach even provides the answer: the value of
should be taken to be the jump on the opposite side of the element.

2.5.4. Zienkiewicz-ZIIIl patch recovery technique
An alternative type of recovery estimator was introduced by Zienkiewicz and Zhu [61.62]. Let qr

denote the set of vert~ces in the finite element partition. The recovery operator G x is defined by first
identifying the patch 111/1 of elements having a vertex at XI/I E qr. That is

fll/l = {K E P : K C supp {JI/I} (2.73)

where 01/1 is the pyramid function associated with the node XI/I' An intermediate recovered gradient GX,m
is then constructed for each palch and the final recovered gradient is oblained by averaging

(2.74)

The intermediate functions Gx.1Il are construcled using values of the gradient of the finite element
approximation sampled on the patch !JI/I' Let Z(m) denote the set of points at which the gradient is
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to be sampled. For instance. working with quadrilateral clements one would use the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature poinls (see Fig. 3). For triangular elemenls. the set Z(/1/) consists of the points shown in
Fig. 3. Furlher examples will he found in [61.62].

The function Gx .... is obtained by calculating a least-squares fit to the gradient sampled at the points
Z(/1/). The function GX.m is assumed to be of the form X x X where X is the tinite clement subspace.
That is

(2.75)
1/

where <Pn(x) fom1 a basis for the finite clement subspace X and an are constant vectors chosen to
minimize the expression

L {Gx ....(z) - VItX(Z)}2.
zEZ

(2.76)

Of course, in the summation (2.75), only degrees of freedom associated with elements in the patch flm
need be considered. This means that the actual value_of the final recovered gradient Gx on an element K
will depend only on values sampled from the palch K of elemenls neighbouring K. Therefore, condition
(R2) will he satisfied. Equally well. the recovery operator is linear and bounded so that condition (R3)
is also valid. The superconvergence condition (SC) and condition (RI) can be satisfied by selecting the
sampling poinls 7(111) to consist of the points at which superconvergence occurs. If this is the case. then
the estimalor will be asymptotically exact according to Theorem 2.6. This is confirmed in numerical
examples [61.62]. However, it is often the case in practical computations that the superconvergence
property is not satisfied. or, the sampling points may be chosen differently. The estimator might be
expected to degrade in such circumstances. In fact. it is found Ihat the estimator is astonishingly robust,
continuing to perform satisfactorily even in quite extreme situations [15.16]. While Theorem 2.2 suggests
that the eslimators might tend to bound the error asymptotically. the reason behind the robustness of
the estimators remains an open question.

2.6. Slllnmarv

The error estimation techniques often used in the engineering community and sometimes referred
to as averaging based error estimators have been considered. The development can be thought of as
consisting of two main parts. Firstly. the derivation of Theorem 2.2. As a special case. this shows that
(for II sufficiently small) the averaging based estimators should tend to overestimate the true error.

(a) Degree pa I.

(c) Degree p=2

010

010

(b) Degree p=l.

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

(d) Degree p=2

Fig. 3. Sampling set 2(111) for patch recovery technique.
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(3. I)

(3.2)

It is only if one wishes to obtain two-sided estimates or asymptotic exactness that it then becomes
necessary to make the additional amJ ralher stringenl assumplion concerning the superconvergence
property. Under this condition. it was shown that a class of estimators based on the usc of recovery
operators Gx will be asymptotically exact. The recovery operators arc closely related to the averaging
based schemes and in some cases arc identical. In this respect. the theory developed for the recovery
operators Gx and the associated error estimators can be regarded as providing some indication of the
behaviour of the averaging based schemes and how they might be modified to enhance their performance.

3. Explicit a posteriori estimators

3. I. 11llroduction

Consider the model problem in Section 1.5. Suppose that the finite element approximation ux has
been computed. The basic issue in a posteriori error estimation is embodied in the question: holV call
the discretization error e be estimated? In order to provide an answer one may make usc of

• the Galerkin approximation IIX itself
• the data f and ~
• equation characterizing the true error:

B(e.v) = B(II.v) - B(ux.v) = L(v) - B(ux.v) \:Iv E V

• the Galerkin orthogonality property:

B(e.ux)=O \:IvxEX.

The following section illuslrates how these may be used to derive a simple a posteriori error estimate.

3.2. A simple a posteriori error estimate

The lirsl step is 10 decompose Eq. (3.1) for the error into local contributions from each element:

B(e. v) = L(v) - B(lIx, v)

=2:{ r fvdt'+ r gudx- r (VIIX'VV+CIlxV)dx}
KeP .IK .fo/\nr,,, .f /\

for all v E V. Integrating by parts over each clement gives

B(e,v) = 2: { r rudx+ r Rvds - r ~ux VdS}
/\EP .IK .I0/\0/', JaK\fN 8n/\

where r is Ihe interior residual

r = f + uux - Cftx in K
and R is the bOlllldary residllal

all \. .
R = g - ~ on aK n TN

allK

(3.3)

(3.4 )

(3.5)

(3.6)

where ilK is the unit outward normal vector to aK. Each of these quantities is well dcllned thanks to the
smoothness of the data and the regularity of the approximation ltx on each element. The contribution
from the final term in (3.4) can be rewritten by observing that thc (trace of the) function v is continuous
along an edge shared by two clemcnts giving

B(e.v) = L {1.rud\'+ 1. RVdS} - L 1 [~;:;\.]vds (3.7)
KEP}( 8}(n1N ye8P\Ofl y

where the final summation is over all the inter-element edges 'Y on the interior of the mesh. The quantity
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[DUX]an = "ii.' . ('~tt,r)K + 11) . (Vttx») (3.X)

detined on the edge y separating clcments K and] rcpresents the jump discontinuity in the approxi-
mation to the flux. The idcl1\ily (3.8) can be written morc compactly hy cxtending the definition of the
boundary residual to incorporate the jump discontinuity in the flux. Therefore. on interior edges the
dcfinition (3.6) is augmented by

R = _! [~tt.r] (3.9)
2 eJn

so that (3.X) thcn becomes

B(e.v)=2:lrvdx+2:1Rvds'VvE\! (3.10)
KEP " 'YEifP 'Y

where the final summation is over all the edges in the partition P.
The orthogonality property (3.2) may now he used as follows. For given v E V, let "xv be the

interpolant to v from the subspace X as in Theorem 1.1. Thanks to (3.2) and the identity (3.10) there
holds

0= 2: Irll.rvdx+ 2: 1Rl1xvds. (3.11)
1\ (;P " 'YfOP 'Y

Combining this with identity (3.10) gives

B(e,v) = 2: Lr(v -I/xv)dx+ 2: 1R(v - fIxv)ds 'Vv E V. (3.12)
KEP " 'YEiJP 'Y

The identity (3.12) plays an important role, indirectly or direclly. throughout a posteriori error analysis.
It may he used to derive the a posteriori error estimate as follows. Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz
Inequality gives

B(e. v) ~ 2: IIrIlL~(K) IIv - IIxvIIL~IK) + 2: IIRIIJ.~('Y) IIv - IIxvIlL1('Y)' (3.13)
KEP yEiIP

Let K dcnote the subdomain consisting of clements sharing a common edge with clement K

K=int{U.lEP:lnK#0} (3.14)

II may then he shown 126] that there exist a constalll C which is independcnt of v and ItK such that

IIv - I1xvIlLo(K) ~ ChK lviI/IlK) (3.15)

and

Ilv - I1xvlll.,('IK) ~ CIt~(~ Ivll/I(K) (3.16)

where ItK is the diameter of the element K. Inserting these estimates in inequalily (3.13) and applying
the Cauchy-SchwarL Inequality leads to

1/2

B(e,v) ~ Clvll/I(!/) {2: h~ Ilrll~.M) + L hK IIRIIL'YJ}
KEP 'YEIIP

Finally. noting that Ivlfl'(JJ) ~ Illvlll and substituting e in place of v gives the a posteriori error estimate

IIIell12
~ C {2: h~ IIrIl7.~(K) + 2: "K IIRIIL'YI} (3.18)

keP 'Yeup

where 111·111denotes the energy norm for the model problem IIlvlW = B(v. v). Apart from the constant
C, all of the quantities on the right-hand can be compuled explicitly from Ihe data and the finite element
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approximation. Typically. the tetms on the right-hand side are regrouped as follows:

'" {' , I '}llielll- ~ (L..... hK IIrlli.~{J\) + 2 h1\ IIRlli.~(c1"·) .
I\E1'

The purpose in doing so is that defining the local error indicator by 11K on element K by

~ 2 I 2 I 2111\= hK IIr IL~(1\) + lltK IIRIIL:(ii1\)

23

(3.19)

(3.20)

allows one to identify contrihutions from each of the clements. It is then assumed that each of these
quantities is a measure of the local discretizatioll error over each element. In this way one can use 11K
as a basis for guiding local mesh refinements.

Error estimators of this form were originally derived by Babuska and Rheinboldt \14] in one dimension;
Babuska and Miller [IOj for bilinear approximation in Iwo dimensions; and Kelly cI al. [40). Estimillors
that may be computed explicitly from the solution and the data are often referred 10 as explicit estimators

3.3. A simple error estimator ill the L.~ norm

The estimator derived above gives information ahout the error measured in the energy (or any equiva-
lent) norm. The duality argument due to Auhin and Nitsche [25] plays an important role in the derivation
of a priori error estimates in norms other than the energy like norms. It may also be used in the con!l:xt
of a posteriori error estimators.

To apply the technique consider the adjoint of the original model prohlem:

(3.21)

where F E L2(fl) is given data. It is assumed that this problem is regular in the sense that the solution cPr
has the extra regularity CPr E H2(fl) n V and the solution operator from L2(n) 10 112(fl) is continuous

IIcPFIIIt~(JJ) ~ C IIFIIL:(ll)'

The specific choice of data F equal to the error function e then gives

1leilL/lI = B(c, cfJe).

(3.22)

(3.23)

The residual equation (3.12) plays the same role as in the derivation of the energy norm estimator

13(£'. c/)e) = L 1.r(cJ) •. - IIxcJ).,)dx+ L J R(c/),. - 17.\'c/),.) dol' (3.24)
1\ 'if l' /( yEa1' y

and. as before. the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality gives

B(e. v) ~ L IIrIlL~t/\) IIv - n.\'vIlL~(1\) + L IIRIIL~(Y) Ilv - JlxvlluYI'
KeP yEoP

(3.25)

Slightly different approximation theoretic results are required; there exists a constant C which is inde-
pendent of v and h/\ such that [26]

IIv - Ilxvlll.o(l\) ~ Chi Ivlfl:(K) (3.20)

and

Suhstituting Ih~se estimates and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality leads to
1/2

lIellLJl) ~ C Icl),.IH~(!J) {L hk IlrIlLK) + L h~ IIUIILy)}
KE1' yEifP

(3.27)

(3.28)

and so. with the aid of the n:gularity assumption (after hounding IcfJ,·lflO(f}) in terms of IJeIlJ.:(f}) there
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follows

lIeIlL(Jl) ~ C {L /(:-IIrllLKI + L h~ IIRIIL1)} .
Ke'p yEitl'

(3.29)

A rt:arrangement of the terms on the right-hand side gives an estimator similar to the one derived before.
apart from a higher-order scaling

(3.30)

T/lEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the domain n is convex and that In = on. Let 7Jt.:(K)denote the local
error indicator

(3.31)

where rand R are the interior and boul/dary residuals. Then there exists a constant C depending onlv on
the shape regularity of the elements meh that

, " 'lIelli_;(/}1 ~ C L lJi.;fK)·
Ke1'

(3.32)

(3.33 )

PROOf: It may he shown that the adjoint prohlem satislies the rt:gularily assumptions when the domain
!l is convex. The proof then follows immediately from the ahove steps. 0

3.4. Equivalence of estimator

The estimator implied by Eq. (3.19) provides an upper bound on the discretization error up to an
unknown constant. If the t:stimator is to he used as tht: basis of an adaptive relinement algorithm. then
it is desirable that it he an equivalent measure of the error. That is to say. there should be a constant C
which does not depend on the solution II, the data .f and g or Ihe mesh paraml:ler h. such thai

L 7J~ ~ CllielW·
KEl'

Should such an estimate fail to he valid. one cannot expect that the resulting adaptive procedure will he
effective.

The problem of obtaining two sided bounds for explicit estimators such as the one derived in Section 3.2
\vas addressed hy Verflirth [571 who devised the following technique.

3.4.1. l!...ubblefuncliofl,\' ~ ~
Let K denote a reference element. Th~ illlerior bubble function 1/1 : K ........IR}s the lowest-order polyno-

mial which vanishes on the boundary OK and is non-zero on the interior of K. An edge bllbble function
is the lowest order polynomial which vanishes on all hut one edge and is non-zero on the intt:rior.

Triangular elemenls
In the case of triangular elements

K == {(x.Y):O ~x~ 1: ()~y~ I-x}. (3.34)

The functions AI. A2 and A3 denote the barycentric (area) coordinates on K. The interior nubble function
1/, is deli ned by

if, = 27A IA2A)
and the IIrst edge bubble function is

X = 4A2A3·

(3.35 )

(3.36 )
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Quadrilateral elemellls
In the case of quadrilalcral elements

K = {(.r,.Y) : -I ~.r ~ 1: -I ~.v ~ 1}.

The interior bubble funclion l/J is dcllned by
.-. _, _'l

IjJ = (I -r)(l-y)

and t he first edge bubble functions is

~ 1 ~1 ~
X = 2 (1 - x-)( 1 - y).

25

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

LEMMA 3.2. Let P CHI (K) be a finite dimellSiollal space of fllllctiollS defilled Oil the referellce element.
Theil there exists a consta/ll C slIch that for all v E P

(3.40)

alld

(3.41)

where the consta1/t C i.\· irlllepelldellt of v.
PROOF. It is easily seen Ihat the mappings

1/2v~ {k~v2cU}
and

both de nne norms on the !inite dimensional space P. The results then follow immediately from the fact
that all norms on a finite dimensional space arc equivalent. 0

Let K E P be any clemcnt and FK : K I-> K be an invertible mapping. The assuciated bubble functions
on clement K are then defincd by

IjJK = ~ 0 F;:': Xy = X 0 F;:'. (3.42)

11 is assumed that Ihe partition P is non-degenerate. Therefore. there exists a positive number hK and
constants ('t. C2 and C3 such that the following properties hold for each of the local mappings FK:

IIhll ~ C,hK: IIJ;:'II ~ C2hir C~lhi: ~ Idethl ~ C3hi: (3.43)

where JK is the Jacobian of the transformation FK. The set P is delincd by

~ ~
wherc P is a finite dimensional subspace consisting functions of defined on K.

TH EOREM 3.3. There exists {( con\'lalll C such that for all v E P

C-1 I/vl/LKI ~ L t/IV
2 d\" ~ C IIvIlLA')

lIlld

where the constant C is independelll of v lind h K.

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)
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PROOF. The resull follows by mapping to the reference domain K, applying the previous lemma and
a standard scaling argulllent. 0

LEM MA 3.4. LeI y C OK be an edge lind X Ihe corresponding edge blthh/e fltnclion. Let jl be a fillile
dimensional space of Jimctiol/S defined on :Yo Then Ihere exists a constan! C sitch that

Suppose that v E jl is ('xlellded to K according to the rule

EvCr. y) = Hr,.v)v(.\-)

there exists a COllsuml C such that

/n each case the COI/stall/s Care indepelldell/ of V.

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.49)

PROOF. The proof is based on thc cquivalcnce of norms on a flnite dimensional space similar to
before. 0

A scaling argument can he used to translate these results 10 a general element K .

THEOREM 3.5. I.et 'Y C aK he an edge and Xy thl' corresponding edge IJ/thhle functiol/. Let P be the
.linile dimensional space offltnctions defined on 'Y obtained hy mapping Pc HI(K). Then there exists a
constant C stich that

Moreover. there exists all extellsion of v 10 K (agaill denoted by v) sitch that

-1/2 1/2hK IIxyvIlL)(KI + hK Ixyvl((I(K) ~ C IIvIlL~(YJ

/n each case the nJl/.\·tants Care independen! of v.

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)

3.4.2. Boltnds on Ihe n'sh/uals
The proof of equivalence makes use of the residual equation (3. I0) in conjunction with special choices

of the function v.
The first task is to hound the term IIrIlLo(K)' Let rK be a polynomial approximation to the interior

residual r on elemcnt K. For instance, rK might be the L2(K) projection onto piecewise constants.
Applying Theorem 3.3 gives

IIrKIILK) ~ C 1. I"Kr~ dx.

The function v = rK'PK vanishes on the boundary of element K. It may therefore he extendcd to the
whole of the domain Il giving a function v belonging 10 the space V. The residual elJuation (3.10) then
implies

B(e,rdIK) = ( '11KirKdx (3.53)
./K

where the first IeI'm contains contributions from clement K only. Therefore

r IJIKr~dx= r IJlfoJ,drK -r)d\'+B(e,rK'h) (3.54)JK ./K
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The first term on Ihl: right-hand side may be bounded as follows: by Cauchy-Schwarz

11'II\".Ji'" - r) ux ~ 111///\'/\ 1I1.'{") 11'/\ - rll,.,(/\)
1\ '-

and then by Thl:orell1 3.3 (Part 2)

1I1/1"',,lIt1\/\1 ~ C 11',,11"1(1\)'
The second term is dcal! with similarly

B(l', rK~/K) ~ IIklll" III/1Kh IIHI(/\}

and by Theorem 33 (Part 2)

111/11\',,11111(", ~ ehK) II'"IIL,(/\} .
Therefore.

IIr/\IIL;(") ~ C{hK1IlJeIIl" + Ilr/\ - rIlL;(K)}
and equally well. by thl: Triangle Inequality

IIrlll.;IK) ~ C{hK'IIIeIII" + II'K - rll/.o(K}}·

27

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.5H)

(3.59)

(3.60)

It remains to hound the terms IIRlIl.:\ y}' The argument proceeds in an analogous fashion. Let Ry he a
polynomial approximation to the boundary residual or jumps. Theorem 3.5 gives

IIRyIlLy) ~ c l XyR~ ds. (3.61)

Let :y denote the suhdomain of fl consisting of the un~on of the side y and Ihe pair of clements (K and
J say) sharing the common side y. The function v = RyXy vanishes on the boundary of the subdomain
:y and is continuous. EXlending to the whole of the domain fl gives a function u from the space V. The
resiuual equation (3.10) with this choice of v yields

B(e.RyXy) = ~XyrRydx+ r XyRRyds. (3.62).I; ./y
Therefore.

lXyR~ds= r XyRy(Ry-R)ds+B(e.XyRy)- ~XyrRyds. (3.63)y./y h
Each of these terms may he dealt with using Theorem 3.5 and the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality as follows:

l XyRy(Ry - R) d.l· ~ IIXyRyIlL:(y)IIXy(Ry - R)IIL:(y} ~ C1IRyIlL;(YIIiRy - Rllr.;,y, (3.64)

- - -1/2 - _
B(l'. XyRy) ~ CIiJelllyIIXyRyIIL1(Y) ~ ChK IIleIIIyIIRylll.;(Y) (3.6)

and

hxyrRy d.l· ~ IIrlll.;(y)IIXyRyIlL1(Y} ~ Ch~21IrIILo(y)IIRyIlL;(Y)'

This may he used 10 estimate IIRII/.2(y) after using the Triangle Inequality and (3.60) giving

IIRlkly) ~ C{h~1/21IJelily + h~2l1rK - rIlL;(K) + IIRy - RI1/.2(y)}'

(3.66)

(3.67)

LEMMA 3.fJ. LCf r ((nd R denote the illlerior and bOlindary residlial.l:..!.tssociated with the finite element
approximation CtJ//stntcted from the subspace X. Suppose that rK and Ry are /in itt' dimensional approxi-
mations to the /'esililtals on (lfl elemel/t K and an edge y C DK. The approximations nced not be globally
contill/tOlts. Then Ih('/,(' exists If COIlSWIlIC depending only on tht' shape regltlarity of Ihe e/emeltts Sitch
Ihal

(3.68)

and
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(3.69)

PROOF Follows from the previolls arguments. 0

3.4.3. Proof of equivalence
Lemma 3.6 is used to analyze the error estimator as follows. Choose the approximation rK to be

L2(K)-projection of the residual r onto the degree.E polynomials which arc restrictions of clements of
X to the element K. Similarly, the approximation Ry is the L2(y )-projection of the boundary residual
R onto degree p polynomials (this time in one variahle) which arc the restrictions of clements of X to
the single edge y. Lemma 3.0 then applies giving

IIrIIL:(K) ~ C{hK11l1e1l1K + IIrK - rIlL:(K)} (3.70)

and

(3.71)

For interior edges. the boundary residual R is simply the ju~p in the normal derivative which is
itself a polynomial of degree p in one variable. Thus. one has Ry == R on interior edges. Conversely.
on the exterior boundaries. one has Ry - R == g - l1pg. where I7pg is the polynomial approximation to
g on thc edge y. Noting that the data (' for the original differential equation was constant leads to
rK - r ==! - f7/,f on each element K. Therefore.

and
-1/2 1/2IIRIIL:(r) ~ C{hK IIlelll'} + hK II! - JI"fIlL:(K) + Ilg - Jll'gIlL:(')'nfN)}'

The local error indicator TJ/\ in (3.20) associated with the element K can then be bounded hy

(3.72)

(3.73)

(3.74)

where the constant C depends only on the shape regularity of the element. The estimate shows that
the error indicator is local in a certain sense. since the terms on the right-hand bound involve only
contributions from the actual clement and its immediate neighbours. Summarizing the results so far

THEOREM 3.7. Let TJK denote the local error indicator

2 2.2 1 2
TJK = h /\ 1I1I1L:(K) + 2: h /\ IIRII L:(OK) (3.75)

where rand R are the inrerior and boundary residuals. Then there exists a {'OIlS/mil C depending only 011

the shape regularity of the elemellls such lhat

~llleW ~ L TJ~ ~ C {lllelW + L IIi IIf - /JpfIIL(K) + L h/\ IIg - n,JgIIL(Yl}' (3.76)
KE'P /\EP ye/N

Moreover. the local bound

TJk ~ C {lllelll} + hi IIf - npfllLK) + L h/\ Ilg - 17l'gIlLy)}
ycOKn/N

is valid.

PROOF. Follows from previous arguments. 0

(3.77)
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Typically. the terms involving the differences f - ITpf and g - Ilpg will be small compared to the other
terms. In this sense, the estimator obtained by summing the local indicators provides an equivalent
measure of the actual error in the energy norm. The local bound (3.77) is of importance for the design
of adaptive algorithms showing that the estimator gives some indication of the error distribution and
not simply a global hound.

3.5. The effect of IItl1l1erical qlladralllre

In practice. the error indicator 11K will not be computed exactly since the integrals of the residuals will
be performed using numerical quadrature. That is to say. the actual error indicator iiK will be given by

(3.78)

where 'K and Ry arc once again tlnite dimensional approximations of the actual data (but not necessarily
the same choices as previously). In fact. if the data is continuous then the numerical quadrature would
correspond to taking 'K to be the polynomial 1pr which inlerpolates the residual r at the quadrature
points. Equally well. the approximation Ry would be Ihe polynomial IpR (this lime in one variable)
which interpolates to R at the quadrature points on the boundary. This estimator can be analyzed as
follows. Firstly. applying the Triangle Inequality gives

ii~ ~ 11k+ h~ Ilf - IpfIILK) + L hK IIg- IpgllLy) . (3.79)
yc8Knr,,,,

With the aid of Lemma 3.6 and proceeding much the same as before one obtains

iik ~ C {Illelll~ + h~ Ilf - Ilpfllt(K) + L hK Ilg - IlpgIIL(y)} . (3.80)
yC8Knr,,,

Combining these results gives a result derived by Verftirth [56] (but see also [10] and Section 4.2.4):

THEOREM 3.8. Lct iiK denote the local error illdicator

- 2 2 - 2 1 11- I 2
11K = hK IIrKIi/.:(K) + 2 hK Ry ILo(iJK) (3.81)

(3.82)

where raI/(l R are the illterior lind bOllndary residuals. Theil there exists a consltlllt C depending only on
the shape regularity of the elemellts such that

IIIell12
~ C {2: ii~ + L hi IIf - Ilpfl(K) + L hK Ilg - IlpgIILy)} .

KeP KeP yCr",

Moreover. the local bOlllld

ilk ~ c {111('111~+ hi IIf - Ilpflll:(K) + L hK IIg - ITpgIILy) }
yc8KnrN

(3.83)

is valid.
If the data f and g is smooth then the extra terms appearing in the bounds can be neglected showing
that the estimator is in this sense equivalent to the actual error.

3.6. Error estimators for wll(n) alld Lp(D)

3.6.1. Estimates ill Wr~Ul), I < p < 00

The basic argument used to derive the simple error estimator in the energy norm can be generalized
to obtain estimates in the norm on the space W~ ({2). Let q denote the conjugate exponent
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(3.84)

(3.86)

(3.85)

1 1
-+-=1.
p q

The residual equalilln (3.12) gives (with "x as in Theorem 1.1)

IB(e. v)1 = L 1. rev - IIxv) d-r + L !R(v - nxv) ds
KE1' 1\ yEin>' y

and applying HOIdcr's Inequality gives

IB(e, v)1 ~ L IIrllt.r(K) IIv - Ilxvlll..,(K) + L IIRIILp(YJ IIv - IlxvIlLq(YJ'
KE1' yE8P

Slightly different approximation theoretic results are needed: there exists a conslant C which is inde-
pendent of v and "K such thai [26]

IIv - nxvll/.q(K) ~ CIzK Ivlll'l(K) (3.87)
•

and

/Iv - llxvIlLq({jK) ~ CII~-l/q IV1II'J(KJ'
Substituling these estimates and applying I·Wlder's Inequality leads to

{ }

I~

IB(e, v)1 ~ C Ivlll'~(Jll L h~ IIrllj'r(K) + L hK IIRII~p(Y)
KE'P yEin>

As usuaL the terms may he rearranged to identify contributions from each element

B(e. v) ~ C Ilvllll'~(!1) L {h~ IIrll~.p(K) + ~ hK IIRllipPK)}2
KE'P

(3.88)

(3.89)

(3.90)

(3.92)

(3.91)

THEOREM 3.C).tet 1J1I',!(K) denote the local error indicator

1J~',~(K) = h~ IIrll~'r(K) + ~ hK IIRllj'r(iJK)

where rand R are the imerior and boundary residuals. Then there exists a constant C depending only on
the shape regularity of the elements such that

{ }

III'

lIellwJ(f)) ~ C L 1J{~'J(K)
KE'P

PROOF. The result follows on observing that

B(e. v)
lIellw'(JJ) ~ C sup II II

p vEII'~(/!) v II'J(JJ)

and then using the ahove arguments. 0

(3.93)

The effects of using numerical quadrature to approximate the integrals in the estimator can easily be
incorporated.

3.6.2. Estimates in 1.1'(11). I < p < 00

One might suspect that the same basic argument used to ohtain estimates for thc error in the 1.2 norm
can be extcnded to thc 1.1' case. Once again. the Aubin-Nitsche Trick [251 is the essential idea. Consider
the adjoint of Ihc original Illouel problem:

c])F E V: B(v. (1)[0') = (F,v) rlv E V (3.94)

where F E L" (!2) is given data. 11is assumed that this problem is regular in the sense Ihat the solution q)F
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(3.97)

(3.98)

(3.96)

has the exira regularity cPr E W,i(fl) n V and Ihe solution operator from Lq(!}) 10 WJ(i2) is continuous

II cl>Fllw~(fJ) ~ c 1IFIII.q(JJ) . (3.95)

The specific choicc of v cqual \() Ihe error function e Ihcn gives

(e, F) = B(e. c/JF)'

Thc residual equation (3.12) is used as before.

B(e. CPF) = L r, r(CPF - JTXCPF) dx+ L j R(cl>F - JTX(PF) ds
KEP./ 1\ yEITP Y

and applying Hi)lder's lnequalily gives

B(e. F) ~ L IIrlll.p(K) IIv - [JxvllLq(K) + L IIRIILp(y) IIv - ([xvIlL.(y)·
KEP yeaP

The appropriate approximation theoretic results are that there exists a constant C which is independent
of v and hK such that [261

IIv - JTxvIlLq(K) ~ Chi Iv1wJ(K) (3.99)

and

Ilv - JTxvllLq(ilK) ~ Ch~-I/'1lvl\VJ(K)'

With the aid of Holder's Inequality

{ }

I~

(e. F) ~ C I4>FIII'J(Il) L hf IIrll~_p(K) + L h~+P IIRlli.p(y)
KEP yEaP

and. thanks to Ihe elliptic regularity assumption there follows:

(e, F) ~ C IIFIILq(ll) {L I?;: IIrll~p(K) + L h~+P IIRllt(y)} .
KeP YEIW

A rearrangement gives an estimator in the familiar form apart from a different scaling

(e. F) ~ C 1IFIII.q(J}) L {h7! IIrllt,(K) + ~ ,,~pIIRllj,p(oK,} .
KeP

(3.100)

(3.101)

(3.102)

(3.103)

THEOR EM 3. j(). Suppose that the dOll/aill n is conl'ex. Let TJt.p(K)dellote the local error indicator

P 2p II liP 1 I+p II PTJLp(K)=hK r Lp(K)+2hK RIILp(iJK) (3.104 )

where r (llId R are the imerior alld boundary residuals. 'l7,en there exists (I COf/Still/lC depending only on
the shape regularity of the elements such that

(3.105)

PROOF. The adjoint problem satisfies the regularity assumptions whcn thc domain n is convex. Thc
proof follows using the identity

(e. F)
lIeIlLp(!}) = sup IIFII (3.106)

FeLq(ll) Lq(fJ)

and the previous arguments. 0
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4. Implicit a posteriori estimators

4./. Introduction

Sections 2 and ::I deal with estimators that can be computed directly from the finile clement approxi-
mation and the data for the original problem. The methods described in the present section require the
solution of a local boundary value problem approximating the residual equation satisfied by the error
itself. The local error estimator is the norm of the solution of the problem. Such schemes give rise 10
implicit error estimarors. The boundary value problems an: local in the sense that they are posed either
over a single element or a small subdomain of clements.

One might wonder whether it is wOrlhwhile considering implicit estimators at all. since explicit schemes
are apparently much simpler. There arc good reasons for using implicit schemes. Firstly. the explicit es-
timators lead to local error indicators containing generic constants. These constants are. in general.
unknown. In practice, one can try to lind a suitable bounds on the values of the constants. However.
the values of constants would be dictated by the worst case scenario and therefore would usually give
pessimistic estimators. Secondly. there are two types of residual present in Ihc explicit estimators corre-
sponding the inlerior and the boundary. The correct relative weighting to attach to each type of residual
is far from obvious. In addition. it is conceivable that there are cancellalions between the two types of
residual that is lost when one deals with each separately.

Implicit estimators. and the elcll1l:nt residual method in particular. avoid sllch issues by solving a
boundary value problem with the residuals as data. In this way the generic constants are avoided and
the correct balance between the two types of rcsidual is catered for by the solution process itself. The
drawback is thai one is obliged to solve an auxiliary problem requiring an appropriate approximation
scheme: as we shall see. this creates its own difficulties.

The ideas will be illustrated by considering the model problem in Section 1.5. The basic idea is to
approximale the residual problem characterizing the true error:

B(e. v) = B(u. v) - B(u,"(. v) = I.(v) - B(ux: v) \Iv E V.

4.2. The suhdolllail/ residual method

(4.1 )

A method for a posteriori error estimation based on solving local residual problems with homogeneous
essential boul/dary dllta over small patches or subdomains of the domain J2 was devised by Babuska and
Rheinboldt [13]. The approach is particularly nOlcworlhy because it provides a generally applicable
method of a posteriori error estimation with /inn theoretical foundations. Here, it will be assumed that
the partition P is locally quasi-uniform. although Babuska and Rheinboldt [13J dealt with more general
classes of partitions (see also [101).

4.2.1. Formulation of subllomain residual problem
Let tp denote the set of element vertices in the partition P and {/.J"}"E'i' denote the lirst-order Lagrange

basis functions based at the clement vertices. These functions arc characterized by the conditions

8"(x,,,) = 8",,,
where x", is any vertex in 1/1' and

L /.J,,(x) == 1. x E fl.

"E'i'

(4.2)

(4.3)

The support nIl of the nodal function 0" consists of the patch of elements containing the vertex x".
The method is formulated starting with Eq. (4.1) characterizing the true error e E V. The usual consid-

erations apply: while. in principle. one could approximatc the solution of this equation using a refinement
of the finite elemenl subspace X. it would be simpler to compute a new /inite element approximation di-
rectly. The underlying idea is to replace the single global problem characterizing the error by a sequence
of independent prohlems posed on small subdol11ains of the partition P. The nodal basis functions may
be utilized for this purpose. With the aid of property (4.3)
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B(e. V) = B (e. v L /I,,) = L B(e. vii,,) = L L(vtl,,) - B(ux, vO,,)
"e'/' "E'i' "E'l'
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(4.4 )

(4.6)

where v E V. Each of the functions tI"v bl:longs to the space H,\(n,,). Deline the local bilinear form

B" : HJ(fl,.) x HJ(fl,.) I-> IR by

B,,(II, v) = J (VII' Vv + ClW) dx (4.5)
flo;

and the local load functional L" : HJ (il,,) I-> IR by

L" (v) = C Iv dx + ( _ gv ds.
Jh Ji/IJ"nf'N

The subdoll/ain residual prol>lell/ is to find c/J" E HJ (n,,) such that

B"(cb,,. v) = Ln(v) - B,,(ux. v) '<Iv E HJ(fl,.).

Motivated by Eq. (4.4). the error estimator 1/" associated with the subdomain a" is taken 10 be

1/" = Illcb"llln.,
and the global error estimator 1/ is obtained by summing

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

In practice, the subdomain residual problems are approximated using a finite dimensional subspace of
HJ(fl,.). We shall return to this poinl in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.2. Nomenclatllre lind assumptions
Suppose thai the basis function ell is non-zero on an element K: then

1 tI,,(x) 1 ~ 1. x E K (4.10)

and. moreovcr. there exists a constant C depending only on the non-degeneracy of the clement such
that

Ive,,(x)1 ~ Chi/ x E K. (4.11)

(4.12)

It is possible 10 partition the set of vertices II' into the union of disjoint subscts tJr!. 1['2, ... such that
any pair of nodal basis funct ions in the samc subset 1[', have non-overlapping supports. Specifically. the
condition that will be required is

'<Ie". Om E tJr, : m ::j:. n => suppOO" n SuppOOmis empty

where suppoO" denotes the inlerior of the support of 0". It is easy to see that this process is always
possible since one can simply choose each of the sets tJr, to consist of a single basis function. Later. it
will be found advantageous if this is accomplished using as few subsets as possible. The smallest number
of subsets will be denoted by p and referred to as the overltlp index for the partition.

Let K be any element in the partition P. The set of basis functions which arc non-zero on this
clement is denoted by IT(K). The maximum cardinality of any of these sets is denoted by r and referred
to as the ifltersection il/dex. If the partition is locally quasi-uniform then the intersection index will be
equal to the maximum numher of vertices in any clemcnt. However. if the mesh is nol proper then
the intersection index may increase without bound as the refinement progresses. Such a situation is
disallowed by requiring the intersection index r and the overlap index p are uniformly bounded for the
family of partitions.
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The subdomain consisting of the elements which ncighbour element K is dcnolcu hy

K = int {UJ: J n K is non-empty}. (4.13)

Since thc clements arc non-degenerate the maximum number of elements contained in any of these
subdomains is bounded hy a multiple of T. Local approximation properties will he needed. [n particular.
there exists 126] a constant C such that for any v E !II(fl) and any element K there holds

h;/ IIv - rlxvIlL~(I\) + Iv - IIxvIL~(K) :::;;c Ivll/leK) (4.14)

where Ilx is as in Theorem 1.1.
The assumplions arc true regardless of the polynomial degree actually used 10 construct the finite ele-

ment subspace. and merely impose restrictions on the mesh topology and mesh geometry. The conditions
are always satisfied should the partition be locally quasi-uniform.

4.2.3. Equivalence of estimator
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose lllllt the above conditions hold. Then there exists a comtalll C depending only on
the non-degeneracy of tilt' elemellls such lllllt for any v E HI (fJ)

L II0" (v - l/Xv)II;'I(J}) :::;;CT2Ivl~I(Jl)' (4.15)
"E'/'

PROOF. Let K be any clement and 811 E 1[1' be a nodal basis function which does not vanish on K. Then.
2 2 . 2 2 2IltI,,(v - nxv)III/'(K) :::;;1I0"IIL,,(K) Iv - IlxvIH'(K) + 18,,11I·1>.o(K) Ilv - llxvlll.,(K)·~ ..

Thanks to properties (4.10)-(4.11)

1It1,,(v - nxvlIl7,I(K) ~ C{lv - llxvl;'I(K) +h;/ Ilv - nxvIIL(K)}
and using the approximalion properly gives

, 2
1I0,,(v - llxv)IIIII(K) ~ C Ivllll(Kl .

Summing this inequality over all vertices gives the result

L II 8" (v - llxv)1I7,'({}) = L L 1It1,,(v - n.\,v)II~'(K)
"E'/' KEP"E(T(K)

:::;;C L L Ivl~tl(K)
KEPIIElT(K)

as claimed. 0

THEOREM 4.2. Lei 11" denote the local error estimator ubtained using the subdu11/ain rt'sidual11/ethod.
Then there exists a COl/SWill C depending only on the nun-degeneracy of the ele11/t'llls sucll that

(4.16)

where T is the overlap index and p is tile intersection if/dex.

PROOf: Using the Galerkin orthogonality

B(e.v) = B(e,v - Ilxv)

and then by property (4.3)
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B(e. V) = L B(l', (J,,(V - IIxv))
liE 1/'

and noting Ihnt /I,,(v - rIxv) E I-IJ(n,,)
B(e. v) = L B(cP". (J,,(v - rJxv)).

"E'"
Hence

IB(e. v)1 ~ L 1/"IIIH,,(v - rJxv)lll·
"E'!'

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz lncqualily and Lemma 4.1

tIC.

IB(e.v)! ~ C1/ {L lI0n(v - nxv)II~I(Jl)} ~ C1/TlvIH1(!1) ~ C1/Tlllvlll
"E'#'

from which the result follows immediately

lileill ~ CT1/.

Conversely. consider

1/2 =L 1//~ = L B"(cP,,. cP,,)
"E'#' "E'#'

=L B,,(e, 4),,) = L B(e, cP,,)
"E'I' "E'I'

= B(e, L (/),,)
"E'!'

~ IllellllllL rll"l1l·
"E'#'

By partitioning the set 1/r of vertices as described above

where property (4.12) has been used. Consequently.

""' 2 '1I1L.., cP"III ~ P1/-
"E'#'

and the result follows immediately. 0

4.2.4. Treatment of residllal problems
The subdomain residual method described above requires the exact solution of the local problems

35

(4.17)

(4.18)

In practice. the mel hod is seldom used. p~rtly because it is inconvenient and relatively expensive to
develop approximations over the patches nIl' Babuska and Miller [10] circumvented this difficulty by
obtaining an equivalenl measure for the local error estimator IllcP"IIIas follows. Integrating the right-hand
side of (4.17) by parts gives

L(v,,) - B,,(lIx.u,,) = ~ {l rv"dx+ ~ ~ RV"dS}
KEfln yCfln
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where rand R arc the usual interior and boundary residuals. A routine application of the Cauchy-
Schwarz Inequality leads to the bound

1/2

1')" ~ C { ~ ,,~ IIrll~'(K) + ~ "K IIRII~'(Y)}
KeJJ. yen

(4.llJ)

Summing this estimate over all vertices in the partition and regrouping the terms leads to the familiar
explicit error estimator

IIJell1 ~ C 2.: TIl
KEf'

where
') J '"' ')

1')" = IIrIlL'(K' + 6 "K IIRIIL'IY)'
YC8K

Babuska and Miller also obtain the following result:

""' ""' 1/26 "K IIrllqKI + 6 "K IIRliuly) ~ C(1')n +E)

(4.20)

(4.21 )

(4.22)

where

E = L "i IIrllLKl + 2.: ,,~21IR- Ryllu(y)· (4.23)- -Ken" yen.

This result is essentially identical to those derived in Section 3.4 when considering explicit error estimators
but predates the discovery of those estimates.

4.3. The elemelll residual method

4.3.1. Formltlatio1/ of local residltal prohlem
In principle. one could approximate the problem (4.1) and obtain an approximation to the actual

error function. The optimality of the Galerkin method and the associated orthogonality property of the
error. means that olle must use a larger subspace than the original tinite elemenl subspace X if one is
to obtain a non-zero approximation to Ihe error. The cost of solving the problem would be comparable
with simply resolving the original problem using the liner discretization. One can attempt to reduce the
cost of solving this global problem by n.:placing it by a number of independent local problems posed over
each element in the domain. The local problems could then be approximated n:latively inexpensively
and even solved in parallel.

Let the error on an element K be denoted bye = II - Itx. Thanks to the smoothness of the finile
element approximation on the element interiors, one finds that the error satisfies the differential equation

-ile + ce = f + ~lIx - Cltx in K. (4.24)

The major difficulty is to supplement the equation with appropriate boundary conditions. There arc
various cases to consider. First. suppose that the element K intersects a portion of the boundary of the
domain n where an essential boundary condition is imposed. The appropriate houndary condition for
the local error residual problem is clearly

e = 0 on 8K n TD. (4.25)

(4.26 )

Here. it has been assumed that the tinite element approximation has been constructed so that the
essential houndary conditions arc satisfied exactly (although this is not essential). Next. suppose that the
clement intersects a portion of the boundary Dn where a natural boundary condition is imposed. The
local error residual problem is suhjected to it natural boundary condition

De Ully
-8 =g- ~ on DKnTN·

"K iJlIK
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(4.29)

(4.28)

(4.27)

So far, appropriate boundary conditions have been clear. It remains to consider the case when the
element boundary lies on the interior of the domain. The l1rsl decision is whether to impose an essenlial
or a natural boundary condition. The e1emellt residual method is based Oil using a natural boundary
condition. Ideally. one would like to impose the condition

()e _ au _ 01/.'( I
allK - allK DIIK K

on the edge separating clements K and J. where 11.\"IK denoles the restnctlon of the finite element
approximation to an element K. Unfortunately. the true nux appearing on the right-hand side is unknown
in general. However, one may replace the true nux by an approximation obtained from the finite clement
approximation itself

DI/ / allX)
allK :::::\ anK

where we de/ine

( iJIIX) 1-:-- = ~ "K . {(VIIX)K + (VII,d)} .
rJII K "-

The molivalion for this choice is founded on the hope that by averaging the discontinuous linile clement
approximation to Ihe normal nux one obtains a reasonahle approximation to the true nux.

The error residual problem is fonnulated as a variational equation as follows. On each element K the
actual error satisfies the boundary value problem

£ VII
BK(e. v) = Fdv) - BdliX' v) + -;-- v ds

. oK rJII K

Here.

VK = {v E Ht(K): v = 0 on DK n 1'o}

and BK : VK X VK 1--+ IR is the local bilinear form

Bdll. v) = { (VII' Vv + CIIV) dxlK
and FK: VK 1--+ IR is the local load functional

FK(v) = { Iv dx.lK

(4.30)

(4.31 )

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.35)

(4.34)

The error residllal problem is the weak form of the prohlem specified by the conditions (4.24)-(4.28):
find 4>K E V K such that

!(dIlX)Bd4>". v) = Fdv) - Udl/x, v) + -:--J v ds \:Iv E VK·
. ilK ( II"

Here. the dclinition of the average has been extended to include the portion rN of the exterior boundary

/ ~IIX) = { ~"K . {(VII,d" + (VII.d)}. on K nJ
\ an Kg, on K n rN .

The question naturally arises as to whether there exists solutions of the residual prohlem (4.34). In
general. the answer is ncgative! The difficully arises from the non-trivial kernel of associated with the
bilinear form BK(·, .). Unless Ihe data satislies appropriate compatibility conditions. the problem will
fail to possess solutions. Therefore. extra assumptions must be made to ensure wcll-poscdness. One
allernative is 10 work on a subspace of VK on which the bilincar form will be coercive. This approach,
allhough apparently crude. leads to useful error estimators. An alternative approach is to try to choose
the boundary data more carefully so that the underlying problem is naturally well-posed so Ihat there is
no need to resort to allering the space VK. This approach. known as the equilibrated residual method.
will be discussed in the next section.
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(4.37)

4.3.2. Subspacl's for the elemem residual met/lOd
The error residual prohlem (4.34) is an infinite dimensional prohlem. The element residual method

is ohtained hy constructing particular finite dimensional subspaces YK of Ihe local spaces VK. Here. the
discussion is restricted til !irst-order !inite clement approximation: the general case will he dealt with
laler.

Quadrilateral e1emellts
Consider the case of finite element approximation using piecewise bilinear functions on quadrilateral

elements. The local approximation space for the error residual problem is constructed using the hasis
functions specified on the reference element

K = {(x"v'): -I ~.r~ 1: -I ~.v ~ I}. (4.30)

The edge bubhle functions are givt:n by

~ 1 ~, ~
XI = :2 (I - r)( 1- y)

~ 1 ~') ~Xc = :2 (1 - y~ (1 + x)

~ I "'2. ~X3=:2 (I-x )(1 + y)

~ I ~, ~
X4 = 2 (I - )'~)(I - x)

and the interior bubble function r/J is given by
- .-,._"1
~I = (1 - .c)(1 - )'~). (4.38)

The space Y is defint:d by

Y = span{Xt'X2.X3'X4'~} (4.39)

and th:.. error residual problem is approximated using the subspact: YK obtained by mapping the lmhble
spaCl' Y to the e]emenl K.

T,.illl1~ltlar dell/ems
The paper by Bank and Weiser [23] on the elemenl residual method considered the case of tinite

element approximation using piecewise affine functions on linear triangular elements. The local approx-
imation space for the error residual problem is constructed using the basis functions specified on the
reference element

K = {(.\-,.V> : 0 ~ .\- ~ 1: 0 ~ .v ~ 1 -·il . (4.40)

The functions AI, A2and A3denote the barycentric (area) coordinatt:s on K and the edge hubble funclions
are given hy

X\=4A2A3: X2=4AIA3: X3=4AIA2. (4.41)

Let Y denok the space

(4.42)

The er;:or residual problem is approximated using the subspace Y K obtained by mapping the bubble
space Y to the elemcnl K. The bubble space suggested by Bank and Weiser contains no interior bubble
function. Verflinh [561 has suggested an alternative bubble space based on including the extra interior
huhble function.

In each of these cases. the basic pattern for approximating the local problem (4.34) is to increase the
order of the space used 10 construct the original finite clement approximation and then factor out the
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(4.43 )

functions which arc non-zero at Ihe vertices of the element. This may be achieved by subtracting the
interpolant in the original finite element space.

The discussion has been rcstricled to first order finite clemcl1I approximation. For higher-order ap-
proximation. some care has to be exercised when selecting the subspaces with which to approximate the
residual problem (see 131 and Seclion 4.5.3).

4.3.3. The c:Iassical element residual method
The classical error residual mefhod [22.23.29.48] for a posteriori error estimation is to solve the local

error residual problems

. 1(Ol/x)4>K E YK: lh(cPK, v) = h(v) -lh(ux.v)+ ~ vds "Iv E YK
ilK OlIK

thereby obtaining a function 4>,,'. The local error estimator T}K on clement K is defined by

and the global error estimator is obtained by summing the local contributions

T} = {L T}~'} 1/2

KeP

As remarked earlier. such estimators will be referred to as implicit estimators.

4.4. Equivalence of eSlimator

(4.44)

(4.45)

4.4.1. Relationship with explicit error estimator.\'
The implicit estimators can be related to the explicit estimators of Section 3. By applying Greens

identity to the righI-hand side of the error residual equation (4.43) one obtains

BKCcPK,v)=,[rudt"+lKRUd.1 VVEYK (4.46)

where ramI R arc the precisely the interior and boundary residuals appearing in the explicit error
estimators. Choosing the function U to be the estimated error function cPK leads to

T}~ = r rcPKdt"+ r RcPKds. (4.47)iK iii,,'
The function cPK belongs to a finite dimensional space. rvloreover. if the gradient of cPK vanishes then cPK
itself must be the zero function. Therefore. there exists a constant C which depends only on the shape
regularity of the ek:ment K but not on its size such that

IlcPK IIL2(K) :::; ChK IcPK If/I(K)

and for any edge 'Y C DK

IIc/>KIII.2(y) :::; Clt~'!.Ic/>KIII'(K)·
With the aid of these results and the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality

,.{ '" II' }T}k ~ ( ilK IIrlll.:IKl + ~ irK -IIRIIL:(y) IcPKIIlI(K)
yccJK

from which one can deduce thai

{ }

I~
. ,,1 ,

T}K ~ ( hi< IIrllL.:(K' + 2 y~K hK IIRIIL:(y)

where term on the right-hand side is the explicit error estimator discussed earlier.

(4.4R)

(4.49)

(4.50)

(4.51 )
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4.4.2. Further houllds
Suppose that the space Y" used to approximate Ihe error residual problem is equipped with an interior

bubble function. This assumption rules out the space chosen by Bank and Weiser [231 for piecewise affine
approximation on linear triangles. but is satisfied if the space is chosen as suggested by Verfiirlh [561·
Let 1/1" E Y K denote the interior bubble constructed in Theorem 3.3. The following result complements
Lemma 3.6:

LEAl MA 4.3. Let r IIlld R denote the interior and boulldary residual.13ssocimed with the fillire element
approximatioll consrructed from the subsp/lce X. Suppose that r" lind Ry are fillire llimellSioll/l1 approxi-
matiolls to rhe residuals on all element K alld Oil /III edge')' C uK. and let TJK denote rhe element residual
error esti1l/a(()t: Theil there exists a COI/SWllt C depending only Oil rhe shape re!;Ulllrity of the elements slIch
that

(4.52)

alld

(4.53)

(4.54)

PROOF The first resull is shown by following the arguments from (3.52) to (3.60). except thaI the
identity (obtained hy choosing v = r"I/1K in (4.43))

BK«(PK.rKI/1K) = f l/1"rrK d\"JK

is used in place of (3.53). The second result is obtained by following similar argull1e~ts to Ihose from
(3.61) to (3.67) and using the identity (which follows from (4.43) with the choice v = RyXy)

BdcPK' RyXY) = f, rRyXy dr+ J XyRR-y ds.I K Y

instead of (3.62). 0

4.4.3. Proof of equivalence
Thanks 10 the relationship between the explicit and implicit error estimators, one immediately obtains

the following resull as a corollary of 11leorem 3.7 (d. [56]):

THEOREM 4.4. Let 11K denote the local error estimator obtailled IISillg rhe elemel/1 residual method.
Then there exists a COllstil1ltC depellding only Oil the shape re~lIlarity of rhe e1emems such that

IIIell12
~ C L {TJ1.: + hi IIf - I7pfll7'1lKl + L hK IIg - flpgI17.2(y)} .

KEf' yc&Knl\

Moreover, the local hOl/lld

11k~ c {lllellii + hi IIf - f1,,fIlL(K) + L hK IIg - lJpgIlL(Yl}
yctlKnlN

(4.55)

holds for a/l elements K E P.
As noted elsewherc. the extra terms depend on the smoothness of the data and will often be negligible
in comparison with [he eSlimator and the actual error. In this sense. the element residual method gives
an equivalent measure of the discrctization crror in the energy norm.

4.4.4. The effect of lIl/merical ql/adrature
1n practice, just as for explicit error cSlimators, the computations of thc the integrals appearing in

the element residual equation will be perfomlcd using numerical quadrature. Therefore. the computed
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error estimator ilK will be obtained by solving the perturbed problem

- - - 1\DUX)qlK E YK: /JK(dJK.V) = LK(v) - Bdux·v)+ -;--) v tis '<IvE YK
ilK ( "/\
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(4.56 )

(4.59)

(4.60)

and where LK : Y /\ J--+ IR is the functional

LK(v) = i (Ipf)v dx + lKnt:., (lpg)v ds (4.57)

where lpf and lpg are the polynomials which interpolate to the data at the quadrature points (assuming
the data is sufficiently smooth). This estimator can be analyzed by noting that

Bdq,K.V)=Bd~K'V)+ i(j-lpf)Vd~+ lKnr,(g-lpg)VdS (4.58)

from which one obtains

1111", III, - 1I1~,III, I .. C {h' II! - I,JIIL,IK' + ,cEw, htile - IpgIlL,!>, } .

This estimalt.: used in conjunction with the previous result gives:

TH EOREM 4.5. LeT ilK denote the error estimator obtailled from (he elemenr residual meThod ill the
presellce of Ilumericalquadrature. Theil there exists a c01lSfant C depl'lIding olllv all the shape regularity
of the elemellts sllch Thm

II1el1l2 ~ C {~ il1 + ~ hi Ilf -lpfllt(K) + L hK IIg -lpgl(()')}.
f!.eP f!.EP .,erN

iHoreover. the local bound

ilk ~ C {lllelll~ + hlllf - It,fIILK) + L 11K IIg-IPRIIL)')}
)'CiJKnr"

is valid.

4.5. l'aformallce of l'stimuwrs

(4.61 )

The robuslness and quality of estimators along with the identification of limits of their performance
is of vital importance. Studies of this type have been undertaken by Babuska et al. [15.16]. Here. the
influence of the subspace used to solve the element residual problem is studied. In practice. the only
feasible approach is to construct an approximate solution to the local problem. The choice of subspace
used for first-order finite elements is reasonably well established and understood: st.:e for example [23]
and Section 4.3.1. For higher-order finile element approximalion, the situation is less ckar and some
unpleasant surprises are lurking.

Although the classical element residual method is popular. relatively little is known about its perfor-
mance. For instance. it was only comparatively recently proved by Duran and Rodriguez [31] that the
classical element residual error estimator converges to the actual error in the energy norm for regular
solutions on parallel meshes of linear triangular ekments.

Throughout. it will be assumed that the mesh and the true solution are as regular as necessary for the
analysis. This is an unrealistic assumption from the practical viewpoint. hut serves \0 isolate the effects
associated with the approximate solution of the local residual problem from effects due to singularities.
non-smooth domain, irregular meshes and so on. A simple test of the performance of an error estimator
is consistency (or asymptotic exactness). Roughly speaking. an a posteriori error estimator is said to be
asymptotically exact if the ratio of the estimated error to the actual error tends to unity as the mesh
size tends to zero. Whilst asymptotic exactness should not be over-emphasized. it is useful to understand
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how the estimator behaves in the most favourable case when the mesh is regular and the underlying
problem smooth.

To begin with. we analyze the case wllL:n the local residual problem is solved exactly. As already
noted. this is not a viable proposition, bUl will bring into sharp relief the effects not associated with
the approximate solution of the local problem. The selection of suitable approximate subspaces is then
discussed. It is shown that the estimators arising from solving the local problems approximately perform
better than if the problems are solved exactly.

4.5.1. Exact sollllion of element residual problem
In this section. we review the analysis in [2] for the classical element residual technique applied to

pth order finite element approximation on quadrilaleral elements. It is assumed that the local residual
problems delermining the error estimator are solved ·exaclly'. Of course. it has already been stated
that there will not. in general. be an exact solution of the residual problem. Here, the term 'exact' is
understood to mean that the space H1(K)/JR. is used in place of V/\. The analysis will show that in
the case of odd order approximation of regular solutions on meshes consisting of quasi-uniform square
clements. the classical element residual estimator is asymptotically exact in the energy norm.

The conditions under which the result is demonstrated at tirsl appear unnecessarily strict. It is surprising
that the result is the best possible. A counterexample will he given of even order approximation on
square clements of a problem with a smooth (polynomial) solUl ion where the element residual scheme
asymptotically tends to overestimate the true error by a factor of J2(P + 1). A second example (again
with polynomial Solulion) on a uniform partition gives an error estimate which tends to overestimate
by a factor of at least 1 + C cos20 where 0 is the angle between the normals to the element edges.
Asymptotic exactness is therefore seen to be a rather fragile property.

The proof makes lise of superconvergence results due to Lesaint and Zlamal [44]. However. while the
superconvergence results continue to hold for approximations of all orders and for partitions containing
clements other than squares. by themselves they are insufficient to guarantee the effectiveness of the
estimator. A difference between the behaviour of error estimators for odd versus even order approxi-
mation has already been observed by Babuska and Yu [19]. The results will shed light on the source of
this difference.

Assumptions on the mesh
It will be assumed that the domain flmay be obtained by an affine invertible mapping of a reference

grid. The reference grid is supposed to consiSI of squares with sides parallel 10 the coordinate axes. The
images of each of the squares under the mapping generate a partitioning P of Ihe domain {} into the
union of non-overlapping quadrilaterals. The assumptions arc extremely stringent. essentially restricting
one to square elements. However. it will be found even these are insufficient to guarantee the asymptotic
exactness of the a posteriori error estimators.

These conditions satisfy the assumptions (2.6)-(2.7) and (4.5) in 144], under which they were able to
show Ihat if the true solution u of the model problem is sufficiently regular. then the finite element
approximation Ux exhibits superconvergence. The following special case of their result will be useful:

THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that the finite elclI/ent partitions satisfy the above conditions {(nd that all il/tegmls
are evaluated exactly. If the true solution 1/ helongs to HP+2 (J 1). then there exisfs a positive constal/t C
sllch that

(4.62)

where flXIl E X is thc illferpolallt to u at the Gallss-Loha((o noeles.

PROOF. For any u E X it follows from the orthogonality of the error in the Galerkin approximation
lhat B(flxu - ux. u) == B(flx1/ - II. u). The result then follows on recalling the following result (Eq. (4.9)
in [44]):
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IB(lIxlI - II, v)1 ~ CJr! 111111/11"'(11) Iv1Hl1J])

and choosing v = llxll - IIX' 0

43

(4.63)

Accllracy of averaged flllx
The accuracy of the nux approximation on the element boundaries is critical to the performance of

the error estimator 71. Therefore. let l' be an interelement edge. The key result concerning the accuracy
of the averaged flux is

TH EOREM 4.7. Let pEN be odd and v E /fp.2(J1). SlIppose that the partilioll consists of square sub-
domaim. Theil there exi.\'Is a cm/slalll C. depending only on p, sllch that

Ilav _(al/xv)11 ~CJrl/2lvl .,- (4.64)
a1/ a1/ I HI' 11')

.,11')

where )i is the SlIbdomain cOl1sistil1Kof the pair of elemellls sharinK the edge 1'.

PROOF. See 12]. 0

The hypotheses that the polynomial degree be odd and the elements be squarc might Sl:cm to be overly
strong. However. counterexamples [2] show that the resull is sharp.

4.5.2. Performance of till' error estimator
This section contains Ihree principal results. The element residual error estimator is shown to be

asymptotically exact for odd degree elements on meshes of squares provided the true solution is suffi-
ciently smooth. It is shown that this result is sharp. Counterexamples are given showing that the estimator
is not asymptotically exact for even order elements on square elements and that the estimator is not
asymptotically exact for odd order clements when the clements are not approximately square.

Asymptotic exactness on square elemellls of odd degree
Suppose thai the solution II of the model problem belongs to the space Hp+2(fl). Let lJIK be the

solution of the local prohlem
find lJIK E HI (K)/rR such that for all v E HI (K)/rR

. In (al/Xll)BK(~/K, v) = f K(V) - 13t.;(nxlt, v) + -a v ds. (4.65)
• OK 1/K

For any v belonging to JlI(K)/rR. it then follows that

i ((DllxII) 011) ..Bx(IjJK - II + llxll. v) = -;:;-- - ~ v ds. (4.66)
iJK 01/K 01/K

By the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality:

1
1 (/iJ.lIxlI) _ .all) vdsl ~ II all - /a?xll)11 IIvIlLaK' (4.67)
!aK \ a1/K C)1/K 81/ \ a1/ L,(oK) J)

Let K denote be the suhdomain consisting of the clement K and its neigh hours. Using Theorem 4.7
yields

II
au _ / iJ~Ix II ) 11

2
= 2: II all _ / iJ~ Ix II ) 11

2
~ Ch21'+11((12 p.: -: . (4.68)

811 \ all (.,(iJK) _ all \ dll L,(r. ) /I (/\ I
• JEK - 1(/

Collecting these results gives for any v E HI (K)/IR:

IRK (IjJK- (II - J1xII), v)1 ~ ChP+
1
/
2

1111/fp'O(K) IIvIlL,(lJK). (4.69)
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IIiI/1K - (It - I1x")IIIK :::;or! IIIIHt»1(K)'

Moreover. for any u belonging to X 1\:

BK(t!JK - I/1K,U) = Bx(ux -l1xu.u) + 1 /a8
UIxU-ux)) uds!ilK \ "K

and using the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality and the Trace Theorem leads 10 the estimate

IIIt!JK - l/IKIIIK :::; IIlux - 17xulilK + C1l1l1x - I1XItIIIK·
Finally.

Ille - cbK IIIK :::; III(u - l/xlt) - I/1K IIIK + IIII/1K - cJ>KIIIK+ IIII/xu - uxlllK

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

(4.73)

(4.74)

(4.76)

and collecting the foregoing results. there follows:

LillI.' - cPKIII~ :::; C {llIlIxII - IIxll12 + h2P+211t17/p.o(!J)}
KEP

The optimal rate of convergence in the energy norm that may be achieved using degree p clements is
O(hP). Only in trivial cases can this rate be exceeded. If there exists a constant C(II) for which the error
in the energy is bounded below by C(II)hP then the error is said to be properly O(hP). The main result
may now he stated:

THEOREM 4.8. Let pEN be odd alld u E HP+2(fl). Suppose the error e measured ill the energy norm
is properly O(hP) and that all integrals are evaluated exactly. If the partition consists of square elements.
then the error estimator 7J is asymptotically exact. i.e.

I· 7Jtm-=1
h>-+O 1111.'111 . (4.75)

PROOF Follows immediately from Eq. (4.74) by using Theorem 4.6 and the assumption on e. 0

Non-asymptotic exacl1les.l' for elements of even order
The estimator 7J is not asymptotically exact when the approximation is of even order as the following

counterexample shows. Consider the problem:

-~II= -p(p+1)xP-1 infl
II = 0 on T'n
81t/DII = 0 on IN

with fl = (0, 1) x (0.1) and II) being the vertical boundarics of n. The partition is formed by subdividing
fl into uniform squares of size h. The true solution is

u(x,y) = x(xP - 1)

and the true error on element K may be computed explicitly [21

(4.77)

(4.78)( )
~P+I ( )'IlIeIW =~ ~. p+l-

K 2p + 1 2 kp

where kp is the coefficient of the leading term in the Legendre polynomial. For the local error estimator
7JK. it suffices to consider only those clemenls K lying on the interior of the partition. since the combined
effect of elemcnts on the boundary of the domain fl becomes negligible as the partition is refined
(provided the true solution is smooth). The estimator when the polynomial degree is even is
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2= I (~)2P+1 (~)2 {~ 2}11K 12k 2 + .
p p+l

Conscquently. when p is even:

~~) 111;111 = J2(P + 1).
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(4.79)

(4.80)

(4.83)

(4.84)

Non-asymptotic: exactness on non-square elements
The estimator is nol asymptotically exact when the subdomains are nol square even if the approxi-

mation is of odd degree. Suppose that the domain fl is a rhombus with angle fi. Details will be given
for the case of first-order approximation of the problem:

-~11 = f in fl u = 0 on To all/an = g on IN. (4.81)

The data f and g are chosen so that the true solution is u(x.y) = y2. The domain n is partitioned into
a mesh of N x N uniform rhombuses. Thc finite element approximation of this problem coincides with
the interpolant of the true solution. The lrue error is given by

2 8h (" .) JIIlelilK ="3 2' Sill 1/ (4.82)

The solution of the error residual problem is difficult to compute exactly for this example. However,
bounds can be established using variational analysis (see [2]):

J (".) J {8 16 }111ct>IIIK ~" 2' Sill 0 3 + 15 cos
2
0 .

Hence. using the expression for the true error reveals

III ct> III i >- I + ~ cos2 f)
Illellli 7 5 .

Letting "I and "2 denote unit outward normals on adjacent edges of any subdomain in the partition. we
obtain

2
Iim ......!1- >- 1 2 J
h ......O IllelUZ 7 + Slill '''21- . (4.85)

Therefore the estimator cannot be asymptotically exact unless the normal vectors are orthogonal so that
the mesh must consist of squares.

4.5.3. Antilysis and selection of approximate SlIbspace.~·
The case of tinite element approximation on quadrilateral clements using piecewise polynomials of

degree p was studied in the previous section. Following the analysis in [3]. the effect of solving the local
residual problems approximately is studied. At first sight. one might expect that the effect of solving
approximately would only exacerbate the already tenuous situation regarding the performance of the
eslimators. It is perhaps surprising that this need not be the case.

Parallel meshes
Let P be a regular partitioning of the domain nand FK : K .......K be an invertible. bilinear transfor-

mation of the reference element onto an element K. More specifically. we shall consider the class of
pllrallelmeshes. That is. each element K is a parallelogram with sides of length "K• kK making angles
ClK and f3K with the coordinate axes (sec Fig. 4). It is assumed that there exist positive constants C. (J

sllch that for all K E P
1 hKC ~ k

K
~ C: {J ~ I/h - elKI ~ 7T- (J (4.86)
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y

l(

Fig. 4. Notation for parallelogram clement.

and for any pair of neighhouring elements K and K' there holds

(4.87)

(4.88)

If h is the maximum clement size. then the constants C and {J should be independent of h. Strictly
speaking. parallel meshes are mild distortions of the partitions described above.

Illustration of influence of approximate subspace.\·
The a posteriori error estimale on element K is obtained by solving a local residual problem of the

form
Find <PK E Y K such that for all v E Y K

1 1(tJux)BK(<PK'V)= fvth--BK(ux.V)+ -a vds
K 8K "K

where YK is a finite dimcnsional subspace of HI (K). In the previous section. it was assumed that
the subspace YK was chosen to be HI (K). The estimator resulting from solving exactly were rather
discouraging, asserling that the estimator gives a consistent error estimator only under highly restrictive
conditions. The assumption that the error residual problem be solved exactly is now relaxed. At tirst
sight, one might expect this to lead to an even less encouraging result. However, we shall see that this
need not be the case, provided that the subspace is selected with somc care.

The choice of subspace for the error residual problem has a significant effect on the performance of
the error estimator. as the following simple illustration shows. Consider the problem

Find u such that

-~u = f in n = (0.1) x (0.1).

The boundary conditions and data f are chosen so that the true Solulion is given by

u(x,y) = x(x" - I)

(4.89)

(4.90)

for pEN. The problem is solved using elements of degree p on the meshes consisting of lines parallel
to the x and y axes. The finite element approximation is identical to the interpolant. The error residual
problem wili be solved using various choices of subspace:

Full space'

Y = Q(p + I)\IR

Uniform

Y = span{{ 1..¥, ..... ¥"} Wp+1 tv). Wp+\ (.¥){ I, y, .... y"} . Wp+1 (.¥)Wp+1 <Y)} (4.91)
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where

Wp+1(s) = n;~II(s - Sj)

and Sj = -1 + 2j!p, j = 0 .... ,p.

Legendre

Y = span{{ 1, .r...... ?} Pp+l (0. Pral (X){l.y ..... yP} , Pp+l (.t)Pp+1 (0}

where Pp+l is the degree p + 1 Legendre polynomial.

Lobll{(O

Y = span {{1..r, .... ?} Lp+1 ev), Lp+1 (x){1.y ..... yP} . Lp+1 <-r)Lp+1 (0}

where Lp+t(s) = (I -s2)P;+I(S).
The subspace YK used for the solution of the residual problem is then

YK = {voF;I: VE Y}.
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(4.92)

Legcndrc Loballn

~ ,,4 ~ ,,4
0 ~ 116

~11hH
1~5h

8

0 1~6-l hili

In each case. the error residual problem is solved and the error eslimator computed. Table I shows
the results obtained for uniform mesh spacing (hK = kK = II for all K). The performance of the error
estimator is seen to be quite sensitive 10 the choice of subspace used to solve the residual problem.
In some cases. the estimator is a gross over-estimate while in others estimates the error as begin zero.
Moreover. increasing the dimension of the subspace does not improve the performance of the error
estimator: the full space is consistent only when the polynomial degree is odd (as found in the previous
section). The LoballO basis is the only choice thai is consistent in all cases.

Suppose that the mesh spacing is non-uniform. The analysis in [3] shows that the estimator based on
the Lobatto subspace is consistent when Ihe degree p > 1 and inconsistent when p = 1. The results of
using estimators based on the other spaces are inconsistent for all values of p.

It is worth observing that these results have been obtained for a very simple model problem. The
purpose is to illustrate that even in such a simplified setting the error estimator can give misleading
results inconsistent with the actual error unless the subspace used to approximate the residual problem
is chosen carefully. Even so. one finds that the estimalor can still be inconsistent if the mesh is only
mildly non-unifonn. In practical computations the true solution may be singular and the mesh highly
irregular. h is only to be expected that further problems in the performance will arise.

h can be shown [31 that the behaviour illustrated in the examples is true generally whenever the mesh
is parallel and the true solution smooth. Equally important is to understand the mechanism leading to
these somewhat surprising phenomena. Henceforth, it will be assumed that the Lonatlo subspace is used.

Accuracy of boundary fiux fWlcriona/s
The analysis in the previous section showed that Ihe boundary flux approximation plays a key role

in the perfonnance of the error estimator. Suppose elemenls K and K' share a common edge y. The
perfonnance of the error estimator depends crucially on how well the the boundary nux functional F(-)

Tahle I
Performance of error eSlimators on uniform mesh
Degree True error Squarc of error estimator
p IIlellli Full Uniform

1 ! ,,4 ! ,,4 1h4
.1 .1 .1

2 ~ 116 tb "I, 5i ,,6
3 I~~"- I~~11K ~~~;.i"h"
4 I "Ill ~ hili -!!:L,,111rn;:; IlK. 1.12141
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defined for fixed v E Y" by

!\iht )r(1I) = :--) v ds
y (11(\

is approximated by J'(II.d where IIX is Ihe tinite element
houndary flux funclionals plays a key role in the proof of:

(4.93)

approximation to II. The accuracy of the

THEOREM 4.9. SlIppose that the mesh is paralle/ and the true so/wioll II belongs to HP·2(fl). I[the error
is properly O(hP) alld p > 1. then the error estimator obtained IIsing the Loballo basis is asymptotically
exact:

I· 7]
1111- = 1l1-+ollklll . (4.94)

PROOF. See [3]. 0

4.5.4. Conclllsions
The error residual method for a posteriori error estimation is based on solving local residual problems

for Ihe error. II has been seen that the estimator is quite sensitive to the choice of subspace used to
solve the problem. In particular. using a full space of polynomials is inappropriate since the resulting
estimator may give results complelely inconsistenl with the actual error. By considering certain subspaces
of polynomials the estimalor can be improved. Theorem 4.9 shows that if the mesh is parallel and the
true solution smooth. then the resulting estimator is consistent with the actual error for degree p > 1
finite element approximation. However. the estimator is still inconsistent on non-uniform meshes when
p=1.

The results can be explained as follows. The error in the tlnite element approximation can be thoughl
of as consisting of a number of components. The true solulion of the residual problem can also be
regarded as comprising of a number of components. some of which correspond to actual modes in
the true error and other spurious modes that arise from the formulation of the problem using inexact
boundary data. When a full space is used to approximate the problem. all of these components are
present in the approximation. The resulting estimator is inconsistent owing to the contributions from
the spurious modes. However. when a subspace Y 1<. is used to approximate the residual problem. then
the components orthogonal to Y 1<. are not presenl in the approximation. If the subspace can be chosen
so that it is precisely the spurious modes thaI are orthogonal 10 the space. then the consistency of the
estimator will be recovered.

It is not surprising then, that the estimators are so sensitive to the choice of subspace. The results
obtained using the subspaces in the illustration can be interpreted in the light of Ihis explanation as
follows. First. the subspace based on Uniform Nodes (4.91) is inappropriate since it still contains some
spurious modes when the degree p exceeds two. leading to over-estimates of the error. On the opposite
extreme, the subspace based on Legendre Nodes is inappropriate since it is not only orthogonal to
the spurious modes but also to modes that represent the actual error. leading \0 gross under-estimates
of the error. The subspace based on Lobatto Nodes is orthogonal 10 spurious modes but al the same
time provides sufficient resolution of the true modes (whenever p > 1). An alternalive possibility is to
construct the boundary data for the underlying problem differently. for instance. using the equilibration
procedures discussed in the next chapter.

5. The equilibratcd residual mcthod

5.1. Introduction

The advantages of using implicit error estimators have been outlined in Section 4. The element residual
method requires the solution of local boundary value problem. However. in many ways the basic for-
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mulation of the elemenl residual problem is somewhat unsatisfactory. For inslance. the local Neumann
problems that must be approximaled may not have a solution. This 'difficulty' is avoided by solving
using a quotient space with the null space factored out. In Section 4, the estimators were shown to
perform extremely well in certain circumstances. However. the investigalions revealed other deficiencies
in Ihe basic formulation of the problem. In particular. the construction of Ihe boundary data for the
local prohlem is somewhat ad hoc.

An alternative crilerion for choosing boundary dala is to require Ihat the local problem is well posed.
This requires that the boundary data be in equilibrium with the interior residual. The equilibration
condition was first used in a posteriori error analysis by Ladeveze and Lcguillon 1431. who wished to
solve a local dual problem for the error. The element residual method with equilibrated data was first
used hy Bank and Weiser 123] who. on the hasis of numerical experience. conjectured that the resulting
estimator gives an upper bound for the error. The method was analyzed and generalized by Ainsworth
and Oden 151 which the current exposition follows closely. One by-product of 151 is a proof that Bank
and Weiser's conjeclUre is correct.

Consider the usual model problem described in Seclion 1.5. Suppose that X c V is a finite element
subspace constructed on a non-degenerate partition P. The finite element approximation of this problem
is to find /Ix E X such that

B(/lx, vx) = L(v,r) V Vx E X. (5.] )

The error e = f/ - Itx belongs 10 the space V and satisfies

R(e. v) = B(u. u) - B(ux. v) = L(v) - B(ux. v) Vv E V. (5.2)

5.2. A posteriori error analysis

(5.6)

(5.4 )

(5.5)

(5.7)

5.2.1. Mesh dependelll forms and spaces
It will be convenient 10 reduce the global spaces and forms into sums of contributions from each of

Ihe elements in the partition P. With this in mind. define the broken Sobolev spaces for 111 E Z+

H"'(P) = {v E L2(!l) : V\K E Hm(K) V K E P}. (5.3)
Here. and in what follows. VK denotes the restriction of v to a single element K. The associaled mesh
dependent norm is

{ }

1/2

Ilvllm.p = L lIuKII;' ..K
KeP

For each element K E P. let

VK = {v E H1(K): v = ()on ['0 nDK}

and introduce the bilinear form BK : V K X VK -+ IR

BK(II. v) = 1(Vii' Vv + CllV) dx.

Similarly. FK : VK -+ IR is defined by

h(v) = LfVdx.

Hence for v. I\' E V

B(v. 11') = L Ih(VK' IVK)
KeP

(5.X)

and

L(v) = L FdvK) + J g(s)v(s) ds.
KEP fN

(5.9)
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(5.13)

(5.12)

(5.19)

(5.18)

The inner produC1S on the Sobolev spaces are decomposed as sums of contrihutions from each element
in the partition in an analogous fashion. The broken version of the space V is defined by

V('P) = {u E L2(fl): UK E VK V K E 'P} . (5.10)

Later, we shall wish to consider the space of continuous linear functionals r on V('P) which vanish on
the subspace V. Therefore, let Jl (div, !2) denote the space

H(div, Jl) = {A E lL2(!2)f : div A E L2(fl)} (5.11)

equipped with norm

IIAIIH(di>,J2) = {IIAllk!l + Iidiv AII~.J)}'/2.
Let M denote the subspace

M={AEH(diV,fl): 1 UII.AdS=OVUEV}.JiW
The following result is originally due to Raviart and Thomas [51]:

THEOREM 5.1. A co/llinliolis /inear functional T on the space yep) I'onishl's on/he subspace V if and
only if there exists A E M such that

T[UJ= L 1 uKnK·Ads (5.14)
KEPlaK

where "K denotes the linit outward normal on thl' bOllndary of K.

PROOF. Suppose r E yep)' vanishes on V. By Riesz' Theorem. any continuous functional on the space
HI(K) may he written in the form

U - l {t Ai :~. + (IOU} dr (5.15)
• K j=1 J

where Aj and (/u E L2(K). Therefore. summing over the elements shows that for any U E V('P). T may
be written in the form

r[u] = L r. {t Ai :~ + (IOU} dr (5.16)
KEPl/( j=1 J

where Ai and 00 now denole elements of the global space L2(fl). Owing to the hypothesis on T it follows
that for any U E V

0= I {tAj:'~. +oou} dr. (5.17)
.!l j=1 J

Hence, in the sense of distributions

aA·
- ----1.. + 00 = 0

DXj

and consequently (AI,A2) belongs to the space H(div, fl). With the aid of (5.16). (5.18) and Green's
Idenlity

'"1~{ Du DAj} '" 1r[u] = L., ,L., Ai ax. + Dx U dx = L., h) UK 11K . Ads.
KEP K i=1 J J KE'P dK

Finally. A E A1 since for any U E V
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0= T[V] = L J VK ,,}\ . A d.v = J v,,· A ds.
Ke'P JilK J011

The converse is shown using similar arguments, 0

51

(5.20)

The import of this result is that one may identify T with an element A of the space M and vice versa. In
view of Theorem 5.1. we shall abuse the nomenclature slightly and refer to an clement of M as being
a linear functional.

5.2.2. Preliminaries
The residual equation (5.2) characterizing the error may be stated equivalently as a minimization

problem

min J (v) : v E V

where 1 : V -+ IR is the quadratic functional

1
lev) = 2. B(u.v) - L(u) + B(ux.v).

The error e in the finite element approximation is the minimizer of 1

I-'2 B(e. e) = lee) ~ leu) \Iv E V

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

where (5.2) has been used.
In principle. one could approximate the prohlem (5.23) directly and thereby obtain a computable

bound on the error. However. the cost associated with solving a global problem renders this approach
impractical. However. an alternative approach is to attempt to reduce the single global problem (5.23)
into a sequence of independent problems posed locally over each element. The advantage would be that
each of these smaller problems might then be approximated comparatively inexpensively and even in
parallel.

The theme throughout the rest of this section is to recast the global statement (5.23) as a sequence of
independent local problems posed on each element K E P. However. rather than simply decompose the
problem indiscriminately and risk losing the valuable bound on the actual discretization error. we shall
proceed in a way wherehy the relationship is preserved.

The approximation to the true flux on the inter-element boundaries played an important role when
we considered the classical clement residual method. There a simple averaging of the finite element
approximations to the flux from the neighbouring elements on an edge was llsed. Approximations to the
true nux will again he of importance. but at this stage we shall proceed more generally as follows:

Approximation of fluxes Oil element boundaries
Let OP denote the element edges in the partition. Suppose that we order the clements in some way.

For instance. one could order elements according to their global numbers in the finite element code. Let
UK : uK -+ {+ 1,-I } be the piecewise constant function on the edges of element K defined by

sEKnl.K>l
sEKnl,K<l
sEan

(5.24)

Notice that if elements K and J share a common edge then

(T}\(S) = -O'J(s) s E K nJ. (5.25)

With each clement interface 'Y we associate a smooth function goy : 'Y -+ n~.If 'Y lies on the portion of
the boundary TN on which a Neumann boundary condition is prescrihed then we shall always choose goy
to be the Neumann data g on the edge. It will be unnecessary to define goy should 'Y lie on the Dirichlet
boundary I'D. Specific constructions for the functions goy on the interior interfaces will be discussed later.
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The approximation to the flux is then defined by

g}\ = (T}\~y on y C OK. (5.26)

(5.27)

Thcre is no danger of confusion with the Neumann data g using this notation since the functions gK
agree with the boundary data on TN. The notation [.J is used to denote diffcrcnces in values of functions
v from the broken space V(P) across elemcnt houndaries

[uJ = { (TdVK - Ul) on Y = K nJ
v on y c Dn

and" is defined hy

" = (TK ,,}\ on y C iJK.

These definitions are unambiguous since on any edge K n lone has

and

(TK "K = (rl "1'

The following identity valid for v E V(P) is readily obtaincd:

(5.28)

(5.29)

(5,30)

(5.31 )

5.2.3. Localizlltion
The process of decomposing the global problcm (5.23) into smaller. local problcms poscd over the

elements can now be discussed precisely. Two basic steps are involved in breaking up the problem:
• Decomposition of the quadratic functional J into separate contributions from each element.
• Localization of the global space V. The essence is to decompose the space V of globally smooth

functions into functions belonging to the broken space V (P). These functions need not be continuous
across the interelcment boundaries and allow one to deal with a series of problems. on each of the
elements independently. therehy substantially reducing the complexity of the problem.

The chief difficulty arises in the second step. If one were to simply substitute thc space V with the
broken space V (P) then the key relationship (5.23) with the true error would be irretrievably lost.

We begin by extending the functional given by

V :3 w -+ L(w) - B(ltx. w)

to the broken space V (P). For any w E V (P) define the linear functional n :V (P) -+ IR by

Notice that. thanks to (5.31). whenever w E V

new) = L(w) - B(ltx. w).

so that n is an extension of the functional (5.32) to the whole of V(P).

(5.32)

(5.33 )

(5.34)

LEMMA 5.2. Under the above notations lind cOllventions. there exists J-L. E M such that for all w E V (P)

J-L'(w) = L 1gy[w] ds.
yEaP Y

(5.35)
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PROOF. The right-hand side of Eq. (5.35) is continuous on V(P) and vanishes on V. Applying Theo-
rcm 5.1. the result follows immediately. 0

Applying Lemma 5.2 yields the idcnlity .

R(w) = L {FK(W) - BKCux. w) +i .gKwK dS} - µ.(w)
KEF 8}\

valid for allw E V (P).

(5.36)

(5.37)

5.2.4. Variatiot/al analysis
The requirement that u bclong to the space V in (5.23) may he regarded as a constraint on the

interclement continuity of the function u. Rccall thai the aim is to rclax this constraint and yet rctain
the bound on the error. Therefore. we follow thc standard approach of introducing a Lagrange multiplier
to enforcc the constraint indirectly. Let the Lagrangian functional £ : V (P) x M -+ IR be defined hy

1
£(w. µ) = '2 B(w. 11') - R(w) - µ(w)

and note that

sup £(w, µ) = { ~ B(w, IV) - R(w) if w E V
µE.\.1 +00 Iot lCrwise

Moreovcr. for wE V. (5.34) and (5.2) rcveal

1 12. B(w. w) - R(w) = '2 {B(w - e.w - e) - B(e.e)}

1 1,
~ -'2 B(e.e) = -'2l1leIW.

(5.38)

(5.39)

Therefore.

--2
1 IIIell12 = inf suP. £(w. µ) = sup inf £(w. µ). (5.40)

"'EI'(P) µE.\.1 µE.\.1 h'EV(P)

Thl.: interchange in the ordcr of the inf-sup is justilied herc since a saddle point is obtaincd when the
multiplier µ is the true intcrelcment flux. This choice is a valid multiplicr as can he sccn by applying
Theorcm 5.1. Eq. (5.40) immediately gives the bound

--21111e1l12 ~ inf £(w. µ)
WEI/(P)

which is valid for an)' µ E M. Moreover.

(5.41)

and so

-~ IIIeIW~ LillI' hew) + µ.(w) - µ(w)
~ }\EP "'ACEI',

(5.43)

wher~

hew) = ~ B,dw.l\') - h(w) + BKClIx.w) - 1 g}\I~'K ds. (5.44)
- ~K

Studying the estimate (5.43) one sees that thc space V has been rcplaced by the broken space V (P)
while preserving the hound on the error. Thus. the continuity requirements on the choice of admissable
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functions imposcd hy the space V have heen relaxed. However. thc statcment (5.44) has not yet been
decomposed into independent contributions from each clcment. The contribution from Lagrange multi-
plicr term µ..(w) - µ.(w) prescrves the hound on the error. In fact. examining Lemma 5.Z reveals that
the interelement continuity rcquirement is bcing imposcd indirectly through the Lagrange multiplier
acting on the jumps [wI on thc admissahle functions. A key point now emergcs: this coupling between
elements can be removed by choosing the Lagrange multiplicr µ. to be equal to µ. .. while simultaneously
retaining thc bound on the crror.

Summarising. we havc shown:

THEOREM 53. Lt·t J K : VK -+ IR he Ihe quadratic fl/nctional

hew) = -21BJ.;{w, w) - FK(IV) + B}\(ux.lV) - 1 gKIVK ds.JO}\

Then.

5.3, The equilibration principle

(5.45)

(5.46)

To begin with. assume that the coefficient c appearing in the diffcrential operator is strictly greater
than zero. Later. this assumption will he removed. Theorem 5.3 leads us to considcr a sequence of local
minimization problems posed on each clement K

(5.47)

where JK is the quadratic functional defined in equation (5.44). For the present purposcs it will be
convenient to reorganize the tcmlS appearing in the functional J K. Applying Grecn's identity gives

FK(v)-Bdltx.u)+ J gKuds =1 rVdx+l R.uds (5.48)
faK K OK

where r is the interior residual

r = f + iiux - el/x

and R. is a modilled form of the boundary residual

R. = gK - II}\ • \7uXIK'

THEOREM 5.4. J.et

WK = {p E H(dh'. K) : II}\ . P = R. Oil iJK}

and define GK : W}\ -+ IR by

1 1 1 1 2Gdp)=-- p·pdx-- (\7'p+r) dx.
2 K 2c K

Let c/>}\he the sollltiol/ of the prohlem

BK(c/>K' u) = F}\(u) - BK(liX. u) + J g"u ds Vu E VK.!iJ}\
Then \7 cPK E W K alld

inf h(u) =JK(cbK) = --zllllcPKIIIi- = Gd\7cPK) = sup G,,·(p).
VEil" pEW"

(5.49)

(5.50)

(5.51 )

(5.52)

(5.53)

(5,54)

PROOF The cxistence and uniqueness of cP}\ is a consequence of the Lax-Milgram Theorem. Problem
(5.53) means that in the sense of distributions
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(5.55)

(5.60)

and hence. since r is smooth on the interior of elemcnt K and <p}\ belongs to Lz(K). one sces that
'V <PK E II (div. K). Furthermore. again in a distributional sense. we have

11· 'V<PK = R. (5.56)

and hence 'V <PK belongs to WK'
Eq. (5.53) is the Euler equation for the functional h and consequently <px is a minimizer of h.and

I J (h(<px) = --III<pKIII"· 5.57)2
Furthermorc, 11 z 111.~ 1 J --Gd'V<PK) = -- 1'V<p1\1dx - - - (cux) dx = --III<pKIII-· (:).)8)

2 x 2 KC 2
Finally. since G K is strictly concavc and quadratic. it suffices to show G K is stationary whcn 'V <PK' Let

q E {p E lI(div, K) : " . p = O} (5.59)

and let A E JR. Then 'V <p}\ + Aq E W}\ and

~Gd'V<PK+Aq)IA=n=- r q''V<PKdx- r ~(dh'q)(div'V<pK+rx)dx
dA JK JK c:

= - r q' 'V <p}\ tit' - r (div q) <PK dxJx Jx

=_1 <PK(IIX'q)ds.faK
and this vanishes owing to (5.59). 0

Using Theorems 5.3 and SA one obtains

COROLLARY 5.5. LeI <PK and GK be as above. Then

Illelllz ~ -2 L GK(px)
KeP

for allY choices of p E nKE1' WK'

(5.61 )

Thc implication of this rcsult on the computation of crror bounds is that hy simply constructing elements
of the sets W x' one can obtain rigorous uppcr bounds on the error. Of course, care must he exercised
in choosing p}\ if one is to obtain realistic bounds.

Suppose pEW x then and define 8K to be

8K = L ('V . P + r) dol' (5.62)

then

D}\ = J "}\' p ds + r r dxJilX ./K
= JR. ds + r ,.dxJilK 1x (5.63)

or alternatively

l>K=Fdl)-B}\(lIx.I)+J gKds. (5.64)Jc1}\
Observe that l>}\ is independent of the particular choicc of p. Now. with the sccond term of the functional
GK in mind. we note that hy the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality
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Ok ~ mcas(K) r (v· p + r)2 dx
JK

and hcnce for any pEW K.

(5.65)

(5.67)

(5.66)11 ~ 1
- (V' . P + rt dx ~ Ii/... Ie mcas(K).

K C

This estimate shows that as we refine the partition so that meas(K) tends to zero then the bound
proclaimed by Corollary 5.5 will becomc trivial. unless the quantity DK vanishes too. The value of DK is
not something which may bc altered by our choice of p. since it is a generic property arising from the
dcfinition of the space WK itself. Esscntially. lik represents a third type of residual in addition to thc
interior residual r and the boundary residual R ..

The means by which we can control the quantity OK is provided by the functions gy that also determine
the boundary conditions on the local error residual problcm (5.53). Consequently. a natural stratcgy is
to attempt sclect these functions in such a way that the quantity DK vanishes. This procedurc is referred
to as equilihration.

So far. we have assumed that the parameter c in the differential operator was strictly positivc. Much of
the foregoing analysis cannot be dircctly applicd when c vanishes. A natural question to ask is whethcr
thc equilibration critcrion is still relevant. Inserting the function u = A. where A is an arbitrary real
number. into the original quadratic functional 1K gives

heAl = FK(A) - Bdux. A) + J gKA ds = AoK.JaK
Consequently. unless OK vanishcs. the value of the functional lK can bc made as negative as we wish
by choosing A appropriately. Therefore. if Theorem 5.3 is to yicld useful information. it necessary that
the data bc equilibrated. If the data is equilibrated thcn Theorem 5.4 may extcndcd to include the case
c =0:

THEOREM 5.6. SlIppose that c = 0 and I('t

W}\ = {p E /-l(div. K) : dh'p = r on K and III( . P = R. on oK}

and define G K : W K -+ IR by

GK(p) = -~ r p' ptlr.2.h
Let cbK be Ihe .I'oilltion of the problem

BK(cbK. v) = Fdv) - B}\(ux. u) + J gKvds \Iv E VK.Jil}\
Then V' 4>K E W K and

inf h(u) =h(cbK) = --2111IcbKllli =: G}\(V'¢K) = sup GK(p).
VEllA pEWA

(5.68)

(5.69)

(5.70)

(5.71)

The proof is virtually identical to Theorem 5.4. The rcquiremcnt that thc data be equilibrated is necessary
if the set W K is to he non-cmpty.

When c = 0 the local minimization problcm is the variational form of the pure Ncumann problem

-l1cbK = r in K (5.72)

subject to the boundary conditions 84>K/C)n =: R. on the whole of oK. The equilibration principle has a
natural physical interpretation that the intcrior load r is in equilibrium with the boundary forces R ..

5.4. Construction of equilibrated fluxes

The discussion above indicates the advantages of constructing approximations to the interelement
fluxes in such a way that the data for each of the elemcnt residual problems is equilibrated:
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0= Fdl) - BdIlX·l) + { gK d.\'. (5.73).IiJK

Thc equilibration condition cannot hc satisfied for each clement independently of the rcmaining elements
since the flux approximations gK and gJ on ncighbouring elements K and J are rclated by the condition

gK = O'}\gy = -O'Jgy = -gJ. (5.74)

In effect. whilc the localization argumcnts from earlier have dccoupled thc element residual problems.
coupling still persists implicitly through the boundary conditions if we demand that thc data be equili-
brated.

Therc are now two issues to be resolved:
• is it possible to satisfy thc cquilibration conditions at all?
• if so. can this be achieved by performing independent local computations?
It is essential to reduce the computation of cquilibrated fluxcs to independent local computations so

that the resulting error estimator is economical to computc. Perhaps surprisingly. we shall find that the
answer to hoth of these questions is affirmativc. Moreover. thc fluxes are not uniquely determined and
there is morc than one procedure whercby equilihrated nuxes may be computed locally .

The hasic idea used to obtain local problems is to introduce a partition of unity as follows. Let 'i'
dcnote the set of element verticcs in the partition P and for 11 E 1[' let (J" denote the lirst order Lagrangc
basis function based at the vertex x". That is. 0" is piecewise linear (or bilinear) on the partition and
satisfies

(J"(x,,,) = 8"," (5.75)
where li"," is the Kronecker symbol. For each element K E P. let 1/'(K) C 1/' consist of thc vertices of
dement K. Notice that

L On(x) = 1. x E K.
IIE'I'(}\)

(5.76)

(5.RO)

-Finally. Ict nil denote the elements having a veJ1eX at x".
We dcscribe two basic procedures for obtaining equilibratcd data: Ladevezc's Method [43] and Flux

Splitting [5.6].

5.4.1. Ladeveze:5 mer/lOci
Ladeveze and Leguillon [43] (sec also [23]) construct equilibrated fluxes by defining the flux approxi-

mation on the edge l' bctween dements K and J to be

(
f)/i \' )

gK = ~ + lIK{3y (5.77)
OIlK

where

/ ~),IX) = { ~"K· {VUXIK + VUxIJ}: (.))1 K nl (5,78)
\ cJ1IK g. on K n IN

and {3y : l' -+ JR is a linear function on each edge and is identically zcro on IN. It is easily seen that
this choice satisfies our earlier conditions on g}\. Substituting the definition (5.77) into the equilibration
condition (5.73) and rewriting givcs

-L UK f (3y ds = 15K (1 ) (5.79)
yeElK ' y

where

. fa (allY).5}\(v) = J-K(u) - BKCII.Y.u) + ~ IJds.
8}\ ullK

The equilibration condition (5.79) is localized by inserting the sum (5.76) in place of unity giving the
following condition for each element K
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(5.83)

L L(7'[.:!t},,{3rds= L 0K(On). (5.81)
"E'i'(K) rcaK 'Y "E'I'(K)

Let I/1n. n E 1/' be picccwisc Iincar functions defined on thc cdgcs. The functions arc constructed so
that on any edgc y with an endpoint at x'" thcrc holds

ll/1"(S)fJ,,,(S) ds = Smn (5.82)

where 8"m is again the Kronecker symbol. A straightforward computation shows that on an edge y with
endpoints XIII and X". one has

2
1/1,,(s) = fY\(2cIJ,,(s) - cP",(s»

where Iyl is the length of y. On this edgc the piecewise linear function {3y may he written in terms of
the functions 1/1", and 1/1"

(3r(S) = (3;I~/",(S) + (3;t/1,,(s)

where {3;' and (3~ are constants to bc determined. Inserting this definition
simplifying gives the condition that for each elcment K

- L L CT}\{3;= L SdO,,).
"E'i'(K) 'YCah "E'i'(}\)

A sufficient condition for (5.85) to hold is

- L cTK{3~= oKCIJ,,) V II E 1{r(K)
yc8}\

(5.84)

into condition (5.81) and

(5.85)

(5.86)

(5.87)

which may in turn he refOImulated: for each n E 1/r

- L (T}\{3~ = odlJ,,) \IKE 11".
ycaK

Thc differencc is that bdore we sought to satisfy thc condition for each element by solving over the
nodes of the clement. Now. we seek to satisfy the condition for each node by solving ovcr the clements
containing the node. Later. wc shall show that there exist constants {3~ sllch that the conditions (5.87)
are satisfied. Oncc thesc constants havc been ascertained. one then rcconstructs thc flux approximation
from the detinitions (5.77) and (5.83).

5.4.2. nux splitting
An alternative approach to constructing equilibratcd fluxes was developed in /5.61. Thc basic approach

stcms from the construction of the nux approximation employed in the classical clement residual method.
Thcre. a simple avcraging of the finite element approximations to thc flux from the neighbouring ele-
ments on an cdge was used. A natural alternative is to usc a weighted avcrage of the fluxes from the
neighbouring elemcnts. To this end. introduce smooth functions Cl'y : y ~ IR on the interior cdges. The
functions Cl'y are identically zcro on exterior edges. Suppose that elements K and J share a common
edge y. then the approximation to the flux on the edge is taken to be the weighted average

/()IIX) >
gK = eJ'K \ Oil . (5.88)

where

/ (Jux ) ( I) ( 1 )\ on . = 2 + CT}\ar II' V'uxl}\ + 2 + cTJay ". \lux I}· (5.89)

Notice that the scheme is consistent in the sense that if the approximation from each of the neighbouring
~lcments is the same then the approximation gK will agrce with this value. This expression may be
rewrittcn as
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(5.92)

(5.90)

(5.91 )

(5.94)

/(~UX) =/i~I/X)+a [DIIX]
\ dn . \ tin y all

whcrc

r
aux]----;--= "K . V'ux IK + "1 . V'IIX 11an

is the jump in the approximation to the flux across the edgc 'Y. Inserting (5.9 I) into the equilibration
condition and simplifying leads to the condition on each element K

~ I [DUx]- L u}\ (ry DII ds=B}\(I).
yCiJ}\ . y

As before. this is still a glohal problcm thanks to the coupling across cdges cxpressed through the
functions ay. The functions ay are chosen to be piecewise linear on the cdgcs

ayes) = a~HI(,\') + a~O,(s) (5.93)

where a~ are constants to be detcrmined. In an attempt to decouple the prohlem. we replace unity on
the right-hand side hy the sum (5.76) and insert the definition (5.93) to ohtain the condition for each
elcment K

~ 11 raux] ~ ' ( raux] ~- L aKay tlt(s) DlI ds - L aKay /.. O,(s) an dol'= L (;}\(O,,).
yCi}}\ y yco}\' y IIE'I'(}\1

(5.95)

One way to obtain a solution of this system is to satisfy the stronger conditions: for cach vertex XII E I/f

~ "1 ()[dux] d ~ ·K "'\- L (TKCfy 0" .\' iJlI 01' = ()d 0,,) V E it".
YCilK Y

If conditions (5.95) hold then by summing ovcr all vertices 11 E 1J/(K) onc obtains (5.94). The systems
(5.95) consist of independent problems to he solved for (r~ over the support of the function 8". As
before. it is not immediatcly obvious that there is a solution of the problems. However. if one can find
constants a~ satisfying thcse conditions then the flux approximation is obtained from definitions (5.93)
and (5.RR),

5.4.3. Solvability of local equilibration systems
Both Ladeveze's Mcthod and Flux Splitting rcduce thc single coupled global equilibration condition

~to a sequence of independent equilibration problems. Each such prohlem is localized over the patch
nil of elemcnts surrounding each of thc nodes X" in the partition. Both systems of equations are of the
form: for each vertex X" E I/f

- L lTKµ'~ = 8,.{0,,) \I Ken" (5.96)
YCO}\

where. in the case of Ladeveze's method

(5.97)

(5.98)

and in the case of Flux Splitting

"- II I (.[aI/X] dµ'y - ay fI" .\) T S.
.y (11

This correspondence means that we may deal with the solvahility of the local equilihration conditions
for both methods at the same time. To simplify the notation wc shall omit the superscript n.

Proper partitiolls ill Ihe plane
Supposc that the partition P is proper. That is. each element edge is cithcr a subset of the exterior

boundary an or a complete edge of another element in the partition. The domain f} is supposed to be
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two dimcnsional. There are now two possibilities to be considered depending on whether the vertcx X/I
lies on the boundary of n or the interior. _
IllIerior Vertex, If X/I is an interior vertex then thc subdomain f}" is of the form shown in Fig. 5, Thc
system (5.96) in this case is

-f.L1 + f.Lz = 8\(8/1)

-f.Lz + f.L3 = ~(O,,)

(5.99)

This reprcsents a system of N linear equations in N unknowns. However. the equations are linearly
dependcnt as may bc secn by summing all equations. The left-hand side thcn vanishcs. Fortunately.
summing the right-hand sides gives

~ ~ i (DUX)L OK(0,,) = L FKClI,,) - BK(ux. (J,,) + .' D/I' (J/I(S) ds
K~l K~l oK }\

= F(B/I) - B(IIX' 0/1) (5.\00)

where the final step follows since the integrals over the boundary canccl pairwise across on each edge.
and because we have summed over all elemcnts on which B" is non-zero. Noting that X/I is an interior
vertex it follows from the definition of the finite element approximation '(y itself that

B(lix, (ill) = L(BIl) = F(B/I) (5.101 )

and so the sum of the right-hand sides also vanishes. Consequently. the system (5.99) has solutions
dctcrmincd up to an arbitrary constant.
Boundary vertex. Supposc that thc vcrtex X/I lies on thc boundary rN as in Fig. 6. The values of thc
constants µ on the edges 'Y1 and 'YN+I arc rcquircd to vanish in both Ladeveze's and the Flux Splitting
methods. This is a natural condition since the value of thc nux on these boundaries is known exactly
and it is undesirable to introduce any perturbations. Incorporating these constraints. the system (5.96)
has thc form

f.L2 = 0,(8/1)
- µ2 + µ3 = Sz(O,,)

(5.102)

7,

Fig. 5. Patch JJII associated with interior vertex x".

Fig. 6. Patch n" associated with boundary vertex x".
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(5.103)

This time there arc N equations in only N - I unknowns. The first N - I conditions in (5.102) uniqucly
determine the unknowns. Summing the first N - I equations reveals that

N

µ'N = -5N(lJ,,) + L od8,,)
K=l

and then a calculation similar to the case of an interior vertex shows that the second term on the right-
hand side vanishes. Consequently. the Nth equation in the system (5.102) is automatically satisfied. The
system thcrefore has a unique solution when the vertex lies on the boundary.

There is an additional possibility that may arise in the Flux Splitting algorithm. It may happen that
the approximation to the normal /luxes between two elements is continuous. This imposes the extra
constraint that the constant µ.; must vanish. If there is only one edge on which to enforce the constraint
then thcre is no problem since the solution of the original problem was determined only up to an
arbitrary constant. However. for more than one edge the conditions cannot be satisfied in general. In
practice. these situations occur due to symmetry which often allows the system to he soLved anyway.

Irregular partitions ill the plane
Several finite element codes now incorporatc local rcfincments in which irrcgular partitions are created

(sec Fig. 7). Previously. these eases have not be singled [or attention becallse littlc is changed from the
analysis of the proper partitions. It is worth pointing out the differcnces in the equilibration procedures
for such meshes. The discussion is based on Ainsworth and Oden [5].

The first diffcrence comes in the classification of the vertices of the partition. The open nodes in Fig. 7
show where the linear degrees of freedom mllst be constrained so that a conforming approximation is
obtained. Such vertices must now be excluded from the set 1/' of regular vertices in the partition. The
Lagrange basis function associated with the vertex x" shown in Fig. 8 is still defined to be the piecewise
bilinear function satisfying the conditions

(5.104)

However. a little reflection reveals that 0" is also non-zero on elements not containing the vertex X". In
particular. the support of ()" consists of elcmcnts 2 ... , .7. The previous definition is modified to become

f}" = {K E P : K c supp OIl}' (5.1 05)

That is. 11" consists of thc elements on which ()" is non-zero. The definition of the set If'(K) is also
modified to

3 4

X n

2 1

3 4

X n 6 7
2

5

Fig. 7. An irregular partition created by local refinement.

Fig. 8. Notations for equilibration problem on patch nil'
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1fF(K) = {n E 1[/: K c supp /.i,,}. (5.106)

Each of these definitions generalize the original conditions. It is worth noting that the key identity (5.76)
used in the localization process is prescrvcd

L /.i,,(x) = I, x E K.
"E1J'(K)

(5.107)

Both Ladeveze's method and the Flux Splitting algorithm arc derived following the same stcps as bcforc.
This leads to a series of local systcms of equations that are expressed exactly as in (5.96): for each vertex
x" E 1fF

- L UKI1-; = 8dtJn) \;/ Ken", (5.108)
'leaK

However. the modified notations mean that the issue of solvability has to be considered afresh. For
cxample. expanding the conditions for thc vertex x" using the notations shown in Fig. 8 gives (omitting
superscripts)

-11-1 - 116 - 117 = ~(O,,)

III - 112 = 83(8,,)

112 -11-3 - 114 = 84(/.i,,)

117 - 11-8 = DS( 0,,)

113 - Ils + 116 + Ils = 86( 8,,)

(5.109)

~(8,,).

The system is singular as may be seen by summing the left-hand sides. As before the sum of the right-
hand sides reduces to L(8,,) - B(II).'. 0,,) which vanishes since (x" is a regular node) 0" bclongs to the
finite element subspace. It suffices to show that this is the only linear dependency within the system. For
proper pat1itions this was a trivial fact.

Consider then a gcncral regular vertex x". The system (5.108) may be expanded as a matrix equation

Mµ = ;; (5.110)

where {) E IRE with E the number of elements contained in the patch nIl' We examine the null space
Ker. MI. where MI is the transpose of M. Suppose that ~ E Ker MI. Then Ml~ = O. First, notice that
each column of M (and the!:.efore each row of Ml) has precisely two non-zero entries corresponding a
single edge 'Y in the patch n". ,Moreovcr. if the edge 'Y separates elements Land R. with L > R say.
then these entries are: + 1. in the row corresponding to clement L: and -1 in the row corresponding
to element R. In turn this means that gL - gR = 0 since Mt~ = O. Thus. for any pair of neighbouring
elements in the patch we have that the corresponding components of ~ must bc identical. However. for
any pair of elements K rind 1 in the patch. starting from K we can always find a path leading to element
J by passing across clement edges. As we pass across an edge the value of the component of ~ in the
new element is the same as the value in the initial element K. Hence. gK = ~ for all pair of elements
in the patch. We have shown that if ~ E Ker MI then g must have all its components equal. i.e.

KerMt=span{A} (5.111)

where A = (1, .... 1)1. Therefore. a necessary and sufficient condition for the systems (5.108) to have a
solution is that the sum of the components on the right-hand sides he zero. This has already been seen
to be true. The solution exists and is detcrmincd up to an arbitrary constant (as for proper partitions).

The systems (5.108) have a sufficiently simple structure on proper partitions for it to be possible
to write down solutions explicitly. However. on irregular partitions this is not so straightforward. It is
undesirable to attempt to enumerate every possible mesh configuration. A simple general procedure for
constructing solutions was presented in [51. A typical system is of the form
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Mµ = ii.

Suppose that we can find a solution of the related system

MMlt = ()

63

(5.112)

(5.113)

then we simply take µ = Mt f Thc matrix M MI is symmetric. positive and indefinite. Moreover

Ker(M MI) = Ker Ml = span{A} (5.114)

with A as bdore. Therefore. the system (5.113) has solutions. The key observation is that in additi~n.
the matrix M MI has a particularly simple structure. Assumc K and 1 are elements in thc patch £1".
Earlier arguments show that the components of M are given by

{

I. if y = K n1 with K > ]
MK.y= -\, ify=KnlwithK<].

0, othcrwise

Consider the diagonal element of M M1 corresponding to clement K:

[MMt]}\,K = LM~,y
y

where the summation is over all edges in the patch. Therefore.

[M MI]K.K = number of elements in patch adjacent to element K.

A similar argument can be used to obtain the off-diagonal elements (K =I l):

(5.115)

(5.116)

(5.117)

if K and J share an edge
otherwise (5.118)

The net result is that the topology matrix M M1 is readily constructed dircctly from the topological
information in the patch and has integer cntries. The conjugate gradient algorithm is suitable to solve
(5.113) sincc the matrix vcctor products may he efficiently implemented and thc method generally
rcquircs at most three iterations (even for irregular meshcs in three dimcnsions). Having obtained t.
the action of Ml is performed using thc information in (5.115). The advantage of this approach is that it
copes with all mesh topologies in a straightforward and numerically stablc manner. Furthcr details and
operation counts will be found in [51.

Once a solution of the systems (5.108) has been computed. the fluxes arc constructed using (5.83) for
Ladcvezc's method or (5.93) for Flux Splitting. Therc is thc difficulty with Ladeveze's mcthod that the
definition (5,82) charactcrizing the function ~J" has to be altered to accommodate the various topologies.

PartitiollS in three dimensions
Equilibration on (proper and irregular) partitions in thrce dimcnsions is essentially thc same as in

two dimensions with element faces taking over the role of the clement edges. The solvability of the
systems can be dealt with by precisely the samc argument used for irregular partitions in two dimensions.
Furthermore. the system can be solved cfficiently even on irregular meshes by following the approach
based on thc topology matrix discussed above.

The minor difference with the two-dimensional algorithm is that the definition of the functions t/1" used
in Ladevezc's mcthod must hc altered. Thc chief advantagc of the Flux Splitting approach is that it can
cope with the myriad of possible mesh configurations when using irregular meshes in three dimensions.
The drawback is the carcfultrcatmcnt somctimcs needed for continuous fluxes.

5.4.4. Higher-order equilihration
Let X be thc finite elemcnt subspace and for each elcmcnt let XK consist of the restnctlOns of

functions from X to the element K. It has becn demonstrated that flux functions gy on the edges may
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be constructeJ so that on cach elcment K in the partition

O=Fdu)-Bdllx,u)+ r }.:Kuds forallvEXK. (5.119)10K

The equilibration condition follows immediately from this fact. So far all the arguments have bcen for
lirst-order approximation. The question arises of whether (5.119) can bc satisfied when X K is constructed
using higher-ordei basis functions. The following simple inductive argument will show how property
(5.119) can be satisfied whcn XK is constructed using higher-order basis functions.

Suppose that the linite element subspace is based on polynomials of degree p == 2. Associated with
each edge y in the partition is a test function 8y E X supported on the two elements sharing the edge.
Often 8y is referred to as the edge hubble function. Lct

fly = {K E P : K c supp 8y} (5.120)

so that {ly consists of the elcments of which y is an edge.
Let gy be edgc functions constructed so that condition (5.119) holds whenevcr v is a first-order

polynomial basis function. New edge functions approximating the boundary tlux arc defined by

gy = g~ +}Ly l/1y (5.121)

whcre l/1y: y -+ IR is the quadratic function uniquely dclincd by the conditions

(5.122)

and i 1/1;(s) ds = 1. (5.123)

The constant }Ly will be chosen to satisfy the higher-order equilibration condition. The boundary function
is thcn given by gK = (TKgy. The equilibration condition

0= FK(u) - BK(IlX, u) + r gKV ds (5.124)
18K

can easily be seen to hold whenever u E XK is a first order basis function. Moreover. the condition holds
when u E XK is a second-order interior basis function supported on the single elcment K. from the
detlnition of the tlnitc element approximation itself. Thus. it suffices to dcal with the case of v being an
edge bubble function. Inscrting the exprcssion (5.121) into thc condition (5.119) with u = f)y leads to

-(TK}Ly = 8~(f)y) \IKE {ly

where

8~(v) = FK(v) - BK(IlX. u) + r g~u ds.18K

(5.125)

(5.126)

This is analogous to the condition (5.87) but has a simpler form owing to Oy being supported on only
one edge. Letting Rand L denote the pair of clements sharing edge y with R > L gives the conditions

-}Ly = 8~(8y)

}Ly = 8;JHy).

The system has a solution sincc

D~(Oy) + 8~(Oy) = L(/ly) - B(IlX' Oy) = 0

(5.127)

(5.128)

thanks to thc detlnition of the tlnite element approximation. The construction is repcated for all edges
allowing houndary fluxes to be found such that condition (5.119) is satistleJ.
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The process described above shows how boundary fluxes equilibratcd up to first ordcr may be extcnded
to second order. The same arguments may be used inductivcly to extend the equilibration to the full
ordcr p of the finite elemcnt approximation. Of coursc. onc cannot then continuc to higher-orders since
the argument relics on properties of the I1nite clemcnt approximation.

The results obtained in this scction arc summarized in:

TH EOREM 5.7. Let 11.'( E X be a Galerkill fillite elemelll approximation:

B(ux. v) = L(u) Vu EX. (5.129)

Then, there exist smootlr (polynomial) f"nctiolls defined on tire illlerelement edges .welr tlrat the equilibra-
tion condition is satisfied

(5.130)

(5.131)

where

FK(u) = i fu dx

IIml gK + gJ = 0 on K nJ. Moreover. tire fl/llCtiolls may be cOl1lfJlIled locally /Ising tire algorithms describ(~d
above.

5.5. A posteriori error estimators

Two key results havc been obtained: Thcorem 5.3. is the hasic result showing the possibility of ob-
taining computable upper bounds on the energy norm of error in the finite element approximation: and
Theorem 5.7. showing that it is possible to compute approximations to the houndary flux so that the
equilibration condition is satisfied. The task is to use these results to derive a postcriori error estimators.
There are two basic approaches: solve the primal problem or solve the dual problem.

5.5.1. Primal method
The primal mcthod consists of solving the primal problem (5.53):

BKCcbK.v) = FK(u) - BK(lIx.U) + J gKuds Vu E V}\JiJK
where VK is the space

VK = {u E H1(K): yu =0 on ron8K}.

(5.132)

(5.133)

A solution exists provided that the equilibration condition is satisficd. According to Thcorems 5.3 and
SA (or Theorem 5.0 in case c = 0) one obtains

IlIelW ~ L IIlcbKlllk·
KEP

Thus. an appropriatc choicc for the error estimator T/K is to take

This method is not a viable algorithm since the space V K is inl1nite dimensional.

(5.134)

(5.135)

Relationship with classical elemellt resid/llfll1lethod
The problem (5.132) is rcminiscent of the classical element residual mcthod discussed in the previous

section. In fact. suppose that the finite element approximation /Ix is based on first order basis functions
and that we simply take the boundary llux functions to be
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(5.136)_ (iJltx)gy - .
8"

The rcsidual problem (5.141) may not have a solul iOIl with this choicc of data. However. if we first
rcplace the space V}\ by the finite dimensional suhspacc

(5.137)

wherc Y K is one of thc subspaces defined in Section 4.3.1. thcn problem (5.141) now has a solution. Thc
method is prccisely the classical element residual method. The approximation provided by the subspace
YK means that onc will not have a guaranteed upper bound on the error.

5.5.2. Duality method
An alternative approach is to solve thc cilia/ problem suggested by Thcorems 5.4 and 5.6: lind PEW K

such that

(5,138)

where WK is defined in Theorems 5.4 and 5.6. The equilibration principle assures us that a solution P
cxists. An error cstimator may bc dcllncd by

TfK = -2GKCp)

and Theorem 5.3 thcn gives the upper bound

(5.139)

(5.140)IIIell12
~ L IIlcPKIII~·

KEP.

The infinite dimcnsional problem (5.138) has to he approximatcd by a suitablc finite dimensional approx-
imation. Ladcveze and Leguillon [431 construct a finite dimensional subspacc of W K using a llnite element
discretization on a partitioning of the clement K into thrce or four subelements. Many other construc-
tions suggest thcmselves. The basic approach to a postcriori crror cstimation bascd on constructing a
dual variational principle seems to bc due to dc Veubckc [27].

5.6. The equilibrated residua/melhod

The inllnitc dimensional problcm to he approximatcd is: lind cPK E V K such that

Bd<p}\. v) = Fdv) - Bdltx. u) + J g}\u os Vu E V}\ (5.141)Jil}\
wherc the finite element approximation "x is hased on polynomials of dcgree p. Suppose that thc
boundary fluxes have been chosen so that the equilibration condition

O=FK(u)-B}\(ux.v)+l gKvds VVEXK (5.142)JiJK
is satisfied. We constru<: a family of subspaces y~I). lJ E N as follows. If the element K is the image of
the refcrencc clement K undcr an invertible mapping FK thcn

(5.143)

(5.144 )

~
wherc R(q) is the space

{ ~ ~
~ Q(q) if K is a squareR(q) = ~ ~

P(l!) if K is a triangle

In particular. note that the local Ilnitc clement space XK = Y}f). A sequence of error estimators for
q = P. P + 1.... may he defined by: find cP~q) E y~q) such that
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with the error estimator givcn by

67

(5.145)

(5.146)

By incrcasing the polynomial dcgree q. thc accuracy of the approximation to the infinite dimensional
problem (5.141) is improved. In effect. one is using the p version finite elemcnt method on thc single
clement K: cf. Babuska et al. [17,18].

It is impractical to calculate the error estimators using the full space Ykq) for largcr values of q owing
to the expense of the computation. The alternative is to solve on a subspace of the full space y~ql. For
instance. one might use the same functions used for the classical element residual method. However. the
equilibration property may be exploited by using a more appropriate subspace B~l

B~) = {u E y~il : B(v, w) = 0 'fI W E y~q--\)}. (5.147)

Clearly. these basis functions will be problem dependent and are discussed more fully later. Importantly.
thc dinH.:Ilsion of the space B~J is significantly less than the full space y~q)

dim y~q) = (q + 1)2 and dim B~) = 2q + I. (5.148)

The size of the error residual problem using the space B~) is relatively modest but the danger is that
accuracy may have hecn sacrificcd. Thc principal propcrty of the subspaces is that the solution of the
error residual problem is identical with the solution obtaincd using the full space:

THEOREM 5.8. SlIppose that Ihe boundary jflL\:es have been chosen so that the eqllilibration condition
is satisfied. For q = p + I, P + 2•... let cf>~q)E Ykil be sitch Ihat

BK(cf>~l). v) = Fdv) - BK(ltx, u) + J gKu ds 'fIv E Y1q) (5.149)
laK

and lei cb~il E B~) be sitch that

B}\(cb~q). u) = Fdu) - BK(IIX. u) + J gKv ds Vv E B~). (5.150)
laK

Then
q

,/..(,,) _ ~ .i..(j)
'f'K - L 'f'K

j=p+\

and
q

111cf>~lllllk= L IlIcb~)lllk'
j=I'+1

PROOF. The definition of the spaces B~) implies that for any Vj E B~) and Wk E B~)

B(uj, wd = 0 if j ::j:. k

and for q > p
q

Y(,,) - X . u U B(j)
K - }\ K'

j=,,+1

Thereforc. we may write
q

cf>~t) = Wx + L Wj
j=l>+ 1

(5.151)

(5.152)

(5.153)

(5.154)

(5.155)
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where W\' E XK and II'; E B~). Let DK(v) dcnote the linear functional appcaring ill the error residual
problem

DKCu) = Fdu) - Bd/l,\'. v) + J gKU ds. (5.156)-"If;
Then. for any v x E X K. the equilibration property rcveals that

q

0= D}\(ux) = B(rb~q). ux) = L B(w;. ux) + B(wx· ux) = B(wx. ux)
j=p+1

and hence. Wx = O. Thcrefore. for any Uk E l3~)
q

B(;jJik).Vk) = DK(ud = B(rbiq)·ud = L B(Wj.vd = B(WbUd
j=p+l

and hence II'k = ;jJ~k).Consequently.
q

A.,(q) _ '" .i.(j)
'f'K - L 'f'K .

j=p+1

Property (5.153) immediatcly shows that
q

B(rbkq). rb%tl) = L B(;jJ~). ;jJ~». 0
j=p+1

(5.157)

(5.158)

(5.159)

(5.160)

(5.162)

The result shows not only that one may use the reduced spaces B~) to construct the solution on the

full space. but also rcveals that the functions ;jJik). k = p + 1, p + 2, ... may be computed independently
and then summcd. In cach casc. the resulting error estimator is identical. The rcsult is of considerable
practical importance with rcgard to computing the estimators economically.

A posteriori error estimates for the residual problem
One can actually assess the accuracy of the approximation rb~q)~ rbK to the solution of the infinite

dimensional problcm. If the p-vcrsion finite clement method is used to approximate a solution having a
singularity on a corner of the domain then the rate of convergence is (see [18.171)

IlIrbK - rb1-")IIIK ~ CNq-u (5.161)

where Nq = (q + 1)2 and C. Q' are positive constants depending only on rbK. A simple computation
reveals that

IllcPK - rb%I)III~ = IlIrbKIII~ -lIlrbiq)III~·
Therefore. we make the assumption that

IIlrbKllli -llIrb%tlllli = CN;;2u. (5.163)

Suppose that we compute 1I1;jJ1+1)IIIK and II1;jJ1+2)IIIK- The value of 111;jJ1)IIIKis known to he zero owing
to the equilibration condition. Theorem 5.8 may be invokcd to obtain the values of IlIrb(q)IIIK. q = p,
p + 1 and p + 2. Threc equations may be obtained from Eq. (5.163) by choosing q to be p, p + 1 and
p + 2. Eliminating the constants C and Q' between these equations leaves the following cquation for the
'unknown' 111l/>KIII}\;

IllrbKIIli- -lllrb~>+2)1I1i-
Illrb}\llIi- -lllcP~>+I)IIIi-

lo,tNp+lINp+l)

IllrbKllii - IllcP1+1)III~ I.WJpd/Npl

IllrbKIII~ - IIlcP:)III~
(5.164)
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This equation may be solvcd to obtain an approximation to the value of IllcPKIIII\. This type of extrapo-
lation technique has been used to obtain global a posteriori error estimates for p-version finill': element
computations [54].

SlImmary
The purpose of this scction has been to show how. in principle. one may rcsolve thc infinite dimensional

local error residual problem (5.53) exploiting the equilibration propcrty. A key role is played by the
finite dimensional subspaces l3~). In particular. one may control the accuracy of the approximation of
the infinite dimensional problem. and cven make use of an extrapolation procedure to obtain cnhanced
approximations to the energy of the true solution. Summarizing. wc have

TN EOREM 5.9. Suppose thai the boundary jlllxes have been chosen so that the equilibration condition
is satisfied. For each dement K E P. lei J~q) E l3~). q = p + 1.P + 2..... be defined by

BK(~kq), v) = h(u) - Bdux. u) + J gKu ds Vu E l3~). (5.165)
Jc1K

Then

as q -+ 00 (5.166)
k=p+\

and the error in rhe finite elemenr approximation is bOllnded by

IIJeIlI" ~ L I IIcP}\11Ii:·
KEP

(5.167)

PROOF. The limit (5.166) follows from the convergence estimates for the p-version finite elemcnt
mdhod and Theorcm 5.8. The bound (5.167) follows from Theorcms 5.3. 5.4 and 5.6. 0

5.7. Treatmelll of the local spaces l3(q)

5.7. J. Conslrlletion
Let K he a reference element and define the space

altll = {v E R(t[): R(v,\\') =OV\\' E R(t[ -I)} (5.16H)

whcre R(t[) is either O(q) or pet[) depending on wheth~r K is a square or triangle. A hasis for fj(q) is
easily constru~ed. Suppose that the basis functions for R(q) are ordered so that functions bclonging (0

the subspace R(t[ - 1) appear first. Let 1/'q be the vector whose components are (hc hasis functions. so
that

(5.169)

whcre 1/FL (respectively.1/' H) is formed using the hasis functions from R(q - I) (respectively. R(q)\R(q -
1»). This partitioning induces a block st ructure on the element stiffness matrix

[ 1LL 11t1.]. (5.170)
AUI AWl

A hasis for the space fjlq) is obtained by letting

~, = 1/'1t - AI,,-Al.L 1/'1. (5.171)
and taking the basis functions to be the components of 1/F'w It is readily vcrified that these functions
form a~hasis for the space fj(q). Figs. 9-11 show typical basis functions for the spaccs £3(2). £3(3) and fj(4)

whcn K is the squarc reference clement and thc bilinear form corrcsponds to the Laplace opcrator. The
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<al THREE MORE BY ROTA nON.

N

(bllNTERIOR.

Fig. 9. Typical basis functions in the space iJI~).

(al THREE MORE BY ROTATION. (b) INTERIOR.

NI~IIJ N

-1·1 ... v -1-1

(e) ONE MORE BY ROTATION.

Fig. Ill. Typical hasis functions in the space Bm.

matrix Au. is singular unless the constant mode is factored out hy prescrihing a Dirichlet condition at
a single (arbitrary) point.

A basis for the spaces 13~) can be found in the samc manner.

5.7.2. Approximate sllbspaces
An ohvious drawback in constructing the spaces 13~J is that the computation has to be repeated for

each c1emcnt. An altcrnative is to define approximate subspaces

fj~tl = {vo F'K1 : v E B(f/J} (5.172)

where FK : K -+ K is the usual mapping of the reference elcmcnt. The space fj(q) is then constructed
once and for all on the appropriate reference element and the basis functions 'hard-wired' into the finite
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N

02

N

0.02

(a) ~REE MORE BY ROTATION.

(e) ONE MORE BY ROTATION.

N

0.02

N

(bl ONE MORE BY ROTATION.

(d) INTERIOR FUNCTION.

Fig, 11. Typical basis functions in the spac<: iJI41.

clement code. The bilinear form Be.·) is taken to be the operator for the class of problcms under
consideration with frozen coefficients. If the elements are not too distorted then one might expect that
as thc partition is refined. the spaces i3~) producc results approaching those obtained if the true spaces

B~) were used. This statement will be quantified after the next section.

5.7.3. Framework for analysis of approximaw sub!Jpaces
The analysis of the effect of choosing a subspace with which to approximate the full space may bc

dealt with under a general framcwork. The problem on the full space is of the form: find cb E Y such
that

B(cb.v) = D(u) Vu E Y

where the data DO satisfies the equilihratioll condition

D(u) = () Vu E X C Y.

(5.173)

(5.174)

Typically. we choose an approximate subspace Y' to be the space Y with elements of the subspace X
excluded. Therefore. let II : Y -+ X be bounded. linear and surjective. The approximate subspace has
the form

y' = {u - JJv : v E Y}.

The approximation to the problem on the full space is to find: cb' E Y'

B(cb'. u) = D(v) Vv E Y'.

(5.175)

(5.176)

The issue is to assess the accuracy of the approximation Illcblll ::::::IIlcb'llI. The accuracy is related to the
angle between the suhspaces Y' and X expressed through a Strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality.

TJ-JEO REM 5. JO. Suppose that til(' Strengthcned CUllchy-Sd/lvarz Inequality holds

IB(u.w)1 ~ µ.lIlullllllll'lll Vu E y'. IV E X

where 0 ~ µ. < 1. Then

(5.177)
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I
1114>'111~ 1114>111~ ~ 1114>'111· (5.178)

PROOF Lct u E Y bc arbitrary. Then

Illu - JIvllf = II1ull12 -lllllull12 + 2B(Ilv, Ilv - v)
~ II1ul1l2 -lllllulW + 2JlIIII1ullllllu - I1vlll
~ IIlulW + Jl2111u - IIvll12

where the inequality 2Jlllh ~ (72 + Jl2b2 has been used. Hence.

1Illv - /lulll ~ ~ Illvlll·
I- Jl

Note that

111cf>111= sup IB(¢,u)l
vEY

and so by the equilibration condition and the del1nitions

1114>111= sup IB(4). U - I1u)1
vEY Illvlll

= sup 18(4)': u - JJu)1
veY IIlvlll

~ /I1cf>'/I1sup Illu - Ilulll
(lEY

1~ ~11I4>'III·

Finally. since Y' C Y

1114>'1112= D(cf>') = B(4). 4>') ~ IIlcPllllllcf>'1I1
and the result is provcd. 0

(5.179)

(5.180)

(5.IRl)

(5.182)

(5.183)

The subspaces 13~) dclined earlier are constructed so that the Strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality
is valid with the constant Jl = O. Thcorem 5.10 confirms the earlier finding that the solution on the
subspace coincides with the solution on the full space. The effects of using the approximate subspaccs
fj~) can be analyzed by estimating the size of the constant Jl. Intuitively. if the clements are not too
distorted then Jl will be small meaning that the subspaces provided a satisfactory approximation.

5.7.4. Alrernative choices of subspace
Oden et al. [47] propose an alternative set of suhspaccs for dealing with the error r~sidual pro~em

which have been popular. The subspaces arc based on a 'p-interpolation' operator lip : Q(P + 1) -+ Q(p)
defined by

(5.184)

where ItL is the standard bilinear interpolant to II at the vcrtices of the square reference element K. To
describe the functions "l' and 11/. we first introduce thc space n:>~)(l) of polynomials of degree p on the
interval! that vanish at the cndpoints. The rcstriction of the function liE to each edgc :y of the reference
element K belongs to the space IP~)(:y) and satisfies
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I/"E - (II - lid)' u' ds = 0 TIv E IP~')CY)

73

(5.185)

wherc thc prime dcnotes t~e derivative with respect 10 arc length, Thc inlcrior function II/ E Q(P)
vanishes on the boundary ()K amI satisfics

~ V(II/ - (II - "/. - liE» . Vu dx = 0 Tlv E Q(P) n HJ(K). (5.186)1K
Thc operator II; is used to construct an approximate suhspace for solving the error residual problems

.;\1(P"1) = {u E Q(P + 1) : JI;u = O}. (5.187)

We shall analyze the effectiveness of this choice using the framework of the previous section. First. we
find a simpler description for the space.

The interior function /1/ vanishes along each of the boundaries ::y and so Eg. (5.185) may be rewritten
as

~(JI;II)'u'd.\' = ~II'v'ds Tlv E 1P~')cy).I; h
Similarly. Eq. (5.186) is equivalent to

~ V(II,:/t) . Vv dr = ~ VII' Vu dx Vv E Q(p) n 1I1:(K).iK iK
The operator Hi>has a far simpler intcrpretation:

(5.188)

(5.189)

~ ~
LEMMA 5.1 I, Let fIt, : Q(p + 1) -l Q(P) denote the interpolation operator that interpolales at the Gallss-
Lobal/o points. Thm is.

(5.190)

where ~j are the zeros of the polynomial (1 - s~)L~(s) with l.p the pth degree l.eKendre polynomial. Then

PROOF Let 8 E Q(P) bc the difference

" = JI;II - JIpll.

(5.191)

(5.192)

Each of the operators rt/; and HI' intcrpolate at the vertices of K and hence 8 also vanishes at the

vertices. Let ::y he any edge of K. Thcn by (5.188)

h"'UldS= hUI;II-JIplI)'VldS h(II-Hpll)'V'dS (5.193)

but on the edge II - fIpll ex (1 - s~)L~(s) and since Lp satisfies Legendre's differential equation

~i)'u'(s)dso:: ~Lp(s)u'(s)ds=Oh I; (5.194)

using the orthogonality property of Legendrc polynomials. Hence. " vanishes on the boundary 8K.
Finally. by (5.189). for any u E Q(P) n llJ(K)

~ Vi)· 'Vu dx = ~ 'V(JI;II - /lpu) . Vv <.Ix = ~ 'V(II - JIpll) . 'Vu dx. (5.195)
iK JK JK

However. /I - J/f'lI 0:: (I - x2)L~(x)(1 - y2)L;,(y) and so similarly to above one finds

h'VD''Vuctx=O VUEQ(p)nHJ(K).

Hence. since 8 vanishes on the boundary it follows that 8 is identically zero. 0

(5.196)
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I

P
1.359
2.(9(
2.595
2.901
3.333
3.406
3.740
3.878
4.149

0.6741
IUlllLJll
O,LJ229
O.93117
O.9S39
O.')SS9
0.%36
0.9662
0.9705

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Table 2
Values of strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz constant µ. for Odell et OILbasis fUllction

Degree
p

An immediate consequence is that thc space .MIP+l1 may be rewritten more simply in the form

.MtP+ll = span {Xj(x)Xp(Y). Xp(x)Xj(Y)'Xp(x)Xp(y) j = 1, .... p - I} (5.197)

wherc Xj{.v) = (1 - s2)Lj(s). The constant µ in the strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality may be
computed by solving an eigenvalue problem. Table 2 contains the values oblained for various polynomial
dcgrces for the Laplace operator. One sees that the value of the all important quotient I / ~ grows
relatively slowly. The spaces M~+I) used on an actual elcment arc obtaincd through the usual mapping
principle and may result in much larger Cauchy-Schwarz constants if the elements are distorted or if
thc operator is not the Laplacian.

6. Applications

6. J. Stokes and 0.\'('('11 :,. eql/otions

There are a numher of spccific issues that must hc resolvcd when dcvcloping a posteriori error esti-
mates for the Stokcs problem. Firstly. the Stokes problem involves an incomprcssibility constraint and
one must decide how to take proper account of the condition. In addition. the Oscen approximation
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes cquations contains a non-self-adjoint operator in the momentum
equations. This means that there is no natural cnergy norm in which to measure the error.

Explicit a posteriori error estimatcs for the Stokes' problcm havc been derivcd by Baranger and
EI Amri [24] and Verfurth [56]. Generalizations of the classical elemcnt residual method have been
developed by Bank and Welfert [21] and Verfurth [56]. The estimator is obtained by solving a local
Stokes problem on each element. yielding a pair of functions whose norm is then used as an estimatc
of the truc discrctization error. Onc might have expectcd to be faced with an clement residual problem
requiring thc solution of a local Stokes problem. However. there are drawbacks with this approach. For
instance. it has been shown in earlier sections that the local residual problem has to he approximated
using an appropriatc subspace. However. when dealing with thc Stokes problem, the subspaces used to
approximate the pressure and velocity components should also be constructed so that the inf-sl/p stability
condition is satislied. Consequently. one faccs additional. rather awkward diftlcullies in designing stable
schemes with which to approximatc the local problem.

The present discussion follows [7]. Thc crror estimator is bascd on solving local residual problems.
Firstly. thc hasic qucstion of the norm in which the error will be estimated is considcred. One outcome
is that. perhaps surprisingly. it is unnecessary to solvc a local Stokes problem in ordcr to obtain an
a postcriori error cstimate. The signilicance of this conclusion in thc design of a gcneral a postcriori
error cstimation procedure for incompressible fluid flow is vital. In particular, the approximation of
the local residual problcms can. to a large extent. bc dcvcloped independently of the type of clcment
used to approximate thc original fluid flow problem since therc is no illf-sl/p condition to he satisfied.
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The analysis is valid for essentially any conforming discretization schcme for the Stokes problem. The
approach reveals an appropriate equilibration principle for the determination of the houndary data and
the crror cstimator provides an upper hound on the true error in an cnergy like norm.

6.1.1. Mcniel prohll'f1I
Introduce function spaces V and W as follows:

V = 11~(!l) x 111:(fl) and W = L2(!2).

Let B : V x V ......IR and h : V x W -+ IR he the bilinear forms

h(v.q) = -1 q divv dx
{]

and

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.8)

B(v. w) =1{I'Vv· Vw + w· (u· V) v} dx (6.3)
J}

where II > 0 is the viscosity parameter and U is a smooth solenoidal vector field on fl (i.e. div U = 0).
FOT given datal E L2lf2) x L2(fl) we seek the solution of the problcm:

Find (lI.p) E V x W such that for all (v.q) E V x W

13(II,v)+h(v.p)+h(lI.q) = F(v) (6.4)

whcre F : V --+ U{ is the lincar functional

F(v) = !I .v dx. (6.5)
.J}

Eq. (6.4) may be written equivalently as a pair of equations by choosing v = () and q = 0 in turn.
For ease of exposition we consider only homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. More general
conditions may bc dealt with in an analogous fashion. In order to describe sufficient conditions for the
existence of a solution to (6.4) we introduce inner products a(-,·) and c(·,·) on V and W. rcspectively:

a(v. w) = r "Vv· Vwdx (6.6).In
and

c(p. q) =!p q d\". (6.7)
.{]

These inncr products induce norms on V and W denoted by 11,11" and 1I'lle' respectively. The following
facts [36) conccrning JJ and h will be useful:

• thcrc exists a positive constant C /l such that

IB(v. w)1 ~ CB IIvll" Ilwll" Vv. wE V

•
Ib(v.q)1 ~ "-"/2I1vlla IIqIIL' V(v.q) E l' x W

• b satisfies an illf-sllp condition: i.e. there exists a positivc constant ab such that

Ib(v.q)l
su~ II II ~ ab Ilei lie Vq E W
I·E I' V"

• B is coercive: i.e. owing to the vector field U being solcnoidal there holds

lJ(v,v) = IIv II;' VvEV.

Under these conditions it follows [36J that there is a unique solution to (6.4).

6./.2. Norm 0/1 V x W
The usual choice of norm on the product space V x W is

{
') ')} 1/2

(v.q)1-+ lIull;,+lIqll; .

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)
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It will he convenient to establish an equivalent norm for the space V x W. Let (e, E) E V x W be
arbitrary. The pair (cP I if/) E V x W is detined to be the Ritz projection of the residuals. That is.

a( cP, v) + c( ~/. (I) = B(e. v) + b(v, E) + b(e. q) (6,13)

for all (v,q) E V x W. The existence and uniqueness of the pair (cP,~/) follows from the continuity of
the forms Band b. Therefore. we may define

II/(e. E)1I1 = {lit/lll~ + IIqll~}1/2. (6.14)

The following result confirms that this quantity is a norm on V x W equivalent to the usual norm:

TN EOREM 6.1. Undl'r the foregoing assumptions and definitions. there exist posilive constants kl and
k2 such that

kdll(e,E)IW ~ lie II?+ IIEII~ ~ k2111(e.E)i112 (6.15)
where kl depends only 011 Cn and II: Ilnd. k2 depends only on Cll (/nd abo

PROOF. Right-hlllld inequality. Making use of (6.10). (6.13). (6.8) and the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality
yields:

1IIEllc ~ ab {llcfJlI" + Cn lIella}· (6.16)

Using (6.11). (6.13) (with q = -E and v = e) and the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality:
?lIell~ ~ 1It/l1l" Ill' II" + IIl/1l1c IIElir' (6.17)

From (6.16) and (6.17) one finds

-21I1ell;~-21 (lIcPlla+Cnlll/1llc)2+~IIt/lIL 1I1/111c' (6.18)
ab n'l

Combining (6.18) with (6.16): once again using (6.18) gives the rcsult with k2 a constant depending on
lXl> and Cn·

Left-hand inequality. Using (6.13). (6.8). (6.9) and thc Cauchy-Schwarz Incquality gives

1It/llia ~ Cn Ill' II" + v-1f2IIEllc' (6.19)
Using (6.13) and (6.9) gives

1I1/111~= bee .1/1) ~ v-1/211e II" IIHc' (6.20)
Combining (6.19) and (6.20) yields the estimate claimed wherc kl dcpcnds only on Cn and IJ. 0

n.I.3. Discretization
Let P be a locally quasi-uniform par:!ition of the domain n. Suppose that cach clcment K is the image

of an appropriate refcrence element K under the usual type of transformation FK. The basis functions
on thc element K are of the form

XK=Span{voFil:VEIP(px)}2 (6.21)

and

MK = Span{q 0 Fit: q E IPJ(PM)} (6.22)

where Px EN and PM E Z+ and IP. )pJ arc appropriate polynomial spaces on the refercncc clement.
The global finite elcment subspaces X and M are constructed in the usual manner so that the inclusion
X x MeV x W holds. The finite elemcnt approximation to (6.4) is then:

Find (ux.px) E X x M sllch that for all (vx.q) E X x M

B(lIx,vx)+b(vx,Px)+b(ux.q) == F(vx). (6.23)
A few remarks concerning the constrllction of the finite element subspace X x M are in order. It will
have been noted that therc was no requircmcnt for a discretc inf-sup condition to hold. The s\ahility
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of the discretization scheme does not affect the a posteriori error analysis since only stability of the
underlying continuous problem is used. Of course. thc indiscriminate use of unstable discretizations is
not recommended.

6.1.4. A posteriori error analysis
The argument c10scly parallels the discussion of the element residual method with equilibration from

Section 5 with which we assume the reader is familiar. Throughout we shall use the same notations and
conventions.

Mesh dependent forms and spaces
The local velocity space on each suhdomain K E P is

VK = {v E /l1(K) x H1(K): v = () on DDn8K}

and the local pressurc space is

WK = L2(K) .

The bilincar fOnllS 1h : V K X V K -+ IR and bK : Y K X WK -; IR are defined as follows:

bKCv.q) = - r q divv dx
.IK

and

BK(v. w) = r {,JV'v : V'w + w· (V· V') v} dx.JK
Similarly. FK : V K -+ IR is defined by

Fdv) = ,[I' v dx,

Hence, for v. wE V and q E W

b(v.q) = L hK(VK,qK)
Ke'P

B(v. w) = L BK(VK, WK)
KE'P

and

F(v) = L FdvK)'
KE'P

The broken space V (P) x W (P) is dcfincd by

V(P) x W(P) = {(v,q) E [L2Ul)J3: (V.q)IK E VK X WK V K E Pl·

(6.24)

(6.25)

(6.26)

(6.27)

(6.28)

(6.29)

(6.30)

(6.31 )

(6.32)

(6.34)

Examining the previous notations reveals that W (P) = W. As before. we consider the space of contin-
uous linear functionals T on V (P) x W(P) that vanish on the subspace V x W. Let lH(div, D) be the
space

ll-I(div. !l) = {A E L2(DfX2 : div A E L2(D)2} (6.33)

equipped with norm

IIAIIH(div.m = {IIAIiL(1) + IIdivAIILcn)}1/2.

Thc following result gencralizes Theorem 5.1:

THEOREM 6.2. A cominllous linear functional T on the splice V (P) x W(P) vanishes on the subspace
V x W if and only if there exists A E n-I(div. D) such that
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T[(V,q)J = L J ilK' A . VK ds
}\E'P loK

where ilK denotes the unit outward normal 011 the hOi/lldary of K.

PROOF. Essentially identical with the proof of Theorem 5.1. 0

Thanks to this result we may refcr to thc functional 'i as belonging to the space H-I(div. fl).

(6.35)

Error analysis
Let (II x.Px) E X x M be the finite element approximation to (lI.p) E V x W. In vicw of the inclusion

X x MeV x W. the discretization error (e. E)

e = U - Ux: £ = p - px

belongs to the space V x W. Definc a pair (c/J.l/J) E V x W such that:

a( c/J. v) + c(l/J. q) = B(e. v) + b(v. E) + b(e. q)

(6.36)

(6.37)

(6.42)

for all (v, q) E V x W. Theorem 6.1 rcveals that the norm of the discretization crror is givcn by

III(e, £)1112 = 1Ic/J1I~+ II~JII;· (6.38)

The problem is thereforc to estimate I/cPIL and /j..pl/c numerically. As before. we reducc the singlc global
problem (6.37) into a sequence of independent problems posed locally over each element.

lnter-elemelll houndary flux
The stress tcnsor p(v,q) is dctincd by

f)u·
Pij(V. q) = 1'-8" -q8jj (6.39)

.\i

where 8ij is the Kroneckcr symbol. Thc intcrelement fluxes played a vital rolc in Section 5. The normal
nux on the boundary of element K is given by (nK)ijpj. Let O'}\ be as defined in (5.24) and gy: 'Y -+ JR.2
be smooth functions on the cdges 'Y on the interior of the domain. The approximation to the flux on the
boundary of element K is given by gK whcrc

gK = O'}\gy on 'Y C 8K. (6.40)

As beforc. the notation [.] will bc used to dcnote differcnces in quantities across element boundarics as
before. The following identity valid for v E V (P) is analogous to Eg. (5.31):

L fa gK' vds = L 1gy' [v] ds, (6.41)
}\eP 8}\ yElJp Y

Localization
The next step is to decompose the global problem (6.37) into local problems posed over the elements.

Firstly. the unknowns (lI,p) in (6.37) are replaced by appcaling to (6.4):

a ( c/J. w) + c( l/J . (I) = B (e • w) + h ( w, E) + b (e . q)

= L {Fdw) - BK(u X. w) - b}\(w,px) - bK(u x.q)}·
KEP

The glohal space V x W is decomposed into functions that arc smooth on cach of thc elements but not
necessarily continuous hetwecn clements. The functional givcn by (6.42) is then extcnded to the broken
space V (P) x W (P). For any (w. q) E V (P) x W (P) define the linear functional R : V (P) x W (P) -->

IR by
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n[(w·q)1 = L {FK(W) - Bdux, w) - bK(w,px) - bK(ux·'1) + fa g}\' wK dS}
}\EP &K

- L 1Ky' [wI ds
yEOP y

so that whenever (w, '1) E V x W

n lew. '1)1 = a(cP· w) + C(l/!. (1).

79

(6.43)

(6.44)

LEMMA 6.3. Under the ahove notations and conventiollS. there exists 11..E Hl(dh', Il) sllch that for all
(w,l/) E yep) x W(P)

J..L.[(w,'1)] = L !gy' [w) ds. (6.45)
yE{W Y

PROOF. The right-hand side of Eq. (6.45) vanishes on V x W. The result then follows immediately
from Theorem 6.2. 0

Applying Lemma 6.3 yields:

n lew. (1)1 = L {FdW) - BK(u x, w) - hK(W,PX) - hdux,q) + i gK' w}\ dS} - J..L.[(w,'1)]
KEP JK

(6.46)

for all (w,'1) E yep) x W(P).

Variational analysis
Introduce the Lagrangian functional £., : V (P) x W(P) x H(div, 12) -+ IR. given by

1
£., [(w,q), J..LI = '2 {a(w. w) + c('1,q)} - n [Cwo q)j - J..L[(w,'1)]

so thai

SU~ £., [(w,q). J..LI= { ~ {a(w. w) + e(l/,q)} - n [Cwo q)] if (w,q) E V x W
µEH(dh.l1) +00 otherwise

and analogously to (5.39),

1 1'2 {£leW. w) + c(q. q)} - n [Cwo q)] ~ -'2III(e. E)1112

for any (w,q) E V x W. Therefore.

--21111(e.E)IW= inf sup £"[(w.q).J..L]
( ..·.t{)EV(P)xW(P) µEH(div.!1)

= sup inf £"[(w.q).J..L1
µEII(div. f1) ( ....q)E V (P)xW(P)

~ inf £.,((w.q).J..L.]
( ..·.q)E v (P)x W(Pl

= L inf {!a(wK· WK) - FJ(w) + Ih(u x, w) + hK(w.px)
",,,,EV,,, 2

KEp

- J gK' w}\ ds - -2
1 Iidiv u xll~'K}JIlK

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.49)

(6.50)
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whcre the infimum over the spacc W(P) has bcen computed explicitly. As usual. the order of the inf-sup
may be changed since a saddle point is obtained when the multiplier µ is the true interelement !lux.
This choice is a valid multiplier as ean be seen by applying Theorcm 6.2. Summarising, we have shown:

TH EOREM 6.4. LeT J K : V K -+ IR he the quadratic flil/ctiol/al

Theil,

111(e,E)IW ~ L {-2K'~~kh(WK)+lIdiVllxll;.K}'
KE'P

6. J .5. AI/alysis of local error residulIl problems
The analysis has led to problems on each subdomain of the form

inf h(WK)'
"'A:E~I A:

(0.51)

(6.52 )

(6.53)

(6.55)

Suppose for a moment that a minimum exists. then the minimizing clement is characterized by finding
cP K E VK such that

a(cPK' v) = FK(v) - Bdux. v) - bK(v,p.d + 1 gK' v ds 'Vv E V K. (6.54)]"K
This problem decouples into a pair of Poisson type problcm with Neumann data. The result of the
forcgoing analysis has he en that one can ohtain a local a posteriori error estimator for the Stokes
prohlem by solving auxiliary Neumann type problems for the residual in the momentum equations. The
contribution from the incompressihility constraint may bc calculated explicitly. This has a considerable
impact in the computation of the error estimator since onc need not solve a local Stokes type problem
as. for example, is the case with [211 and [56]. The approach suggested above clluld be used in the context
of those papers. yielding significantly simpler local problems.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existcnce of a minimum are that the data satisfy the
following compatihility or equilibratiol/ condition:

o = Fd () - B K (II .\'. (J) - b K (fJ •Px) + 1 g}\' () dsJiJK

for all fJ E Kcr[a. VK Iwhere

(6.56)

If the subdomain K lies on the houndary of) then thc local problcm (6.54) will be subject to a homo-
geneous Dirichlet condition on a portion of their boundaries and thus will be automatically wcll posed.
However. elements away from the houndary are subject to pure Neumann conditions and the null space
will consist of the rigid hody motions

Ker[a. VK] = Span {Ol. 02}

where

(6.57)

(6.58)

The equilibration theory and procedures described in Section 5 call be applied to each of the equations in
thc system (6.55) in turn. giving boundary data satisfying condition (6.55). It is worth noting that therc
is only an equilibration requirement for the momentum equations and not for the incomprcssibility
constraint.
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In summary. the numerical procedure is to lirst calculate equilibrated boundary data that ensures the
local problems (654) arc well posed. These problems are thcn solvcd numerically using the approximate
subspaccs discussed in Section 5 giving an approximate solution qJ K' The proccss then yields an a
postcriori error cstimate TJK on the subdomain K

{ , . '} If?
TJK = IIt/J K II~.K+ IIdlv U x II;,K - . (6.59)

A global error estimate may be obtained by summing thc local cstimatcs. Theorcm 6.4 guarantccs that
the estimate bounds the true crror 111(e. E)III from above, provided that the local approximate subspace
providcs sufficicnt resolution.

6,1.6. Summary al/ti col/clllsiollS
An important point of the analysis is that onc does not have to solvc a local Stokes problem. it is

sufficicnt to solve a pair of indcpendent local Poisson problems. This mcans that one is solving a system
of two equations (since the residual corresponding to the incompressibility condition can be treated
directly) rather than the system of three coupled equations necded for other techniques. Importantly.
when one comes to construct the basis functions used in approximating thc local problems. thcre is no
issue of stability (inf-sup) conditions. Thcse conditions can hc quite problematic if one is trying to solve
a local Stokes prohlem using an appropriatc space. requiring a careful stability analysis [21]. This issue
docs not arise with the approach prcsented here. These fcaturcs makc thc computation of the cstimators
Icss expensive. and more casily applicablc to general finite clement schemes for Stokes' type problems.

Although the analysis suggests that the boundary data for the local residual type problems should be
choscn to satisfy an equilibration condition. thc ahove comments are equally valid whcther one is equi-
librating thc boundary fluxes or not. Of course. one loses the upper bound property if the equilibration
condition is not satisfied. but this may not be of primary importancc in some applications.

One can question the usefulness of an upper bound in the unorthodox energy norm 111·111 albeit
equivalent with the HI type norms. The analysis could bc uscd to obtain an estimator in l/I norm. The
energy of the actual solution can bc estimated in the same 111·111.being computcd at the same time as the
error cstimator by modifying the right-hand sides used in the error estimation process (after omitting the
temlS Bdu x. v) amI b(v: px) in Eq. (6.54». The process yields a sufficiently good estimate for practical
purposes and may bc uscd to scale the crror cstimator giving an estimate of relativc error. It is therefore
possible to perform rigorous and quantitative crror control for Stokes' and Oseen type problems.

Summarizing. it has been shown that the equilibration principle carries over from the scalar case along
with the basic stcps in the analysis. In addition. the procedure for the treatment of side conditions. such
as the incompressibility constraints, has been outlined.

6.2. II/compressible NUl'ier-Swk('s equalions

Following Oden ct al. [491 the analysis for the Stokcs and Oseen problem will be cxtended to the
incomprcssible Navier-Stokes equations with small data. Let D : V x V x V -+ IR be the trilinear form

D(u.v.w)= r u·V'v·wdx. (6.60)
JJJ

Thc form D is continuous in the sense that there exists a constant ell such that

D(u. v. w) ~ Cf) III IHI(fl) IvI1l1(a) IwIHI(JJ)' (6.61)

We shall assume that CD is the best possiblc constant such that (6.61) holds. The incompressible Navier-
Stokes problcm is to

find (u.p) E V x W such that for all (v.q) E V x W

(/(11. v) + h(v.p) + D(II. U, v) + b(lI, q) == F(v) (6.62)

where F : V -+ IR is the linear functional

F(v)=lf'v dx.
Jl

(6.63)
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The problem (6.63) is known [36] to possess a unique solution whenever the data is sufficiently small.
In particular. if

'J2
IF(v)1 ~ O-C Ivl"I(/Jl Vv E V (6.64)

[)

for some fixed number 0 E [0. I) then there is a unique solution II E V satisfying
IJ

IIIIH'(/J) ~ () -C' . (6.65)
[)

The finite clement approximation to (6.62) is then:
Find (II x.Px) E X x M such that for all (vx. q) E X x M

a(1Ix. v) + b(v. flx) + D(1I x.1I X. v) + b(u x. q) = F(v). (6.66)

The finite element subspaces X and M are constructed as dcscrihed previously. It will bc assumed that
the finite element approximation II x converges to the velocity II as the partition is refined.

6.2.1. A posteriori error ullalysis
The basic idea behind the extension of the analysis for the Stokes and Oseen type problem to the

Navier-Stokes equations was suggested by Wu [581. Let (e, £) he the error in the finite clement approx-
imation and define a pair (cP, 1/1) E V x W to be the Ritz projection of the lIIod~fied residuals

a( cP. v) + c( 1/1. q) = a(e. v) + b(v. £) + b(e. q) + 8(u . II X. v)

for all (v,q) E V x W. wherc

8(u.ux.v) = D(u,u.v) - D(ux.ux.v).

(6.67)

(6.6X)

The data on the right-hand side of (6.67) defines a continuous linear functional ami so the pair (cP. 1//)
exists and is unique so that we may deline

(6.69)

The idea echoes the basic step (6.13) used before. Howcver. therc is a significant difference: before the
pair (e. E) was arbitrary but now it is essential that (e. E) be the error in the finite element approxi-
mation. Furthermore. owing to the prcsence of the non-linear term 8(-,·.·) onc cannot directly apply
Theorem 6.1. However. suppose for a moment that

kJ I/I(e, £)/112
~ lie 1I~+ "E"~ ~ k2/1I(e, £)IW

for non-negative quantitics kl and k2· Let cP K E V K be such that

a(tP}\.v) = Fdv) - adllx,v) - bdv.px) - DK(UX.IIX'v) + J g}\' vdskK
for all v E V K where the houndary data has been chosen so that the equilibration condition

o = Fd (J) - B dux. (J) - bd (J, p x) - D K (II x, U x. (J) + J g K . (J dskK

(6.70)

(6.71)

(6.72)

is satisfied for all lJ E Kerla. V K j. The local a posteriori error estimate on element K is taken to be

11K = {II tP K II~.K+ IIdiv II x II~.K} 1/2.

An argument identical to the linear case reveals that

III(e, £)1112
~ L 1I~ = 112

}\EP

(6.73)

(6.74)

Consequenlly. thanks to the cquivalence (6.70). 11 provides an error estimator for the incompressihle
Navier-Stokes prohlem with small data. It remains to prove the equivalence (6.70).
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PROOF. First. we obtain bounds for the form 8(-.,·). Suppose v E V then

S(II.ux,v)=D(u.u.v) - D(ux.ux.v)

= D(II.e.v) + D(e,ux.v)

~ Co{lu II/I(u) Ie IIII(J}) IvIHI(J}) + Ie IUI({}) lu XII/I(JI) Ivllll(ll)}

~ Cf){2Iulltl({}) lell/I(J) Ivlfl'(ll) + lel7tl(0) Ivll/I(n)}

~ CD {28 ;0 Ie 1111(0)Ivllll(f}) + Ie I~fl({l) IVIUI(f})}

= {26 + C: Ie 11I1(n)} lie lIa IIvll"

83

(6.75)

where (6.61) and (6.65) have been used. If v = e then a sharper bound may be ohtained hy first noting
[36. Eq. (6). p. 285]

D(II,e,e)=O

and thcn following similar steps to before giving

{
Co } 25(u,llx,e)~ O+-;-Iell/I(fl) Ilell,,·

Left-hand il/eqllality. Using (6.9). (6.67) and (6.75) gives

IItPlla ~ v-1
/
2I1Ellc + { 3 + ~D Ie IUI(fl) } lie II" .

Using (6.9) and (6.67) givcs

1I.pllc ~ IJ-'/
2I1ella

and hence

wherc k1 depends on CD and v.
Right-hand iI/equality. Using (6.10), (6.67) and (6.75) gives

IIEII Ib(v.q)1
al> c~SUP-11

VEV vila

I
~suP-llllla(tP.v)-a(e.v)-S(u.lIx,v)l

VEV V a

~ IItP II" + lie II" {3 + ~~ lell/I(n)} .

Equally welL using (0.1). (6.67) and (6.77) gives

lie II~= a( tP. e) - b(e. E) - S(u, u x. e)

= a( tP, e) - e(l/! I E) - S(u. u x. e)

{
CD } 2~lltPllaliella+IIl/!lIc IIEllc+ O+-;-Iell/I(J) lIell.,·

Since Ie IHI([J) -+ 0, we may choosc E > 0 sufficiently small that

1':2 CD I J
/I + "2 + V e ll/IU}) = f} < I.

(6.76)

(6.77)

(6.7R)

(6.79)

(6.80)

(0.81 )

(6.82)

(6.83)
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Hence. from (6.X2) and (6.81) we obtain

Hence. for Ie IlIl(a) sufficiently small

lie II~~ C( lrb, I'. CD. Ie IIII({}) • fJ){ IIt/J II; + 1I1/111~}
and using (6.77) gives

~ 2 21I1/111~~ C(nb.l'. CD. Ie IUI(l})' O){IIt/JII" + II I/i lie}
and the result follows. 0

6.3. Variational inequalities

(6.84)

(6.85)

(6.86)

(6.88)

A class of variational inequalities describing the flow of an ideal l1uid through an unsaturated porous
medium [411 will be considered. The strong form or linear complememarity problem governing this
situation is to lind u such that on the domain fltherc holds

-~u ~ f: II ~ 1/1: (~Il + f) (II -1/1) = 0 (6.87)

subject to Dirichlet conditions on the boundary an. Evidently. the chief featurc is the presence of
the inequality conditions. Previously. error estimators have been obtained by solving local problems
analogous to the original global problem. Thc type of local problem for the error estimator that might
be derived from the system (6.87) is unclear. Naturally. one may expect to obtain the same type of
complementarity condition as (6.87) on the interior of the elements but appropriate boundary conditions
to impose on the boundaries of the clements is not obvious. However. by following the basic idea used
in Section 5 the correct formulations of the local problems will emerge. The approach is based on 181.

6.3.1. Model problem
Lct n c 1R2 be an open bounded domain with smooth boundary an. For sufficiently smooth data f.

1/1 and 110 consider the variational inequality:
Find II E K. such that

B(II.v -II) ~ F(u -II) Vu E K.

whcre K. is the convex set

K. = {u E H1(fl): u ~ 1/1 on nand u = 110 on an} (6.89)

and B : K. x K. -+ IR and F : K. -+ IR arc the usual bilinear and linear forms

B(II.v) = r 'lu· 'ludx: F(u) = r fudx. (6.90)In Jf}
Let P be a regular partition of n. X be a finite element space on the partition and let K.x = K. n X. The
discretised version of (6.88) is:

find IIX E K.x such that

B(ux.ux -IIX) ~ F(ux -1I,d VVx E K.x. (6.91)

Tt is known 141Jthat if r/J. f and Ill) are sufficiently smooth and r/J ~ 110 on an then there exists a unique
solution of both the continuous and discrete problems (6.88) and (6.91).

6.3.2. A posteriori error analysis
Let W denotc the convex set
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W = {I\' : I\' = U - II x. for some U E K}
or cqually wcll

W = {II' E l-fl(Il): I\' + Itx ~ ~I in fl and IV + IIX = 0 on an}.

(6,92)

(6.93)

From the variational inequality (6.88) it follows that thc error e is characterised as the solution of the
problem:

Find e E W such that

B(e. IV - e) ~ F(w - e) - B(IIX' II' - e) V IV E W, (6.94)

The existence of a unique solution of (6.94) follows immediately from the cxistencc and uniqueness of
the solution II of the original problem (6.88). The relation (6.94) is the analogue of the residual equation
from which error estimators were obtaincd for linear problems. An alternative form equivalent to (6.94)
IS:

Find e E W such that

lee) ~ 1(11') VII' E W

whcre

I
1(11') = 2. B(w, 11') - F(w) + B(It,\'. 11').

Now. sincc K.x c K.. there follows from (6.88)

IIIell12 = B(e. e)
=B(u,e) - B(ux.e)

~ F(e) - H(ux. e)
] ~= -l(e) + 2: 1ilelW

and hence from (6.95) we obtain

inf 1(11') = lee) ~ -~ IlIe11l2,
wEW 2

(6.95)

(6.96)

(6.97)

(6.98)

(>.3.3. Localization
The notations and conventions used in Section 5 will be used. In addition, the space W(P) is defined

by

W(P) = {II' E f11(p): II' +IIX ~ 1/1 in fl and w+ux = 0 on an}. (6.99)

The estimate (6.98) is analogous to the basic rcsult (5.23) uscd in Section 5 to derivc the a posteriori
crror estimates, The steps leading from (5.23) to Theorem 5.3 may be repeated giving:

TIl EO REM 6.5. Let h :W}\ -+ IR he the quadratic fllnctional

l,.{w) = -2
1 Bdw.lV) - hew) + BK(IIX. 11') - 1 gKwds.

la}\
ThI'll

1ilelW ~ -2 inf L l}\(w).
wEl\TP) }\EP

(6.100)

(6,101)

As anticipatt:d. Theorem 6.5 shows that in order to obtain a bound on the discretisation error one need
only construct clements of the space W(P). The set W(P) does not impose any interclement restrictions
on the choice. Consequently. the statement (6.101) reduces to a series of local problems of the form:
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(6.105)

(6.104)

Find cPK E WK such that

h(IPd ~ h(WK) \l1~'K E WK (6.102)

where. with a slight abusc of notation. wc delilH.:

WK = {II'K E 111 (K) : WK + lix ~ l/J on K and I\IK + lix = 0 on DK nUn}. (6.103)

The main advantage associated with dealing with local problems is that the computational cost is neg-
ligible in comparison with the cxpense cntailed in obtaining "x. This contrasts with the rclatcd idcas
presentcd in [37] whcre it is neccssary to solvc a problem of comparable complexity to (6.91) to obtain
an a postcriori error estimate.

6.3.4. Allalysis of 10CClIproblems
Consider the local prohlem (6.102) on an element K in the interior of the domain n. The strong form

of the problem consists of a linear complementarity condition on the interior of the element

-~cP ~ f + .llix: cP ~ ~I - Ii.\': (.lcP + f + .llix) (cP - l/J + It.d == 0

supplementcd with a linear colllplemelltarity cOlldition Oil the boundary OK

Utf> Dltx (atf> allx) .~ ~ g}\ - --;--: tf> ~ III - 1/,\< -;- ~ gK - ~ (tf> - l/J + Ii.r> == () on uK.
dl/ I}II d" dll

Therefore. we conclude that the appropriate local error residual problem to be solved for the error
consists of the weak form of the problem specified hy conditions (6.104) and (n.105).

The local problem (6.102) is automatically well posed if the element K lics on the boundary of the
domain fl. Howcver. if the element lics on thc interior of the domain. then it is subject the linear
complementarity conditions (6.105) on the whole of the boundary uK and it may be that the problem
possesses no solution. A routine application of arguments found in [37] shows that the local problem
has a unique solution if and only if the condition

-FK(1)+BK(liX.I)- J ,I;}\ds>O (6.106)laK
is satisfied. If the inequality is not strict then the solution is unique up to the addition of a positive
constant.

The condition (6.106) plays the role of thc equilibration condition in Section 5 and provides a criterion
for selecting the boundary data gK. The discussion in Section 5.4 may be extended to the case of an
inequality equilibration condition and used to deduce that it is indeed possible to construct boundary
data so that condition (6.106) is satisl1cd.

The approximatc solution of the local variational problems (6.102) is complicated by the unilateral
condition in the definition (6.103). In particular, one cannot easily usc a p-version linitc clement method
to approximatc the local problem. An alternative is to suhdivide the element K into a small number of
subelements and compute a local h-version finite elemcnt approximation of the local problem. Numerical
examples based on this method will bc found in [8].
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